Using Talismans, yagnas, japas, meditation and blessings we try to avert the future. If used correctly, it
can work, but only if used correctly. Not many people know how to do it correctly. To use Jyotish
correctly, we must be intellectual enough to know exactly how the planets interact, how karmas link
different people, and indeed, how the universe works ! It is an exact science. To assume we know how it
all works because we can calculate the "movement" of stars (from our limited perspective!) is ignorance
at best!

If you believe in God, any God,
Let life be life.
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You be you
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God be God.
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Comments by Dr.Rupnathji on the above article:
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Interesting! Several questions emerge: Assuming that there is a caring, protective and benevolent God
(father/mother/beyond gender) who will take care of us all, why does one need to ask for such caring?
Why is this 'giving up' required? A human baby does not have to ask for his human parents to protect
and care? Why must the divine, Omnipotent Parent be so demanding of our attention and
subservience?

Also, regarding astrology: If your view is correct then astrology and astrologers were created outside the
divine plan (Why would God create or allow to be created a system and its followers if it was not
necessary?).

On the other hand, if astrology/astrologers were created outside God's plan then surely there is a zone
of freedom which God does not want to control or interfere with? After all, we are all children of God
and expected to grow up to be like our Parent!

Belief in God Vs Astrology

By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

The most common past time, globally enjoyed by man kind is - astrology! The world over, people look to
the stars to help them predict the future. People use astrology / Jyotish to peer into the mist beyond
and every time they see a dark shadow, they imagine landfall.
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Yet, if one really believes in GOD, any GOD, astrology has no meaning to them. God is more than capable
of looking after the welfare of His devotees. If a common king can provide immunity from prosecution
for his special servants (diplomats are one modern example), what can the universal King achieve? If our
fate revolves around the planets in our solar system, than lets remember,
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the Sun revolves around the North Star,
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and the North Star revolves around God.
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look after you!

DR

Let God, who is the centre of the universe,
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So, who is the final arbitrator of our fate?
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If you believe in GOD, any GOD, give up worrying. Worry is for those who have no one to look after
themselves. An orphan needs to worry. Prince, living under the watchful gaze of a loving father / King
need not worry.

If you believe in GOD, any GOD, think yourself lucky that your doting parent is immortal!

If you believe in God, any God, consider the universe to be engaged in God's eternal lila, divine play.
Astrology than has no meaning for you ! If the Universal Play has been written by GOD, who are we to
rewrite His script !?! To assume that we have that sort of power is foolish ! Surely, God, the
omnipresent, omnipotent Lord of the Universe, can not be dissuaded by a few outpours of verses, or
indeed, how can we hide our karmas from Him behind some polished stones (gems)?

Maya in the Horoscope:

The Glue That Keeps Us Earth Bound
By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

Maya or illusion is really more of a delusion than an illusion! A delusion is a thought or idea which is not
based on observed or perceived reality (e.g., the ghost that lives on the peepul tree in a village - never
actually seen by anyone, but of course everyone "knows" it is up there). On the other hand, an illusion is
the misperception of an 'object' (mistaking a rope for a snake, for instance).
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Spiritualists of ancient and modern times have stated that as we live through our earthly human
existence, each of us acquires a personal view of reality. There is often a discrepancy between the
absolute reality and what we perceive it to be. This leads to a subjective mis-interpretation of the
universe, resulting in our giving more importance to things which obviously are evanescent and
impermanent. We chase after those things throughout our life, which we are certainly forced to leave
behind when we die and can never bring back with us when we are reborn. We fall in love and become
attached to objects, ideas and persons, a liaison based on whims and fancies, to be frustrated and
saddened when things do not work out and that leads to disillusionment when glimpses of reality finally
dawn upon us. Maya also leads to generation of actions that are also known as 'karma' and which then
take over the reins of our destiny, thus, becoming the charioteer of our spiritual vehicle on this path of
spiritual progress that is our soul-goal and the sole reason for our being in this earthly reality.
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We often run into individuals who have led quite accomplished lives in our eyes but when they confide
in someone, those confidantes would tell us a different story. The individual may actually think of
himself as an utter failure! Between the admired role model and us the follower, at least one of us is
obviously not tapped into 'reality' and hence we see the duality which is a consequence of maya. We
might judge someone as very brave or very pious, but in reality, they might be very ordinary and quite
petty actually.

If our horoscopes are to reflect the different facets of the human experience, then there should be a
clear way of discerning the fact that the subjective perceptions of the nativity do not (or do) match the
observed reality (which may in turn be different from absolute reality which one can figure out only
through the knowledge of things that transcend earthly knowledge!).

In a horoscope, we have twelve houses and nine planetary indicators (5 planets, 2 lights and 2 nodes).
These obviously are not adequate for covering all facets of modern human life. Jyotish, therefore, must
use a variety of indicators known as karakas or executors. There are three types of karakas described by
Parashara: inherent (naisargika) karakas, fixed (sthira) and transitional (chara) karakas. The latter are
also utilized extensively in the Jaimini system which some individuals insist is a separate system and
must not be mixed with the mainstream Parashari system. Despite the strength of expression in these
statements, such a tight water-tight compartmentation has not been adequately demonstrated and
remains a subjective opinion, like many such others that abound in Jyotish. I find it difficult to visualize
that the same planet puts on its Parashari cap when looking at (aspecting) another planet, but would
then take it off to put on its Jaimini cap to indicate its chara dashainfluence or chara karaka role!
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There are also several secondary houses described in jyotish. There is the 'bhavat-bhavam' concept, a
term which a sanskritologist claimed to be grammatically incorrect. The concept, regardless of its
linguistic accuracy or purity, is what I have called 'the Vedic hopscotch'. The secondary house is located
as many houses from the house under consideration, as the house is away from lagna or first house. So,
3rd house is the bhavat-bhavam house for 2nd, 7th is bhavat-bhavam for 4th, 7th is bhavat-bhavam for
10th, etc. So, if the lord of first house is in the 2nd house then the house secondarily describing the 2nd
house attributes will be the third house.
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One commonly used utilization of this system of house arrangement is in determining longevity. The
primary house for longevity is the 8th house, the 3rd house which is 8th from the 8th is used as a
secondary house for longevity and the two houses that represent loss of longevity by being 12th from
8th and 3rd, i.e., the 7th and 2nd represent the killers or maraka houses. In the bhavat-bhavam
arrangement, the secondary house can ONLY be in an odd house from lagna! The symbolic 'yang' aspect
in terms of doing, action, execution are male attributes which is represented in astrology as the odd
house, the odd sign. Do the bhavat bhavam houses represent the influences and indicators that express
the results of the primary houses under consideration? For example, the 3rd (effort, action) leads to
replenishing of and provision to 2nd house (family, wealth), the fifth house (creativity, children) being
the motivators for action (3rd house), ones bhagya, 9th (bhavat bhavam of 5th) being the determinator
for fructification of the 5th house (future karma, children). The two lords, that ruling the primary house
and the secondary or bhavat-bhavam house must be in harmony for the primary house to fructify fully
and harmoniously. There might be some other deep significance lying within this arrangement as well,
but let us move Back to the topic at hand.

Another very popular (more so now than some 30-40 years ago) way of determining the secondary
indicators is through using the (Jaimini) padas [also described by Parashara]. Since both Parashara and
Jaimini had not mentioned each other in their texts (though Parashara mentions Lord Buddha when
describing the planetary representations of avatars - unless this was transplanted later on into BPHS),

conflicting views exist as to who came earlier, of these two astrological giants, so it is hard to figure out
if Parashara was quoting Jaimini or vice versa. Be that as it may, the padas of a house are calculated in a
manner vaguely reminiscent of the bhavat bhavam. If the lord of first house is in the 2nd house and
hence one house removed from the first house, the bhavat bhavam and pada will both fall in the 3rd
house which is one house removed from the 2nd house, the location of lord of first house in this case.
The pada takes into account the placement of the lord and hence is horoscope specific, whereas, bhavat
bhavam is fixed (like the fixed karakas) for all charts. As another example, if lord of lagna is in the fifth
house then pada or arudha will fall in the fifth from the fifth house, or ninth house. If in the sixth house,
the arudha will fall in the 11th house (6th from 6th) and so on.
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The pada of lagna (1st house) is called aroodha or image (according to Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji 's translation). This image or reflection is an important concept to grasp. What we are
being told here is that the aroodha or lagna-pada is the 'image' of the first house, as seen by others. This
is important to understand, because it links directly to the 'perception' aspect in how others perceive
our 'image'. The lagna, in this case, then would be the 'true' reality, whereas, the lagna-pada will be the
picture of this true reality, as perceived by the world. Just to briefly touch upon how the nativity will see
the true reality, according to Narasimha, would be judged from the graha-pada(details given in his
writings, but not discussed in this article). An effective alternative to this indicator of the personal reality
view is studying the lagna-oriented house from the lagna lord (dispositors of the lagna and moon, for
better definition of the view, a future article perhaps!).
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Since the image cannot fall in the same house the pada for which is being considered, as well as in the
7th house there from, hence, Parashara (and Jaimini) have recommended that the pada be moved to
the tenth house from the obvious pada. So, if a planet is placed in its own house or in the 7th house
there from, the pada will not fall in the same house but in the tenth house, there from. Likewise, if a
planet is in the 4th or 10th house from its own (giving the pada in 7th house; fourth from fourth or tenth
from tenth, from the house under consideration), the pada will be considered to be in the tenth house
from the seventh, ergo, in the fourth house in the case of lagna pada with lagnesha in fourth or tenth
house from lagna. This exception is recognized and used by a large majority of astrologers, however, one
of contemporary writers, Dr.Rupnathji in his book has advised against this, without giving further
elaboration or explanations.

The pada of each house, therefore, represents its image or reflection as perceived by others. Simply put,
if the 2nd pada is strong, your family life, your wealth and your expression will be perceived by others as
effective, strong, positive in your life, even giving others cause for envy, etc. If the pada of tenth is weak
or afflicted by aspect or association with malefics, your good work will simply not leave a mark on others
when they judge you; on the other hand, if the pada of tenth is very strong and fortified by benefic
influences, then even your half-hearted attempts would be perceived by others as great pieces of work

that helped humanity ... etc. Most of us have mixed influences and end up with half the world extolling
our virtues while the other half cannot wait to drag us through mud! And all of this can change with the
dashas as they change during our life.

It must be immediately apparent that the (maya) pada, while operable in the lives of each of us, would
be extremely important for those who lead a public life. The celebrities, politicians, administrators, need
a strong pada in order to be charismatically effective and to be considered effective and successful in
what they are trying to do. Spiritual leaders, also are very vulnerable to public opinions, scrutiny and so
the pada influences their lives and work, considerably.
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Very few would perceive Hitler as anything but a devil-driven tyrant, someone with a mission to force a
new form of world-order through means of destruction, terror, tyranny, confinement, etc. Not quite the
image that would fit the Libra rising, with Venus, retrograde (retrograde benefics improve in their
benefic properties), and despite the 'cruel' influence of mars and exalted sun (megalomania in its worst
possible expression), the hideous picture does not quite gel. If we examine the pada chart, his lagna
pada (aroodha) is falling in the 10th house, right where a strong Saturn is placed in cancer. Saturn is
bhratri karaka and is placed in a very inimical sign. Others would perceive him as an enemy, someone to
be feared, someone who arrived with a mission to uplift the masses, to teach society a lesson, through
the harshest expression of power. He probably thought that he was 'caring' for his people, strengthening
the destiny of Germany and Germans (gajakeshari in ninth from lagnesha but with ketu), but most
others do not perceive him that way.
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Bill Cosby, the quintessential 'father' of modern times, has his lagna pada placed in the ninth house, the
house that represents father and in doing so sits smack on rahu, the indicator of images and
film/television! Rahu represents mars in this chart (since it occupies Scorpio), hence the somewhat
'cutting' edge to his ironical, satirical humor, the wry, tough-love approach. Mars is also the atmakaraka,
by the way, hence fits in the picture well. Mercury, the patron lord of comedians casts aspect on
aroodha from the 5th house (entertainment, children). Bill is very natural with children, as seen in his
television sitcoms and shows.

The lord of fifth in 6th, the lord of 2nd in 8th, Jupiter aspecting from 11th, the fifth house (partial
cancellation due to angular Saturn), are not good indications for family in personal life (his son was killed
a few years ago). Perhaps saptamamsha will give more indications of this. This chart is a good example
of how deceiving exaltation can be when considered as a sole factor (sometimes done because of the
obvious convenience). In V7 saptamesha, Jupiter is exalted (retrograde) in 5th house. However, it is
weak in shadbala and the putrakaraka Venus is placed in the 12th house (loss). The 5th pada falls in the
3rd house with gulika in it. Lord of fifth, moon is placed in 7th (in Jaimini aspect) from 8th pada
(maranapada), again not good for longevity of children. Such is the maya!

Speaking of 'maya' and particularly of screen personalities and their maya, we cannot but skip past the
phenomenal super-star of Bollywood, Mr. Angry Young Man, Amitabh Bachchan, the heart-throb of my
generation and at least one more after mine! His intense, on-screen persona and his immense acting
skills that added to his range going from the almost schizoid poet in Saat Hindustani to his role in
Zanzeer and the contrasting bubbly roles in other movies have won many a hearts. Before he became
the Lovable Mr. Lamboo from whom the public will take anything, he was brought to notice by his
intense, nearly silent roles.
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Amitabh Bachchan's lagna pada is in the 4th house smack on the Saturn which is retrograde in Taurus
and also lagnesha! Is that the key? His arudha sits on his lagnesha that is the strongest planet in the
chart! His screen persona is very genuine and convincing! People just feel that they are experiencing the
real Mr. Bachchan and not some conjured up screen image! His phenomenal rise during his Saturn dasha
is not some happenstance. October 2003 onwards, gnatikaraka dasha will begin and he may find himself
amongst those who are ambitious, not as accomplished but younger stars. He has of course wisely
moved on to other things, already!
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Martha Stewert whose name and options have recently withstood a severe public damage has her lagna
pada in 9th house giving that wholesome image of traditional living for many seasons. With cancer chara
dasha beginning in August 2002, she has had to see significant losses in business assets and experienced
inimical activity (2nd and 6th pada is in cancer in 10th house and contains gnatikaraka mercury and
bhratrikaraka sun - indicating an associate who might have brought attention to her dealings). In
dashamsha, lagna pada lord mars is in debility in 4th house across from moon and Venus (lords of 4th,
2nd and 7th) and has brought loss and defamation to some extent.
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Moving along to the next chart; a saint unquestionably, but it would be correct to say that this saint was
perceived by all as one who knew how to serve God through serving humanity. A true mother, is it any
surprise that the lagna arudha is placed in the fourth house as she created homes and resting places
(4th) for many weary souls and looked after them with selfless love as only a mother can. Her spirituality
was of genuine love and sacrifice and little wonder that the pada of 9th house falls in the 12th house
just where Venus is placed. Giving birth to an institution of love and caring. Venus, additionally, is the
matrukaraka in this horoscope. Her life was not easy and the presence of gnathikaraka sun (in strength)
with the third karaka (bhratrikaraka mars) in 10th house is indicative of this self-chosen life of sacrifice,
service and efforts. this was no airy-fairy saint, but a down to earth and practical angel, sent to the
slums of Calcutta to uplift the human spirit and to thus earn her wings.

That atmakaraka moon (natural karaka for mother) is in Aries in 6th with debilitated Saturn is not
accidental but indicative of her self-chosen mission. That retrograde Saturn happens to be putrakaraka
is significant too in this symbol of motherhood divine that her life represents. Sun is the lord of 10th and
very strong. It is also gnatikaraka and hence cannot promise luxuries and comfort. Atmakarak moon is in
its nakshatra and so the life was intended to be hard and even harsh. Sun is also the final dispositor of
several planets and this again indicates that despite all the pain and self-denials, this individual will
attain world reknown and she did. Tenth pada in 7th house hardly is capable of keeping the real worth
hidden! So the saint comes to light, and finds her work just as it was intended (dashamesh in 10th with
lagnesha placed therein) with full personal involvement, though others may see this as being enacted in
a far-off land in a culture that was not her own (10th pada in 7th house where rahu is placed).
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Astrology writers tend to depict in their writings, almost in an unsaid manner, and sometimes overtly as if the rules of astrology are rigid and work perfectly each time. However, it is not always true and
even after weeding out inaccurate birth times, ayanamshas and other factors, each astrologer would
personally experience difficult charts. Difficult because the rules of astrology do not work predictably in
those cases, despite all corrections and fixing and tweaking humanly and honestly possible. These charts
provide one an opportunity to stop and wonder if there is something even beyond the ignorance of the
astrologer as well as beyond the perfection of astrology, that may need to be accounted for from time
to time. With that always kept in the back of one's mind, when indications behave in a predictable
manner, it gives one the satisfaction and reason to continue pursuing astrology as a tool for useful
advice. And, when one gets stymied by the 'difficult' unrelenting charts, this gives one the reason to
pursue even further with eyes opened wider and the mind energized by this challenge that destiny
posed before us or perhaps it is a case where the expression of freedom of choice has challenged the
drums of destiny!
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Omkar Yoga
By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
Preface to Omkar Yoga

Yoga and Freedom

Yoga is all about freedom. Only a fraction of the world’s population is formally imprisoned, but none are
free from the inevitability of sickness, age, and death. The human condition is subject to innumerable
limitations. Who really controls his life fully, attains all his goals, and knows no setbacks of any kind? No
one.
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Our real Self, the spirit, is ever perfect and free. But we have forgotten that. So we identify with our
present experience of limitation and bondage and consequently suffer stress and pain in countless ways.
Our situation is like someone who is asleep and dreaming that he is suffering or fearful. To end the fear
and pain he needs only to wake up. Yoga is the procedure of self-awakening, the way to freedom from
suffering, fear, and limitation–nothing less than the quest for liberation of the spirit. Yoga is an eternal
science intended to reveal and manifest the Eternal.
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The yoga of the Self
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Authentic yoga brings about everything spontaneously from deep within, from the Self. The yoga
tradition says that the contemplation of the Pranava, Aom, is the contemplation of our own true nature.
It is the knowledge of our own Self.
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If our spiritual practice (sadhana) is to bring us to our eternal, natural state of spirit-consciousness, it,
too, must be totally natural. The term sahaja is often found in yoga treatises, meaning that which is
natural, innate and spontaneous. Pranava Yoga is the sahaja, spontaneous yoga, for the prana/breath
movement occurs in every evolving being, and that movement is inseparable from the vibration of the
subtle sound of Aom. Though seemingly two, the movement of the breath and the vibrating of Aom are
the same thing, like fire and heat. Not only that, this is the only characteristic common to all forms of
existence, from the atom to the perfectly liberated individual. Nothing, then, is more natural than the
intoning of Aom in time with the breath. It is the key to our inmost, true Self and its revelation.

The best aspect of all this is that everything happens naturally and spontaneously at just the right time,
simply through the Aom breath. When the breath and Aom are perfectly merged it is the major force of
inner transformation-transmutation. The Aom breath is the inner secret of the yogi.

Aom was first perceived by the ancient yogis of prehistory whose philosophy we do not even know,
therefore it is not the exclusive property of any religion or philosophy. It is not a sectarian mantra; it
belongs to all without distinction or exclusion. Nor was it invented by those primal sages. Rather, it is
swayambhu–self-begotten, self-existent and self-sufficient. It arises spontaneously within, from the Self.
It does not have to be artificially implanted or empowered in us by any kind of initiation. This mantra is
going on in every one of us, but as long as we are outward-turned we do not become aware of it. It is
only during meditation, when we enter into our own depths, that we become aware of Aom, which has
always been active within us.
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The japa and meditation of Aom are not exclusively Hindu practices, but are also part of the Jain and
Buddhist traditions. They are also indicated in the Bible. This should be no surprise since Moses was an
initiate of the Egyptian religion which was rooted in Indian philosophy, as was proved by Apollonius of
Tyana at the time of Jesus. Like Apollonius, Jesus himself lived and studied in India, and the Christian
scriptures reflect this. (See The Christ of India and The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ.) As stated in the
main body of this book, the Nath Yogis, one of the oldest and most respected of monastic orders, claim
that Jesus (Isha Natha) was a great adept of their order.
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The Goal and the Way
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“What world does he who meditates on Aom until the end of his life, win by That? If he meditates on
the Supreme Being with the Syllable Aom, he becomes one with the Light, he is led to the world of
Brahman Who is higher than the highest life, That Which is tranquil, unaging, immortal, fearless, and
supreme” (Prashna Upanishad 5:1,5,7).

Regarding the Pranava, Aom, the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali (1:28) simply says: “Its repetition and
meditation is the way.” The Upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita, as well as the Yoga Sutras, advocate
meditation on Aom, the sacred syllable that both symbolizes and embodies Brahman, the Absolute
Reality. (See Chapter Seven: “Aom in the Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita, and Yoga Sutras.”) Yogiraj Shyama
Charan Lahiri Mahasaya, commenting on the Yoga Sutras, says: “Constant japa of the Pranava, Aomkar,
Which is self-revealing, and constant focus on It as the form of Ishvara, and dedicating all actions to It as
if you are not the doer yourself; is Kriya Yoga.”

It is my hope that you will test for yourself the spiritual alchemy of Pranava Yoga that is set forth here. It
is also my hope that you will obtain and carefully read another book: How to be a Yogi: Practical Advice

to Serious Yogis. “This is the bridge to immortality.…May you be successful in crossing over to the
farther shore beyond darkness” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.5, 6).

By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

(Please see A Brief Sanskrit Glossary for the definition of unfamiliar words and also for brief biographical
information on unfamiliar persons.)
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Read the next chapter in Omkar Yoga: Yoga
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Why Christians Should Read This Book:
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We strive towards the ancient narrow path that leads to life eternal: So shall His blessing rest on us and
peace forevermore.
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(An Esoteric Christian Creed)
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Saint Augustine wrote in the fourth century: “The identical thing that we now call the Christian religion
existed among the ancients and has not been lacking from the beginnings of the human race until the
coming of Christ in the flesh, from which moment on the true religion, which already existed, began to
be called ‘Christian.’”

Earlier Saint Paul had written that the Christian Gospel was that which had already been taught
throughout the whole world, “which was preached to every creature which is under heaven” (I
Colossians 1:23). Authentic–original–Christianity is not new, but eternal in essence, embracing the
Ancient Wisdom that has existed from the beginning of the world.

All master teachers of humanity, including Jesus the Christ, were revivers of that Wisdom, reminders of
what was at their time either lost or almost extinguished. Before beginning his public ministry Jesus
spent over half of his life in India (see The Christ of India). To understand his teachings and to
compensate for the loss of virtually all significant Christian writings prior to the fourth century it is
necessary to study the basic scriptures and philosophical writings of India–as did Jesus.
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Although the term “Sanatana Dharma”–Eternal Religion–is Sanskrit, its meaning found over-reaches all
religious boundaries and refers to the unanimous spiritual vision and beliefs of the great saints and
liberated masters found throughout the world, whatever period of history or the religious tradition in
which they lived and taught. Because it was first expressed in India it is often considered a synonym for
Hinduism, but it is much more, being universal and beyond any cultural conditionings. All true religion is
a facet of Sanatana Dharma.
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By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
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Chapter One of OM Yoga
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“Yoga” is a Sanskrit word that means “to join.” Yoga is both union and the way to that union. What do
we join through yoga? First, we join our awareness to our own essential being: the spirit whose nature is
pure consciousness. In yoga philosophy this is known as the Atman or spirit-Self. Next, we join our finite
consciousness to the Infinite Consciousness, God, the Supreme Self (Paramatman). In essence they are
eternally one.

According to yogic philosophy the individual atman-spirit originally dwelt in the consciousness of that
oneness. But through its descent into the material world the spirit lost its awareness of the eternal
union, and lost the capacity to live in and manifest the union on a practical level. Through yoga the lost
consciousness can be regained and actualized in the individual’s practical life sphere.

Regarding this, a yogi-adept of the twenty first century, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, remarks
in his book The Secret Science of Yoga: “According to the yogic philosophy it is possible to rise
completely above the illusions and miseries of life and to gain infinite knowledge, bliss, and power
through enlightenment here and now while we are still living in the physical body.…No vague promise of

an uncertain postmortem happiness this, but a definite scientific assertion of a fact verified by the
experience of innumerable yogis, saints, and sages who have trodden the path of yoga throughout the
ages.”

Since rational thought precedes rational action, we should begin with the philosophical side of Yoga.

Yoga philosophy
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The basic text of the Yoga philosophy is the Yoga Sutras (also called Yoga Darshana), written by the sage
Patanjali, a yogi of ancient India. In contrast to other philosophical systems, Yoga is a philosophy which
stimulates its investigators to engage in yoga as a practice through which they will experience and
demonstrate its truth and worth. What begins as theory develops into practice which culminates in
realization. Yoga is philosophy, discipline, and experience–a revelation of consciousness.
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In the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna the teacher tells Arjuna the student: “There was never a time when I did
not exist, nor you, nor any of these kings. Nor is there any future in which we shall cease to be”
(Bhagavad Gita 2:12). We are eternal beings, without beginning and without end.
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Originally we were points of conscious light in the infinite ocean of Conscious Light that is God. We were
gods within God. And so we still are, for it is not possible to be outside of Infinity. Yet we are also here in
this ever-changing world–a place that completely overwhelms the truth of our immortal life within God.
As Blavatsky wrote in The Voice of the Silence: “Heaven’s dew-drop glittering in the morn’s first
sunbeam within the bosom of the lotus, when dropped on earth becomes a piece of clay; behold, the
pearl is now a speck of mire.” Each one of us is a dew-drop of heaven, but for countless life-cycles we
have found ourselves embodied in material cases, little body-prisons within the greater prison of the
cosmos. And that is where we are right now.

God the Lord
In the Yoga Sutras the word for God is Ishwara–the Lord, Ruler, Master, or Controller possessing the
powers of omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience. Ishwara is the Supreme Power,

Parameshwara. It is toward this Ishwara that our life is to be directed if we would attain perfection in
yoga. In Yoga Sutra 1:23, Patanjali says that samadhi, the state of superconsciousness where
Absoluteness is experienced, is produced by Ishwarapranidhana–the offering of one’s life to God. This is
not merely dedicating our deeds and thoughts to God, but consciously merging our life in the greater
Life of God and making them one. Yoga is the way to accomplish this.
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Since yoga is a practical matter, we need some workable, pragmatic understanding of the nature of God.
For how will we seek and recognize Him if we have no idea who He is? Patanjali supplies us with exactly
the kind of definition we need: “Ishwara is a particular Spirit Who is untouched by the afflictions of life,
actions [karma] and the results and impressions [conditionings] produced by these actions” (Yoga Sutras
1:24).
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A particular Spirit. God is a special, unique, conscious Being–not just abstract Existence. God is a
“particular Spirit” in the sense that God can be “picked out” or “singled out” from among all other things
or beings.
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Untouched. Though God is within all things and all things are within Him, yet He stands apart. This is
stated several times in the Bhagavad Gita: “They are contained in me, but I am not in them…I stand
apart from them all, supreme and deathless” (7:12, 13). “For my spirit stands apart, watching over
Maya, the maker” (9:9). “Standing apart, He sustains” (13:14). “He is within and without: He lives in the
live and the lifeless: subtle beyond mind’s grasp; so near us, so utterly distant” (13:15). “Although I am
not within any creature, all creatures exist within me” (9:4).
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God is unique in the sense that He is Ekam Evam Advityam Brahman–the God Who is One, Only,
Without a Second. He is not one of many, nor is He even one of two. He is One in every sense of the
term. God is neither conditioned nor confined in any manner. Therefore He is not touched or tainted by
the afflictions or faults of life (relative existence), in contrast to us who live within them as though they
were the air we breathe and the basis of our existence. Nor is Ishwara bound or in any way conditioned
by actions; therefore He is ever unchanging.

It should be noted that Ishwara is considered to be male in contradistinction to the divine creative
power–Prakriti or Shakti–that is female. Consequently Ishwara is referred to as “He.” Brahman the
Absolute is referred to as “It” because Brahman transcends such dualities as male and female, positive
and negative. Since the English word “God” almost always implies Ishwara, in this book God will be
referred to as “He.”

Infinite Consciousness: Omniscience

God is the essence and the apex of Consciousness, so Patanjali further says: “In Him is the highest limit
of omniscience” (Yoga Sutras 1:25). Commenting on this, Shankara says: “The all-pervading mind of the
supreme Lord is in simultaneous contact with every object.” The omniscience of God is total and
absolute, for in truth God is Omnipotence, Omniscience, and Omnipresence.
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In this sutra Patanjali introduces a significant fact, for he does not just say that omniscience (sarvajña) is
in God, but that the seed of omniscience (sarvajña bijam) is in Him. Within God is the seed or
potentiality of omniscience for those who are united with Him through their practice of yoga.
Omniscience is not just objective knowledge, but infinity of consciousness–the Being of God Himself.
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The two Selves
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“Who am I?” is the age-old question asked along with “Who is God?” The true “I” of each sentient being
is the individual spirit, the Self (atman). But there is more. God (Brahman) is the Self of the Self–as the
ocean is the “self” of every wave. The illumined know that they are the immortal Self whose ultimate
Self is the Immortal Itself. We are spirits within Spirit, in a wondrous way both ourselves and Brahman,
both finite and infinite. Every one of us can say with Jesus: “I and the Father are one” (John 10:30).
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“Like two birds of golden plumage, inseparable companions, the individual self and the immortal Self are
perched on the branches of the selfsame tree. The former tastes of the sweet and bitter fruits of the
tree; the latter, tasting of neither, calmly observes. The individual self, deluded by forgetfulness of his
identity with the divine Self, bewildered by his ego, grieves and is sad. But when he recognizes the
worshipful Lord as his own true Self, and beholds his glory, he grieves no more” (Mundaka Upanishad
3.1.1, 2).

“That being who is the power of all powers, and is born as such, who embodies himself in the elements
and in them exists, and who has entered the lotus of the heart, is the immortal self” (Katha Upanishad
2:1:7).

“In the effulgent lotus of the heart dwells Brahman, who is passionless and indivisible. He is pure, he is
the light of lights. Him the knowers of the self attain” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.9).

“Brahman is supreme; he is self-luminous, he is beyond all thought. Subtler than the subtlest is he,
farther than the farthest, nearer than the nearest. He resides in the lotus of the heart of every being”
(Mundaka Upanishad 3.1.7).
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“He who glows in the depths of your eyes–that is Brahman; that is the Self of yourself. He is the
Beautiful One, he is the Luminous One. In all the worlds, forever and ever, he shines!” (Chandogya
Upanishad 4:15:1).
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Meditation is the key to knowledge of the Self and the Self of the Self. Knowing one, both are known–so
say the sages. “Wise, self-controlled, and tranquil souls, who are contented in spirit, and who practice
austerity and meditation in solitude and silence, are freed from all impurity, and attain by the path of
liberation to the Immortal, the truly existing, the changeless Self” (Mundaka Upanishad 1.2.11).
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By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, in The Ultimate Reality and Realization, says this:
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“It is only when the realization of being a pure spirit or atma has been attained that it is possible to
achieve the final goal of union of the atma with the Paramatma, the Supreme Spirit which exists
eternally beyond the manifested universe and from which the manifested universe is derived. When this
final realization has been attained and union of atma with Paramatma has been brought about there is
not only a complete sharing of consciousness between the two but also of the infinite Power which is
inherent in the Universal Consciousness.…It is necessary to distinguish between the powers which are
acquired on the realization that he is a pure spirit or atma and those which are attained when he is able
to destroy the last vestige of egoism and his consciousness becomes united with that of Paramatma. The
former, though tremendous in some respects, are still limited, while the latter which are really the
Powers of the Supreme Spirit are infinite and can manifest through the center of consciousness of a Selfrealized individual because there is fusion of the individual consciousness with the Supreme
Consciousness and the channel between the two is open.”

God and gods

We are gods within God, finite spirits within the Infinite Spirit. But what is spirit? Yoga tells us that spirit
is consciousness. We are eternal consciousnesses, each of us individual and distinct. Yet we are more.
Each of us takes our being from God as the wave takes its existence from the ocean.

God is the eternal Root, the Ground, of our being, our greater Self. We are not God, but in some
ineffable manner God is us–the Self of our Self, the Spirit of our spirit. God is all, and we are the parts–
each of us possessing an eternal and irrevocable distinction. That is why Krishna told Arjuna: “There was
never a time when I did not exist, nor you, nor any of these kings. Nor is there any future in which we
shall cease to be.”
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“Both the individual self and the Universal Self have entered the cave of the heart, the abode of the
Most High, but the knowers of Brahman see a difference between them as between sunshine and
shadow” (Katha Upanishad 1:3:1).
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God and creation
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God, the infinite Spirit, is pure consciousness, but has extended or emanated Himself as the cosmos:
physical, astral, and causal. “This universe, before it was created, existed as Brahman. ‘I am Brahman;’
thus did Brahman know himself. Knowing himself, he became the Self of all beings” (Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad 1:4:10). This seemingly dual nature of God as Light and Power, as Consciousness and Matter,
has puzzled the minds of even the wise.

God, the Original Being, projects Himself as the ever-changing dance of creation, as the evolving light
that is the cosmos. God projects the creation, evolves it, and withdraws it back into Himself in a
perpetual cycle. The creation can be thought of as God’s body–that God becomes incarnate in creation
again and again. And as parts or reflections of God we do exactly the same through reincarnation.

There is a law that governs the place and kind of our embodiment. That law is karma, the principle of
exact and inevitable reaction to our own actions and mental states, resulting in a seemingly endless
domino effect of continual birth and death. Yoga offers us the possibility of ending this chain of
embodiments by awakening-transformation from time and mortality into eternity and immortality.

And us…

All conscious beings have existed eternally within the Being of God, one with Him, distinct though not
separate from Him. Rooted in the infinity of God, they have within themselves an innate impulse to
transcend their finitude and attain the boundlessness of their Origin. This is impossible, since they are as
immutable as God–the only infinite Being. They can become godlike, but they cannot become God. Yet
the urge for transcendence is part of their nature.
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The solution to this dilemma is simple. The individual consciousnesses cannot alter their natural state of
finitude, but they can come to share and participate in the infinite Consciousness of God. Even though
they cannot become infinite themselves, they can experience the infinity of their divine Source, just as a
psychically sensitive person can experience the thoughts and feelings of others without becoming them.
In the same way, spirits can evolve to experience the Consciousness of God while remaining in their
naturally limited state. They do not become God the Absolute, but they enter into that Absolute Life and
are one with It.
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As Shankara explains in his Yoga Sutra commentary: “When the light of several lamps appears
simultaneously, it cannot be made out which is the light of which.” And Saint Paul: “He who is joined to
the Lord is one spirit” (I Corinthians 6:17). And Jesus: “I and my Father are one” (John 10:30).
Consequently liberated spirits experience the infinite Being of God–infinite Consciousness–as their own
being. Krishna has described it this way: “When you have reached enlightenment, ignorance will delude
you no longer. In the light of that knowledge you will see the entire creation within your own atman and
in me” (Bhagavad Gita 4:35).

DR

When the spirits are unshakably established in that Consciousness the goal has been attained. All they
need do is develop the capacity for such a state of awareness. This is done by learning to fully
experience the state of existence of a being completely different from themselves–while retaining the
awareness of their true identity. They can put on the “costume” of a consciousness utterly different
from theirs, and not just experience that other mode of consciousness, but become able to function as
that other kind of being.

Evolutionary creation

To enable the spirits to enter into this process, God breathes forth His own Self as the Power from which
is manifested all the realms of relative existence, from the most subtle worlds of perfected and nearly-

perfected beings to the most objective worlds of atomic matter. They can then enter into relative
existence by taking on coverings, or “bodies,” of varying grades and patterns of vibratory energies. They
descend into this material world and begin working their way up the ladder of ever-evolving forms.
Beginning with forms whose scope of consciousness is vastly less than theirs, they work their way
upward, entering into higher and higher levels of awareness until they can surpass their original breadth
of consciousness and begin to partake of a life of awareness much beyond their own. This then
culminates in their developing the ability to share in the Divine Consciousness Itself.
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There are seven worlds (lokas) or main divisions of relative existence. These Seven Lokas or Seven
Worlds are the seven rungs of the evolutionary ladder. They correspond to the seven levels of
consciousness that determine which of the worlds the individual spirit incarnates in. Keeping in mind
that “world” in this list does not mean a planet, but a great division that includes within it many levels of
existence–many planes of consciousness–here is a list of the seven worlds:
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1.Bhur Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of matter.
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2.Bhuva Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of feeling–emotion, instinct, and lower
intuition.
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3.Swar Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of sensory experience.
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4.Maha Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of thought and reflective perception.
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5.Jnana Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of fundamental causation and spiritual
intuition.
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6.Tapa Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of mastery of all the lesser elements and levels.
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7.Satya Loka, where the dominant consciousness is that of spirit-consciousness itself.

Bhur Loka is purely material; Bhuva and Swar Lokas are astral; Maha Loka is a mixture of astral and
causal; Jnana and Tapa Lokas are completely causal; and Satya Loka is a mixture of extremely subtle
causal and pure consciousness.

Incarnating spirits move upward and downward in the three lower worlds of Bhur, Bhuva, and Swar, but
once they attain the level of Maha Loka they are never reborn in the three lower worlds unless they will
to do so. Spirits may move between the two worlds of Maha and Jnana, but once they reach Tapa Loka
they remain there until they evolve into Satya Loka which is the world of the perfectly liberated spirits
and the spirits that have evolved beyond Tapa Loka and are so close to liberation that they can arise to

such a rarefied spiritual atmosphere as Satya Loka. Those liberated spirits who return to lower worlds
for the benefit of others do so as avatars, incarnations of God.

In the intervals between embodiments the spirit spends time in the astral regions where awakening and
growth also take place. (This is best explained in the forty-third chapter of Autobiography of a Yogi by
Paramhansa Yogananda.) Upward and upward they evolve until their capacity for awareness is
developed to such a perfect state that they can experience and participate in God’s all-embracing
Consciousness, thenceforth to live in His infinity.
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As Shakespeare wrote, “all the world’s a stage” with the individual spirits wearing their costumes and
playing their parts. Just as actors begin with small parts and progress to bigger roles by demonstrating
their skill in those smaller parts, so also do the spirits advance to higher and more complex forms of
existence and consciousness, at last returning home to God. The Sufi poet, Rumi, wrote:
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A stone I died and rose again a plant.
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A plant I died and rose an animal;
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I died an animal and was born a man.
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Why should I fear? What have I lost by death?
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As man, death sweeps me from this world of men
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That I may wear an angel’s wings in heaven;
Yet e’en as angel may I not abide,
For nought abideth save the face of God.

Thus o’er the angels’ world I wing my way
Onwards and upwards, unto boundless lights;
Then let me be as nought, for in my heart
Rings as a harp-song that we must return to Him.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, one of many great Americans whose belief in reincarnation is overlooked, wrote
in his poem, The Chambered Nautilus:

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul!
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
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Till thou at length art free,
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Leaving thine outgrown shell by life’s unresting sea!
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That is the purpose of creation and our place in it.
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God is the guru of all
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Dwelling in the hearts of all, God empowers and guides the questing souls. Gorakhnath, the greatest of
all yogis, asked his teacher, Matsyendranath: “Who is the Primal Guru [Adiguru]?” And Matsyendranath
answered: “The Eternal Beginningless One [Anadi] is the Primal Guru” (Gorakh Bodha 21, 22). He
continued: “Realization of that Guru gives us immortality” (Gorakh Bodha 24).

Since God is eternal, it is from Him that all knowledge has come–especially the revelation of spiritual
truth. As Vyasa observes: “His purpose is to give grace to living beings, by teaching knowledge and
dharma [righteousness].” “There is no other but God to give the teaching which is a boat by which they
can cross over the sea of samsara, and He teaches knowledge and dharma to those who take sole refuge
in Him.…For all the kinds of knowledge arise from Him, as sparks of fire from a blaze or drops of water
from the sea,” says Shankara. In the Bible we find the identical teaching. “For as many as are led by the
Spirit of God, they are the sons of God” (Romans 8:14). “Teach me to do thy will; for thou art my God:
thy spirit is good; lead me into the land of uprightness” (Psalms 143:10). “I am the Lord thy God which
leadeth thee by the way that thou shouldest go” (Isaiah 48:17). The aspiring yogi can then feel safe and
assured, for God will be his guru, just as He has been for all the enlightened throughout the ages.
Therefore Patanjali concludes: “Being unconditioned by time He is Guru even of the Ancients” (Yoga

Sutras 1:26). This does not mean that qualified spiritual teachers are not helpful to us, but dwelling in
the hearts of all, God continues to be the ultimate guru of questing souls. Others are only teachers
(acharyas).

Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji wrote to a student regarding the guru: “No one does anything; all
is done by God. The individual [that seems to be the guru] is only an excuse; remain abidingly focused on
that Divine Guru; in this is blessing.”
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Swami Yatiswarananda, Vice-president of the Ramakrishna Mission, wrote to one of his students: “We
bring the message of the Guru of gurus.…please turn to Him for light and guidance, for peace and
blessedness.…The Lord, the Guru of gurus, alone can give us the shelter, the illumination and the bliss
we need.”
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Sri Ramakrishna himself said: “Satchidananda [Existence-Consciousness-Bliss] alone is the guru; He alone
will teach” (1.2.8; also: 4.2.1, 5.1.2, 5.5.1). “There is no other guru except Satchidananda. There is no
other refuge but Him. He alone is the ferryman who takes one across the ocean of relative existence”
(1.12.8). “The more you will advance, the more you will see that it is He who has become everything and
it is He who is doing everything. He alone is the guru and He alone is the spiritual ideal of your choice.
He alone is giving jnana, bhakti and everything” (4.26.2). “Do you pray to Satchidananda Guru every
morning? Do you?” (4.9.2). (From the Majumdar translation of The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna.)
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You are the guru

All spiritual life is self-initiated from within; we are both guru and disciple as Krishna and Arjuna
symbolize in the Bhagavad Gita. Ultimately the yogi must be guided by the Divine from within his own
consciousness. The God-illumined mind becomes our guru. “The mind is itself guru and disciple: it smiles
on itself, and is the cause of its own well-being or ruin,” wrote the great poet-saint Tukaram (Tukaram’s
Teachings, by Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, p. 95). “The mind will eventually turn into your
guru,” said Sri Sarada Devi, the consort of Sri Ramakrishna (Gospel of the Holy Mother, p. 340). Swami
Brahmananda, the “spiritual son” of Sri Ramakrishna, in speaking about the role of an external guru said:
“Know this! There is no greater guru than your own mind. When the mind has been purified by prayer
and contemplation it will direct you from within. Even in your daily duties, this inner guru will guide you
and will continue to help you until the goal is reached” (Eternal Companion, p. 120).

Yogiraj Shyama Charan Lahiri Mahashaya wrote to a student regarding the guru: “Guru is the one who is
all; Guru is the one who is merciful. You are the Guru within yourself” (Garland of Letters (Patravali),
Letter 45). In Veda Purusha by Dr.Rupnathji it is recorded on page 224 that Yogiraj made these two
statements: “I am not a guru. I do not hold the distinction of ‘guru’ and ‘disciple.’” “The Self is the
Guru…the immortal, imperishable Guru.”

The great fourteenth-century yogini, Lalla Yogeshwari, sang about finding her inner guru, her Self:

With passionate longing did I, Lalla, go forth.
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Seeking and searching did I pass the day and night.
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And that was my lucky star and my lucky moment
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Then, lo, saw I in mine own house a learned man [pandit],
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when I laid hold of him. (Lalla Vakyani 3)
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Another teacher
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According to Vyasa there is another teacher: our yoga practice itself. He says: “It is yoga that is the
teacher. How so? It has been said: ‘Yoga is to be known by yoga. Yoga goes forward from yoga alone. He
who is not careless [neglectful] in his yoga for a long time, rejoices in the yoga.’” Shankara, commenting
on these words of Vyasa, discusses the reaction that the awakening person has upon learning about the
possibility of liberation from his present state of bondage: “Meditation on his own being, which is the
cause that should lead to liberation, begins of itself, caused by karma of a previous life or else by
steadfastness in renunciation in this present one. And it goes on of itself, without instruction from a
teacher.”

The experience gained from yoga practice itself teaches us the reality and value of yoga. But even more,
it opens our intuition and enables us to comprehend the inner workings of the subtle levels of our being
and its mastery. Yoga truly becomes our teacher, revealing to us that which is far beyond the wisdom of
books and verbal instructions. Moreover, it is practice of yoga that enables us to understand the basis
and rationale of its methods and their application. The why and wherefore of yoga become known to us
by direct insight.

In his commentary on Yoga Sutra 2:28 Vyasa says: “From practicing yoga, illusion [ignorance] is
destroyed and perishes. When it is destroyed, there is manifestation of right vision. In proportion to the
practice done, illusion is dispelled. In proportion to its destruction, the light of [spiritual] knowledge
increases correspondingly. This increase is an experience of increasing refinement up to the realization
of the true nature of the purusha [spirit].”

The Yoga Vashishtha says it clearly and truly: “God Consciousness is not achieved by means of the
scriptures, nor is it achieved by the grace of your Master. God Consciousness is only achieved by your
own subtle awareness.”
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When Gorakhnath asked: “Who is the Guru that leads to the Goal?” Matsyendranath told him: “Nirvana
itself is the Guru that leads to the Goal.” That is, the liberated condition of the Self, though presently
buried beneath the debris of lifetimes of ignorance, is itself the inspirer and guide to the revelation of
our eternal liberation.
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The religion of Yoga
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It is commonly said that Yoga is not a religion. But since religion is derived from the Latin word religere,
which means “to bind back,” and yoga means “joining,” practically speaking yoga is the only religion. The
many systems of dogmas and doctrines are by their very nature not really religions at all, and in most
instances are systems of superstition–either by the nature of their ideas or practices or by the attitudes
of their adherents toward their beliefs and disciplines. Only when Yoga and Self-realization are the
matrix around which a philosophy has been formulated for their furtherance is it worthy of our
consideration. Other philosophies only produce confusion and distraction from the Goal.

It is yoga alone which reunites the consciousness of the individual to its infinite Source, restoring the lost
unity. Earlier I quoted a paragraph from Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji’s book The Secret
Science of Yoga about the purpose of yoga, but omitting his preceding words regarding the relation of
yoga to religion–or rather, their difference. Here they are now, for I think you will find them relevant:

“The Orthodox religious ideal which requires people to be good and moral so that they may have a
happy life here and hereafter is really a concession to human weakness and the desire to prefer the socalled happiness in life to enlightenment.
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“In this respect the philosophy of yoga differs fundamentally from most of the orthodox religions of the
world which offer nothing better than an uncertain and nebulous happiness in the life after death. They
say in effect ‘Lead a good life to ensure happiness after death, put your faith in God and hope for the
best.’ According to yogic philosophy death no more solves your spiritual problem than night solves your
economic problem. If you are poor you do not expect on going to bed that your economic problem will
be automatically solved next day. You will have to get up the next day and begin where you left off the
previous night. If you are poor economically you do not expect to get rich overnight and if you are poor
spiritually, bound by illusions and limitations of all kinds, you cannot expect to become enlightened [by
simply being reborn] or, if you do not believe in reincarnation, in the vague and unending life which is
supposed to follow death.”
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Yoga is the way we answer for ourselves the prayer:
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Lead me from the unreal to the Real.
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Lead me from darkness to the Light.
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Lead me from death to Immortality.
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The Word That Is God
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By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

Chapter Two of Omkar Yoga

The Pranava

Writing about Ishwara, the Lord, Patanjali says: “His spoken form [vachaka] is the Pranava” (Yoga Sutras
1:27). Dr.Rupnathji translates vachaka: “His manifesting word.”

“Pranava” is derived from prana, which means both life-force/breath and life. So we could call it the
Word of Life or the Prana-Breath Word. The Pranava is commonly thought to be the monosyllable Aum
or Om, but its true, original form is Aom. This error came about either when the sacred texts such as the
upanishads passed from exclusively oral to written form or when the original Sanskrit script was
changed to Devanagari which either could not reflect it or was simply transliterated in the wrong way.
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The true Pranava is pronounced “Ah-Oh-mm” as a single syllable The A is pronounced like the a in father
and palm. The O is pronounced like the long o in the Italian or common American manner–as in home
and lone. The M is pronounced normally as in English. Aom is a single syllable: Ah merging seamlessly
into Om to form a single word. The three letters should be intoned in equal length–at least
approximately.
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Its history
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This sacred Word was the heart of the primeval esoteric wisdom that long predated even the sages of
ancient India and Sanskrit. An essential part of that wisdom is the knowledge of Words of Power or
mantras–a series of verbal sounds whose effect lies not in an assigned intellectual meaning, as is the
character of common language, but which possesses an inherent sound-power that can produce a
sublime spiritual effect.
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Though almost lost through the intervening ages, that wisdom was preserved in scattered, hidden
centers of knowledge in the Himalayas, including Tibet, and further north in China, Mongolia and even
Siberia. The existence of these centers and their esoteric teachings was first revealed to the outer world
at large in the latter part of the nineteenth century by Madame Blavatsky, founder of the Theosophical
Society. She herself had lived for some time in Ladakh where the Lord Jesus had also lived in the Hemis
monastery in the district of Leh.

Blavatsky taught that the original esoteric spiritual language revealed to humanity was Senzar, from
which Sanskrit was derived. This was corroborated by the great nineteenth-century Hindu reformer
Swami Dayananda Saraswati, founder of the Arya Samaj of India with which the Theosophical Society
was originally affiliated. He said that in several secret places in India he had seen entire caves filled with
manuscripts written in Senzar. In his major work, Satyarth Prakash (The Light of Truth), under the
heading “The Highest Name of God,” Swami Dayananda says: “‘Aom’ is the highest Name of God; it is
composed of three letters, A, O, M.” On the next page under the heading “Vedic and Other Holy Texts in

Support of This View” he quotes four verses from the Vedas and the Upanishads in support of the
statement that Aom is the Name of God, and is the source of all other Divine Names:

“Aom is the Great God Who is Omnipresent like ether” (Yajur Veda 40:17).

“He alone, Whose name is Aom, Who is immortal, is worthy of our adoration and none other”
(Chandogya Upanishad).
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“All the Vedas and the shastras declare Aom as the primary and natural Name of God. All others are His
secondary names” (Mandukya Upanishad 1:1).
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“He, Whom all the Vedas declare worthy of homage, Whom all devotion and righteous actions lead to,
and for Whose realization the life of brahmacharya (chastity), is led, is called Aom” (Katha Upanishad
1:2:15).
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Two pages later he states: “It should be borne in mind that Aom is the Name of God only and of no
other object, material or spiritual.” After analyzing one hundred descriptive titles of God, Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji says that all spiritual writings should begin with Aom as an invocationoffering to God, since It alone is the true Name of God. It will be no surprise to learn that he
recommended the meditation and constant repetition (japa) of Aom.
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Aom: the Original Word
Aom is the Senzar original; AUM is the Sanskrit variation. Paul Foster Case, a student of Theosophy, a
member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and a priest of the Liberal Catholic Church, wrote
about Aom in his book Esoteric Secrets of Meditation and Magic as the Word from which Om or Aum
has been derived. Practice will reveal that Aom is the real Pranava: the Life/Breath Word.

In Tibetan Buddhism Aom is often used in mantras such as the mantra of Padmasambhava, and
Blavatsky claimed that the mantra Om Mani Padme Hum originally began with Aom, not Om.

In The Book of Parabrahma, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji wrote that the ancient Greeks who
were conversant with the spiritual lore of the Far East considered Aom [AOM] to be the “Ineffable Name
of God.”

Because of this, throughout this book to avoid confusion I have substituted Aom for “Om” in quotations
of translations from Indian yoga texts.
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Aom in Christianity
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No one–including me–would expect to find Aom in the Christian tradition. Yet, Saint Augustine wrote in
the fourth century: “The identical thing that we now call the Christian religion existed among the
ancients and has not been lacking from the beginnings of the human race until the coming of Christ in
the flesh, from which moment on the true religion, which already existed, began to be called
‘Christian.’” Earlier Saint Paul had written that the Christian Gospel was that which had already been
taught throughout the whole world, “which was preached to every creature which is under heaven” (I
Colossians 1:23).
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Authentic–original–Christianity is not new, but eternal in essence, embracing the Ancient Wisdom that
has existed from the beginning of the world. This is why the esoteric Christian creed says: “We strive
towards the ancient narrow path that leads to life eternal: So shall His blessing rest on us and peace
forevermore.” All master teachers of humanity are revivers of that Wisdom, reminders of what was at
their time either lost or almost extinguished.

It has been established as historical fact (see The Christ of India and The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ)
that sometime after the age of twelve Jesus journeyed to India and spent many years there learning the
Ancient Wisdom, spending some of that time in the Buddhist monastery of Hemis which is located in the
Leh district of Ladakh. After fourteen years or so, having spent half his life in India, Jesus returned to
Israel, bringing the teachings he had learned there.

In his previous incarnation as David, Jesus had made many prophecies regarding himself including: “I will
declare thy name unto my brethren” (Psalms 22:22). On Holy Thursday Jesus prayed: “I have manifested
thy name unto the men which thou gavest me out of the world.…I have declared unto them thy name,
and will declare it” (John 17:6, 26). From this we see that the Name of God was not known to the
disciples until Jesus revealed it to them. Therefore Jehovah, Adonai, El Shaddai and suchlike which they

all knew well, were descriptive titles rather than proper names, none of them being the true Name of
the Godhead. But Jesus did teach them that Name, though the early Christian texts do not reveal it.

De Laudibus Sanctae Crucis
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However, we find Aom twice in the illustrations of The Praises of the Holy Cross (De Laudibus Sanctae
Crucis) a cycle of poems by Blessed Rabanus Maurus, a ninth-century abbot and archbishop of Mainz,
Germany, who was also author of the renowned hymn Veni Creator Spiritus that is sung on Pentecost
and at all ordinations of deacons, priests, and bishops in the Western Catholic tradition.
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As you see, the Greek letters for Aom–are on the arms of the cross in the aura of Jesus. Some think that
they should be read amo–Latin for “I love”–but the letters are not Latin but Greek, in which “amo” has
no meaning. Also, you can see that the Latin O is used in several places in the text written over the icon,
but in the cross the Greek Omega is used. So the Greek letters are not meant to read amo, but are put
there to distinguish them from the Latin words. It is not unusual to find esoteric elements hidden in
seemingly ordinary religious depictions and texts throughout the world, and this is a prime example.
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One of the most valuable conversations I ever had was with a disciple of Swami Purnananda of Assam
who was a disciple of the immortal Master, Babaji Brahmananda–the “Babaji” of Autobiography of a
Yogi. An expert in all aspects of yoga, Dr. Mukherji told me many things about yoga that I never learned
anywhere else. One morning as we sat in the free dispensary of the Anandamayi Ashram in Ranchi
which he administered, he began going through the Sanskrit alphabet and explaining to me how each
letter affected a different part of the physical and subtle bodies. He particularly gave emphasis to the
fact that the letter M, when intoned, caused the subtle life force (prana) to move upward into the
thousand-petalled lotus in the head and specifically activate the brahmarandhra chakra at the crown of
the head. Throughout the Christian era mystics have discovered just what the yogis of India have known
for thousands of years. So it is no surprise that in the illustrations of his mystic poetry, Rabanus Maurus
had the M placed in the preceding illustration as though it were resting on the crown of Jesus’ head.

The positioning of the A(lpha) and O(mega) are also significant. The two sides or lobes of the brain are
like the two poles of a magnet. The right brain is the dominant, positive pole, and the left brain is the
subordinate, negative pole. The subtle energies of the mind should flow from right to left in the physical,
astral and causal brains of the individual. So the right brain is Alpha and the left brain is Omega, the
energies and subtle magnetism flowing from A to Z, we might say. (Alpha is the first letter of the Greek
alphabet and Omega is the last letter.)

In the beginning…
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In Chapter One it is said, “To enable the spirits to enter into this process, God breathes forth His own
Self as the Power from which is manifested all the realms of relative existence, from the most subtle
worlds of nearly-perfected beings to the most objective worlds of atomic matter.” Aom is both the
Consciousness and the Power that is God. It is His manifesting Word because It makes God manifest to
us and is Itself the Power by which God manifests His will–especially through His creation.
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“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in
the beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was
made. In him was life; and the life was the light of men” (John 1:1-4). The first “act” of God is the
projection of Himself as Cosmic Vibration: Aom. He “speaks” Himself and becomes all things. Then we
enter Aom Itself to come into manifestation. The bodies which we take on are all formed of variations
on the fundamental energy or keynote that is Aom. We come into relative existence through Aom, we
evolve within relative existence through Aom, and we transcend relative existence and return to God’s
perfect Being through Aom. It is no wonder, then, that Aom is also called the Pranava, the Word of Life,
the Living Word.
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The Word that is God
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“I am the Pranava,” declared the infinite Satchidananda through the lips of the avatar Krishna (Bhagavad
Gita 7:8). And: “I am Aom [Aomkara]” (Bhagavad Gita 9:17). And: “Among words I am the single-syllable
[Aom]” (Bhagavad Gita 10:25).

How can a Word be God? How can God be a Word?

All things–the entire cosmos itself–are formed of vibrating energy. This cosmic energy possesses the
dual nature of light and sound, both of which are essentially consciousness. The totality of that
Consciousness is contained and summed up in the Divine Word, Aom, known as the Shabda Brahman,
the Sound God. Aom is spoken, yet It is beyond speech in Its essence because It is the source of speech.
Its spoken form is the final step in the objectification of the primal creative stream arising from the
inmost depths of Being Itself, that “point of light within the mind of God” from which has issued all

manifested being, all that IS. It is the original movement outward from the Omnipresent Center which
took place when the Supreme Consciousness willed, “I am One; let Me become Many” (Chandogya
Upanishad 6:2:3; Taittiriya Upanishad 2:6).

The Upanishads also tells us that Aom is Brahman:

“Aom is Brahman, the Primeval Being” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1).
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“I will tell you briefly of that Goal which all the Vedas with one voice propound, which all the austerities
speak of, and wishing for Which people practice discipline: It is Aom” (Katha Upanishad 1. 2.15-17).
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“Aom is Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1).
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“The udgitha [Aom] is the Supreme Brahman” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7).
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The Word that is me!
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They also tell us that Aom is our own Self, as well:

“The self [atman] is of the nature of the Syllable Aom.…Thus the Syllable Aom is the very self”
(Mandukya Upanishad 1.8.12).

“Meditate on Aom as the self” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6).

Threefold Divinity

“The udgitha [Aom] is the Supreme Brahman, and in It are the Triad” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7).
Brahman, God the Absolute, is absolutely One; yet Brahman is threefold in manifestation: as the
transcendent Parabrahman, as Ishwara immanent in creation, and as Mahashakti or Prakriti the living
substance of the creation.
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This is also the Christian Trinity, although Christians really have no understanding of it. (As a priest of the
Saint Thomas Christian Church of South India once commented to me: “You cannot understand the
teachings of Jesus if you do not know the scriptures of India.”) The Trinity is spoken of in the Christian
tradition under the symbolic titles of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Father is the Divine Transcendent
Consciousness beyond all relative existence, including the creation. The Son is the Divine Immanent
Consciousness within all creation, guiding it to its destined perfection. The Holy Spirit is the Conscious
Divine Creative Evolving Power that is manifesting as the universe and the evolution of all it contains.
This Trinity is absolutely and uncompromisingly One God.
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All relative existence is a reflection of the “Triad” spoken of by the Svetasvatara Upanishad: the
threefold Brahman. Furthermore, each of us is a mirroring of that “Holy Trinity.” The “Father” in us is
our transcendent spirit, finite yet existing eternally within God–the Spirit of our spirit–and ever
conscious of God. The “Son” in us is that aspect of our consciousness which is aware of ourselves as
distinct individuals within God, through never separate from God. At the same time it is aware of the
vibratory creation around us, and through its will it directs that creation to forward our evolution. The
“Holy Spirit” is the dynamic energy aspect of us that is being directed by the “Son” for our ultimate
liberation (moksha). Yet we, too, are absolutely one as is Brahman.
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The three letters of Aom embody the fundamental consciousness and power of the three aspects of
God–the mystery of the eternal Trinity Itself. They are a triune unity that restores our personal, eternal
unity/trinity and unites it with the Cosmic Trinity. Thus Pranava Yoga is invocation and evocation. It
invokes the cosmic Trinity and evokes our personal trinity.

“Aom is Brahman. Aom is all this. He who utters Aom with the intention ‘I shall attain Brahman’ does
verily attain Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1). Sound and consciousness are one; this principle has
been expounded by the illumined masters of all ages. Consciousness can be translated into sound, and
sound can be translated into consciousness. This second principle has the been the basis of spiritual
practice from the very beginning: the Yoga of the Word. Inherent in the Divine Consciousness is Aom,
and inherent in Aom is the Divine Consciousness. All things–the entire cosmos itself–are formed of
vibrating energy. This cosmic energy possesses the dual nature of Light and Sound, both of which are
essentially consciousness. And the totality of that consciousness is That which we call God.

Aom the mantra
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Aom is the original Word of Power, a mantra. A mantra is a series of verbal sounds whose effect lies not
in an assigned intellectual meaning, but in an inherent sound-power that can produce a specific effect
on the physical, mental and spiritual levels. The word mantra itself comes from the Sanskrit expression
manat trayate which means “a transforming thought;” literally, “that which when thought carries
across”–which produces an objective, perceptible change. It also literally means “a liberating thought.”
In the Yoga tradition, Aom is the supreme mantra, and the most sacred of holy words in Hindu, Buddhist
and Jain rituals and meditation.
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Aom is also called: Pranava, Aomkara, and Ekakshara. Pranava means both life-giver (infuser of prana)
and controller of life force (prana). Aomkara means “the Aom” or even “the Aom thing” just as ahankara
means “I-ness” or the principle of “I.” Ekakshara means “one letter,” “one syllable” or “the one-syllable
Word,” because in Sanskrit the consonants are counted as letters or syllables and not the vowels.
(Which is why the Torah has only consonants written out, the vowels being indicated by “points.”) Since
m is the only consonant, Aom is considered to be ekakshara. Many monosyllables in Sanskrit have only a
single consonant, but Ekakshara always means Aom specifically. It also means “the Only Imperishable,”
indicating its identity with God, and always refers to Aom. The first recorded teaching of Sri Ramana
Maharshi, written down by him in response to the request of a seeker, was: “The Ekakshara [Aom]
shines for ever in the heart as the Self.”
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Throughout the ages Aom has been the mantra specially commended to sannyasis (monastics), and the
majority of them–especially those in the Swami Order of Shankara–have generally employed It as the
heart of their sadhana (spiritual practice).

Aom was the particular focus of the Nath Yogis, a most renowned and revered order of yogi-monks in
India. (See Mother Worship, p. 46, by Swami Swahananda.) The Nath Yogis claimed to be in direct line
from the original yogis, the first of which was a divine manifestation known as Adinath–the Primal Lord.
Appearing on earth in humanlike form, God Himself taught Matsyendranath, the first liberated human
being in this cycle of creation. He in turn taught Gorakhnath, the unparalleled teacher-adept in the yogic
succession. Patanjali was also a Nath Yogi. The Nath Yogis claim Jesus–Sri Isha Natha–as a great adept of
their order, as recorded in their sacred book, the Nathanamavali. (See The Christ of India.)

Nearer our own time, the great nineteenth-century Hindu reformer, Maharishi Dayananda Saraswati,
renowned as a yogi par excellence, practiced the japa and meditation of Aom and taught them to
others, whatever their mode of life.

What do we do?
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What do we do with this sacred word, Aom? Krishna tells us: “Established in yoga concentration,
uttering Aom, the single-syllable Brahman, meditating on Me,…he goes to the supreme goal” (Bhagavad
Gita 8:12, 13). Shankara in his commentary on the Mundaka Upanishad says: “Just as the bow is the
cause of the arrow’s hitting the target, so Aom is the bow that brings about the soul’s entry into the
Immutable. For the soul when purified by the repetition of Aom gets fixed in Brahman with the help of
Aom without any hindrance, just as an arrow shot from a bow gets transfixed in the target.” And
commenting on Patanjali’s statement that Ishwara’s “designator [vachaka] is the Pranava [Aom],”
Shankara says: “This sutra explains the form in which the devotee contemplates on Him.”
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An anonymous commentator on a writing of Shankara says this: “The sound Aom is the Name and
Symbol of Brahman. One realizes Brahman by meditation on this Aom. When Aom is uttered with
concentration there arises the consciousness of Brahman in the mind. [For] Aom is the matrix of all
sounds. Brahman is the substratum of the whole universe and Aom, too, is the substratum of all sounds.
Sounds and phenomena are non-different, so the substratum alone remains. Hence Brahman is Aom.”
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The master yogis of India have through the ages said that God and Aom are one, that the infinite
Consciousness of God is inherent in the Syllable Aom. Since the individual spirit and God are essentially
one (though not the same), we can conclude that Aom, repeated within the mind in japa and
meditation, will produce the consciousness of God and bring about the restoration of our union with
God through the awakening of our spirit-Self that is also Aom.

God is guru in the form of Aom
Immediately after telling us that God “is Guru even of the Ancients,” Patanjali says: “His spoken form is
the Pranava.” In a hymn of the poet-saint Kabir, an Indian mystic of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, there are two important statements: “That Word is the Guru; I have heard it, and become the

disciple.…That Word reveals all.” Beautiful as the thought of God being the guru may be, is it true? If so,
how is God the guru?

In the depths of God’s Being, Aom is eternally present, is eternally flowing or rising, and the same is true
of each individual spirit. The heart-core of God and the core of the individual spirit are the same in nondual unity. Aom is flowing from the single point where the spirit and the Spirit are absolutely one.
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God is eternally stimulating or “teaching” the spirit to emanate Aom as the agent of its evolution and
perfection. In this way God is the guru of each one of us. One finite spirit may reveal to another finite
spirit the way to realize its oneness with God, and thereby momentarily become a spiritual teacher for
that spirit; but God alone will be the Sat–true and eternal–Guru.
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Aom is the ultimate guru, the infallible teacher and guide from within.
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Divine discipleship
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The first American disciple of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji was Dr. A. W. Lewis, who perfectly
assimilated the wisdom imparted to him by Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji. In a talk given in San
Diego, California, in 1995, he said these inspiring words:

DR

“To me the real meaning and understanding of discipleship is that a disciple, a true disciple, is ‘one who
follows God.’ Many times the Master said that. In spite of his realization and his oneness with God,
which he had and does have now, he said when leaving Boston, ‘Never mind what happens to me. That
Light which you see is far greater than I am. That is God Himself.’ And so, there is only one Guru, and
that is God, and the greater the saint, if we can classify them that way, the surer they are to say, ‘I am
nothing, God is all.’ And so, the Master said that. God alone is reality. He is with you. He is the One Great
Guru. And the Master was most humble, because the more you realize there is One Reality, God
Himself, the more humble you become, because the ego cannot stay. If you have realization of God, the
ego has left.

“And so, realize: who may become a disciple? Anyone; anyone who knows the Presence of God, and
follows God. Master often said that someone said to him in India, ‘I hear so-and-so is your disciple in
America.’ He said, ‘They say so.’ And seeing the confusion on the face of the inquirer, he said, ‘I haven’t

any disciple. They’re all disciples of God.’ How wonderful that is. And so, just realize, he who knows God
may be called a disciple. Now that means you must have contact with God. There must be a relationship
between you and God, an understanding, a realization that God is in you, you are in God, there is one
consciousness–God alone. Now if you have that, you may be called a disciple.”

(Dr. Lewis was the “disciple” spoken of in India.)
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Initiation?
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It is commonly believed that an aspiring yogi must be empowered for yoga practice through some kind
of initiation or transference of power. There are many exaggerated statements made about how it is
impossible to make any progress, much less attain enlightenment, without initiation. But they have no
relevance to the practice of Pranava Yoga, which requires no initiation because it is based squarely on
the eternal nature and unity of the jivatman and the Paramatman–what to speak of the nature of Aom
Itself. The japa and meditation of Aom are themselves expressions of the eternal nature of God and
man. The eternal spirits need no external input to return to their Source.
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It is when the individual perpetually experiences the eternal point where Aom is common to both itself
and God that it can know its oneness with God, and separation from God is impossible for it. Yet it is still
itself, still distinct, though its consciousness is totally absorbed in God and it sees only the One, and can
say, “God alone exists. There is no other but God.” All we need is God Himself in the form of Aom.
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AOM Yoga Meditation
By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
Chapter Three of OM Yoga

The supreme master of yoga, Gorakhnath, said this: “He who aspires to any attainment without the
practice of yoga meditation cannot succeed in hundreds of years” (Gorakh Rahasyam 4). Meditation is
the process of centering our awareness in the principle of pure consciousness which is our essential
being. In this way we will never lose sight of our real identity. That is why Lalla Yogeshwari used to sing:

My teacher spoke to me but one precept.
He said unto me, “From without enter the inmost part.”
That to me became a rule and a precept.
And therefore naked began I to dance. (Lalla Vakyani 94)
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Divesting herself of all thoughts and impressions, external and internal, Lalla entered her eternal Self,
and thus “naked” began to dance the dance of inner bliss that is the nature of the Self. As the Gita says:
“Only that yogi whose joy is inward, inward his peace, and his vision inward shall come to Brahman and
know Nirvana” (Bhagavad Gita 5:24).

Such an object must have two qualities:
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Normally we lose awareness of our true Self through consciousness of external objects. Since we are
habituated–if not actually addicted–to objective consciousness, we can use that very condition to our
advantage. Rather than disperse our consciousness through objects that draw us outward, away from
the source of our being, we can take an object that will have the opposite effect, present it to the mind,
and reverse our consciousness.
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1.It must be something that can continue to be perceived even in the most subtle areas of our
awareness, and
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2.it must be something whose nature it is to turn our awareness inward and draw it into the most
subtle depths of our being. Therefore it must be an object that can accompany our questing
consciousness inward, not being transcended when the mind and senses are gone beyond.

That object is Aom. By sitting with closed eyes and letting the mind become easefully absorbed in
experiencing the inner repetitions of Aom we thereby directly enter into the state of consciousness that
is Aom, the state of consciousness that is Brahman the Absolute.

Sound and consciousness are, practically speaking, the same. Since the individual spirit (jivatman) and
God (Paramatman) are essentially one though not the same, we can conclude that Aom, repeated within
the mind in japa and meditation, will produce the consciousness of both Atman-Selves and restore their
lost unity.

Meditation is the process of restoring our consciousness to the center–our eternal spirit-Self–and
keeping it there so our evolution will proceed exactly according to the divine plan without any more
delays or deviations. Here are some statements of the upanishads regarding meditation.

“This Self, deep-hidden in all beings, is not revealed to all; but to the seers, pure in heart, concentrated
in mind–to them is he revealed” (Katha Upanishad 1:3:12).
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“Wise, self-controlled, and tranquil souls, who practice austerity and meditation, attain by the path of
liberation to the immortal, the truly existing, the changeless Self” (Mundaka Upanishad 1.2.11).
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“With mind illumined by the power of meditation, the wise know the Self, the blissful, the immortal”
(Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.7).
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“This Effulgent Self is to be realized by meditation and by superconscious vision” (Mundaka Upanishad
3.1.5).
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“In meditation the Self is revealed” (Mundaka Upanishad 3.1.8).
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“By the rightly meditative, the Self is fully known” (Mundaka Upanishad 3.2.4).

“One who knows, meditates upon, and realizes the truth of the Self–such an one delights in the Self,
revels in the Self, rejoices in the Self” (Chandogya Upanishad 7:25:1, 2).

“Knowledge of the Self is gained through meditation” (Swetashwatara Upanishad 1:15, 16).

Paramatman and jivatman

Why are there so many yoga methods? It is because of differing diagnoses of the root problem of
human beings. Buddha said that it was important to ask the right questions to get the right answers. In
the same way we must know the real problem of humanity if we are to formulate the solution. If we
accept secondary problems as the primary ones our answers will be secondary ones and unable to clear
up the fundamental problem whose solution will bring about the solution of all other troubles. For
example, our problem is not that we do not know one of the symbolic forms of God mistakenly called
“gods,” or an avatar or master. Our problem is that we do not know and experience our individual being
(jivatma) within the Cosmic Being (Paramatma).
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The root cause of our ignorance and its attendant miseries is forgetfulness of our true Self–and God, the
Self of our Self. Since the two are really one, it follows that our meditation must consist of that which is
common to both the Self (atman) and the Supreme Self (Paramatman). And that is Aom.
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Yoga is a very real union of the Absolute with the relative in a divine alchemy that erases all difference
between jivatman and Paramatman while ineffably retaining it. Therefore our yogic practice must be an
invocation of both the Absolute and the relative, of Shiva and Shakti. This is accomplished through Aom.
We are moving toward union every time we intone Aom with the inhalation and exhalation, for
inhalation and exhalation are Shiva and Shakti. Within the context of yoga the inhalation is the descent
of Shiva and the exhalation is the ascent of Shakti.
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The Pranava
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This sacred syllable is spelled out as Aom, but It is usually written in the ideogrammatic forms:

or

Aom is pronounced “AhOm,” Ah merging seamlessly into Om to form a single word. The A is
pronounced like the a in father and palm. The O is pronounced like the long o in the Italian or common
American manner–as in home and lone. (In England, Canada, and parts of the American South, the long
o is sometimes pronounced as a diphthong, like two vowels jammed together: either like “ay-oh” or “ehoh.” This is not the correct manner of pronouncing the O, which should be a single, pure vowel sound.)

Aom is more effective if it is mentally intoned–that is, mentally “sung” on a single note (the pitch does
not matter–whatever is spontaneous and natural). This makes the repetition stronger and of deeper
effect, because intoning Aom unifies the mind and naturally concentrates it.

The three letters of the single syllable should be intoned in equal length–AAAOOOMMM–at least
approximately. There is no need to be overexacting about this. It will come in time automatically.
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The way to receive the benefit of a mantra is japa, the continual repetition-intonation of the mantra. In
this way the invoker is constantly imbued with the power and consciousness inherent in the mantra. It is
best to intone Aom mentally, silently, and to intone it throughout all your waking hours–not just during
meditation.
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Whenever we intone Aom we align and link our consciousness to our spirit-soul with its innate potential,
and with its Source the Divine Spirit and Its powers.
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Basic Pranava Yoga Meditation
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Breath and sound are the two major spiritual powers possessed by us, and here is how they are
combined for Pranava Yoga meditation.
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AOM is a word consisting of three letters or sounds: A, O, and M. It can be pronounced as two syllables,
Ah, and Om, but after some time you will find they merge seamlessly to form a single syllable, all three
letters being intoned equally: AAAOOOMMM in a prolonged manner in time with the breath.

1. Sit upright, comfortable and relaxed, with your hands on your knees or thighs or resting, one on the
other, in your lap.

2. Turn your eyes slightly downward and close them gently. This removes visual distractions and reduces
your brain-wave activity by about seventy-five percent, thus helping to calm the mind.

3. Breathe naturally. Your mouth should be closed so that all breathing is done through the nose. This,
too aids in quieting the mind. Though your mouth is closed, the jaw muscles should be relaxed so the
upper and lower teeth are not clenched or touching one another, but parted.

Be aware of your breath naturally (automatically) flowing in and out as you breathe through your nose.
Your breathing should always be easeful and natural, not deliberate or artificial.
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4. At the same time be easefully aware of the Thousand-petalled Lotus, the Sahasrara Chakra, of your
brain.
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5. Now in a very quiet and gentle manner begin mentally intoning (“singing” on a single note) Aom once
throughout each inhalation and once throughout each exhalation. Fit the intonations to the breath–not
the breath to the intonations. If the breath is short, then the intonation should be short. If the breath is
long, then the intonation should be long.
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Make sure the A, O and M last the same amount of time when intoned: Aaaaoooommmm. Don’t torture
yourself about this–approximately equal is good enough, and in time your intonations will automatically
occur in the right manner.
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Also, your intonations of Aom should begin when your inhalations and exhalations begin and end when
they end. Here, too, approximately is sufficient. In this way your intonations should be virtually
continuous,
not
with
long
breaks
between
them.
That
is:
AaaaoooommmmAaaaoooommmmAaaaoooommmm,
rather
than
Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm. Here, too, approximately
continuous is sufficient.

6. Pranava Yoga meditation basically consists of mentally intoning Aom in time with the breath, feeling
that they are taking place in the Sahasrara. So for the rest of your meditation time keep on in this
manner. Let your awareness become fully absorbed in the mentally intoned sound of AOM. No need to
pull or push the mind–it will naturally come to rest in the sound. Just let the mind relax and sink or melt
into it.

7. In time your inner, mental intonations of Aom may change to an even more mellow or soft, subtle
form, even to an inner whispering that is almost silent, but Aom is always fully present and effective,
and you will still be intoning Aom in your intention. You may find that your intonations of Aom move
back and forth from more objective to more subtle and back to more objective. Just intone in the
manner that is natural at the moment.

8. In the same way you will find that your breath will also become more subtle and refined, and slow
down. Sometimes your breath can become so light that it almost seems as though you are not breathing
at all, just thinking the breath.
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9. Without any strain, remain easefully aware of the Sahasrara–which will occur automatically after a
while. However, as you meditate, at different times you may become aware of one or more areas of
your brain or body. Thoughts, impressions, memories, inner sensations, and suchlike may also arise
during meditation. This is all right when these things come and go spontaneously, but keep centered on
your intonations of Aom in time with the breath as though they were occurring in the Sahasrara.
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10. If you find yourself getting restless, distracted, “fuzzy,” anxious or tense in any degree, just take a
deep breath and let it out fully, feeling that you are releasing and breathing out all tensions, and
continue as before in a relaxed and easeful manner, without strain.
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Before going on to the complete form of Pranava Yoga meditation, take some time to familiarize
yourself with the above instructions because they contain the practice you will be following throughout
the day when not sitting in meditation. Once you understand them through careful application, you will
be ready for the complete form.

Complete Pranava Yoga Meditation

Tuning the Sahasrara

The placement of the letters in the aura of Jesus in De Laudibus Sanctae Crucis points us to a method
which becomes the bedrock foundation of Pranava Yoga meditation.

In the yoga tradition of India there is a practice known as “assigning the letters” of a mantra (word or
formula of spiritual power) to certain power points in the body that are linked with the subtler, spiritual
levels of the yogi. In this way the whole being of the yogi is activated and integrated for his spiritual
practice.

In Pranava Yoga meditation we attune the Sahasrara by affecting three points: 1) the center of the right
side of the head at the level of the point between the eyebrows (the “third eye”); 2) the center directly
opposite on the left side of the head; and 3) the point at the top of the head in the center (the crown of
the head). These three points are “hidden in plain sight” in Christian art which depict Jesus with the
three bars of the cross in his aura. Here is the process.
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1.Sit upright with closed eyes and mouth, breathing naturally as already described.
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2.As you inhale, intone A (ah) at the first point, then O (oh) at the second point, and M (mmm) at the
third point, giving approximately equal time to each, spreading them throughout the duration of the
breath. Then, as you exhale, do the same, in the same order. It may take some practice to get the
intonations equal and distributed throughout the time of inhaling and exhaling, but it should quickly
become second nature to you, so you can do it without even having to think of it. This inhalationexhalation process is one unit of the preparation practice. It is subtle but effective, so you need do only
do it once and the proceed to the next step:
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3.Breathing naturally, as in the Basic Pranava Yoga meditation instructions intone Aom in time with the
inhalations and exhalations. Do this for twelve complete breaths–inhalation and exhalation–making
twenty-four intonations in all. You can keep count of the breaths by moving your thumb along the lines
of your fingers.

DR

4.Repeat Steps Two and Three alternately throughout your meditation time.

It will help to use beads to keep count in this practice. For example, you could string one larger and
twelve smaller beads together and do Step Two on the larger bead and Step Three on the smaller ones
over and over. Or you could make a string of several segments of one larger and twelve smaller beads.

At the end of your meditation time, keep on intoning Aom in time with your breath, gently aware of the
Sahasrara, as you go about your various activities. If sometimes you cannot intone in time with your
breath, then intone Aom over and over like the tolling of a bell until you can resume intoning with the
breath. If you feel the need, sometimes do a single Sahasrara Tuning and return to the Basic practice of
intoning Aom in time with your breath. Let your intuition be your guide.

Also, when sitting down outside meditation you can do the Complete process of Sahasrara Tuning and
Breath Intoning even with your eyes open (or closed if convenient).

Some reflections on this practice
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The intonations of A awaken and strengthen the right brain, O awakens and strengthens the left brain,
and M unifies the whole brain, the sahasrara or Thousand-petalled Lotus of the yogis, orienting it
upward.
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Even the most basic texts on yoga give information about three major passages (nadis or nerves) in the
spine whose function determines greatly the character and success of yoga practice. They are known as
ida, pingala and sushumna. The ida controls the downward and outward flow of the life force, the
pingala controls the upward and inward flow of the life force, and the sushumna controls the flow of life
force upward into the sahasrara and its diffusion throughout it for awakening and strengthening of
higher consciousness. From this viewpoint, all phenomena within the total person that are of a positive
polarity are “pingala” and all phenomena of a negative polarity are “ida” in nature. When positive and
negative unite and are transmuted into a state transcending them, that is “sushumna.” So ida, pingala
and sushumna are three modes of function and therefore three modes of consciousness as well.
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What is not explained is the fact that the subtle life energies or prana flow throughout the various
bodies through tens of thousands of channels (nadis), each of which functions in synchronization with
one of those three spinal passages. So ida, pingala and sushumna are modes of subtle energy behavior
and function. In Pranava Yoga meditation the three centers of intonation and their respective sounds
correspond with these three: A stimulates the pingala function of the right brain, O the ida function of
the left brain and M the sushumna function centered at the Brahmarandhra (Gate of Brahman) in the
crown of the head which unites them both. Intoning these three sounds at the three points in the head
accomplishes everything, rendering work with the spinal nadis unnecessary.

This simple little practice is of immeasurable effect and spiritual value. Practice will prove it.

The yoga of the Bhagavad Gita

The Bhagavad Gita is the pinnacle of Indian philosophy and yoga. This small book, consisting of only
seven hundred verses of four lines each, covers every aspect of dynamic spiritual life. It is a lifetime
study, imparting life-giving knowledge, including instruction in meditation. In the opening verses of the
fourth chapter Krishna tells Arjuna that “this imperishable yoga… is the supreme secret” (4:1-3).

First the yogi sits in an upright posture, “holding the body, head and neck erect, motionless and steady,
gazing at the tip of his nose and not looking around” (6:13). Not that he makes himself cross-eyed! He
simply turns his eyes down slightly and closes them.
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Next, he breathes through his nose–not his mouth–in a completely natural and spontaneous manner, in
this way “equalizing the inhalation and exhalation, moving within the nostrils” (5:27), easily calming and
refining the breath.
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Then, through the practice of Sahasrara Tuning, “having placed his vital breath [prana] in the head,
established in yoga concentration, uttering Aom, the single-syllable Brahman, meditating on Me,” (8:1213) the yogi meditates upon the Supreme.
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And the ultimate result he also tells. “Thus, continually disciplining himself, the yogi whose mind is
subdued goes to nirvana, to supreme peace, to union with Me” (6:15).
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Finally he gives the purpose of this:

“At the hour of death, he who dies remembering Me, having relinquished the body, goes to My state of
being. In this matter there is no doubt.

“Moreover, whatever state of being he remembers when he gives up the body at the end, he invariably
goes to that state of being, transformed into that state of being.

“Therefore at all times remember Me with your mind and intellect fixed on Me. Without doubt you shall
come to Me.

“With a mind disciplined by the practice of yoga, which does not turn to anything else, to the divine
supreme Spirit he goes, meditating on Him” (8:5-8).
Can it be that simple and easy? Yes, because it goes directly to the root of our bondage which is a
single–and therefore simple–thing: loss of awareness.

Now let us look at the various components of our Pranava Yoga practice so we can understand it fully.
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The place for meditation
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It will be most helpful to your practice if you have a special place exclusively for meditation. Your mind
will begin to associate that place with meditation and will more easily enter a quiet and peaceful state
when you sit there. If you can set aside an entire room for practicing meditation, or even a large wellventilated closet, that is good, but just an area in a room is adequate. The important thing is that the
area be devoted exclusively to your meditation.
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Your meditation place should be as quiet as possible. Do not play music or other kinds of sounds during
your meditation, as that definitely interferes with your entering the Silence and perceiving the subtle
forms of Aom. As a rule earplugs are not recommended for the practice of meditation since you can
become distracted by the sensation of pressure in the ears, or the chirping, cricket-like noises that go on
all the time in the ears, or the sound of your heartbeat. But if you need them, use them. Your place of
meditation should ideally be a place where you can most easily forget outer distractions, but if it is not,
you can still manage to practice meditation successfully.

It should be softly or dimly lighted. (Full darkness might tend to make you go to sleep.) It is also good to
turn off any electric lights, as their pulsation–even though not perceived by the eyes–affects the brain
waves and subtly influences the mind, holding it to the level that corresponds to the rate of pulsation. If
you like having a candle or wick lamp burning when you meditate, they should be a kind that does not
flicker.

The room should be moderate in temperature and free from drafts, both cold and hot. It is also
important that it be well ventilated so you do not get sleepy from lack of oxygen in the air.

Some yogis like to burn incense when they meditate. This is a good practice if the smoke does not
irritate their lungs or noses. Unfortunately, most incense, including that from India, contains artificial,
toxic ingredients that are unhealthy. Two excellent kinds of incense are the Auroshika brand made at
the Aurobindo Ashram in India and the Resin-on-a-Stick incense made by Fred Soll Incense in the United
States. Sandalwood, frankincense, and rose fragrances have particularly high vibrations.

It is good to keep some sacred symbols or imagery in your meditation place–whatever reminds you that
God is present.
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Meditation posture
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For meditation we sit in a comfortable, upright position. This is for two reasons: so we will not fall
asleep, and to facilitate the upward movement of the subtle life force called prana, of which the breath
is a manifestation.
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It is important that our meditation posture be comfortable and easy to maintain. Though sitting upright,
be sure you are always relaxed. Yoga Sutra 2:46 says: “Posture [asana] should be steady and
comfortable.” The Yoga Vashishta (6:1:128) simply says: “He should sit on a soft seat in a comfortable
posture conducive to equilibrium.” Shankara comments: “Let him practice a posture in which, when
established, his mind and limbs will become steady, and which does not cause pain.” Here relaxation is
the key for Yoga Sutra 2:47 says: “Posture is mastered by relaxation.”

There are several cross-legged postures recommended for meditation. They are the Lotus (Padmasana),
Perfect (Siddhasana), Auspicious (Swastikasana), and Easy (Sukhasana). You will find them described in
books on Hatha Yoga postures. I especially recommend Yoga Asanas by Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji, as it is written from the perspective of spiritual development and also gives many hints to
help those who are taking up meditation later in life and whose bodies need special training or
compensation.

If you can sit in a cross-legged position without your legs going to sleep and making you have to shift
them frequently, that is very good. Some yogis prefer to sit on the floor using a pillow. This, too, is fine if
your legs do not go to sleep and distract you. But meditation done in a chair is equally as good. Better to
sit at ease in a chair and be inwardly aware than to sit cross-legged and be mostly aware of your poor,
protesting legs.

If you use a chair, it should be comfortable, of moderate height, one that allows you to sit upright with
ease while relaxed, with your feet flat on the floor. There is no objection to your back touching the back
of the chair, either, as long as your spine will be straight. If you can easily sit upright without any support
and prefer to do so, that is all right, too, but be sure you are always relaxed.

If you have any back difficulties, make compensation for them, and do not mind if you cannot sit fully
upright. We work with what we have, the whole idea being to sit comfortably and at ease.
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Put your hands on your thighs, your knees, or in your lap: joined, separated, one over the other–
whatever you prefer. The palms can be turned up or down. Really it does not matter how you place or
position your hands, just as long as they are comfortable and you can forget about them. There is no
need to bother with hand mudras as they are irrelevant to Pranava Yoga practice.
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Hold your head so the chin is parallel to the ground or, as Shankara directs, “the chin should be held a
fist’s breadth away from the chest.” Make a fist, hold it against your neck, and let your chin rest on your
curled-together thumb and forefinger. You need not be painfully exact, about this. The idea is to hold
your head at such an angle that it will not fall forward when you relax. Otherwise you will be afflicted
with what meditators call “the bobs”–the upper body continually falling forward during meditation.
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Meditation is not a military exercise, so we need not be hard on ourselves about not moving in
meditation. It is only natural for our muscles to sometimes get stiff or for some discomfort to develop.
Go right ahead and move a bit to get rid of the discomfort.

Some yogis prefer facing east or north to meditate, but it has been my experience that in Pranava Yoga
it simply does not matter what direction I face. Yet, you might want to experiment on your own.

Whatever your seat for meditation–chair, pillow, pad, or mat–it will be good if it can be used only for
meditation. This will pick up the beneficial vibrations of your meditation, and when you sit on it your
mind will become calm and your meditation easier. For the same reason some people like using a special
shawl or meditation clothing or a robe when meditating. If you cannot devote a chair to your
meditation, find some kind of cloth or throw that you can put over the chair when you meditate and
remove when you are done.

Reclining meditation

)

If we lie down for meditation we will likely go to sleep. Yet, for those with back problems or some other
situation interfering with their sitting upright, or who have trouble sitting upright for a long time, it is
possible to meditate in a reclining position at a forty-five-degree angle. This is a practice of some yogis in
India when they want to meditate unbrokenly for a very long time. (I know of two yogis who meditated
throughout the entire day this way.) There may still be a tendency to sleep, but we do what we can,
when we can. Here is the procedure:
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Using a foam wedge with a forty-five-degree angle–or enough pillows to lie at that angle, or in a bed
that raises up to that angle–lie on your back with your arms at your side, or across your stomach if that
is more comfortable. Then engage in the meditation process just as you would if sitting upright.
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When you are ill or for some reason unable to sit upright you can meditate in this way.
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Alternating positions in meditation
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Those not yet accustomed to sitting still for a long time, or those who want to meditate an especially
long time, can alternate their meditation positions. After sitting as long as is comfortable, they can do
some reclining meditation and then sit for some more time–according to their inclination.

Relaxation

Relaxation is the key to successful meditation just as is ease and simplicity. We need to be relaxed in
both body and mind to eliminate the distracting thoughts and impressions that arise mostly from
tension.

It is only natural that you will find your mind moving up and down–or in and out–during the practice of
meditation, sometimes being calm and sometimes being restless. Do not mind this at all; it is in the
nature of things. At such times you must consciously become even more calm, relaxed, and aware–

“lighten up” in the most literal sense. As already said, when restlessness or distractions occur, take a
deep breath through your nose, let it out, relax, and keep on meditating.
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It is also natural when we begin turning our awareness inward that we will encounter thoughts,
memories, various emotions, feelings, mental states, and other kinds of experiences such as lights,
sensations of lightness and heaviness, of expansion, of peace and joy, visual images (waking dreams),
and such like. None of these should be either accepted or rejected. Instead we should calmly continue
our intonations of Aom. The inner sound of Aom and the states of consciousness It produces are the
only things that matter, for they alone bring us to the Goal. We should never become caught up in the
various phenomena, however amazing, entertaining, pleasant (or how inane, boring, and unpleasant)
they may be, and be distracted from meditation. Experiences must not be held on to, nor should they be
pushed away, either. Instead we should be quietly aware of them and keep on with meditation so in
time we can pass far beyond such things. This is relaxation in attitude.
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Also, feelings of boredom, stagnation, annoyance and inner discomfort may be the resistance of
negative energies which will be cleared away by meditation as we persevere, and should not be taken
seriously.
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Never try to make one meditation period be like one before it. Each session of meditation is different,
even though it will have elements or experiences in common with other sessions.
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Do not be unhappy with yourself if in meditation it seems you are just floating on the top rather than
“going deep.” That is what you need at the moment. Keep on; everything is all right. Remember: Aom is
not just intelligent, It is Divine Intelligence, and whatever is best for you to experience is what It will
produce, either late or soon–but always at the perfect time.

It is important in meditation to be relaxed, natural, and spontaneous–to neither desire or try to make
the meditation go in a certain direction or to try to keep it from going in a particular direction. To relax
and be quietly observant is the key for the correct practice of meditation.

Yet, correct meditation practice is never passive or mentally inert. At all times you are consciously and
intentionally intoning Aom. It should be easeful and relaxed, but still intentional, even when your
intonations become more gentle and subtle, even whisperlike or virtually silent.

Closed mouth and eyes

Breathing through the mouth agitates the mind, so keeping your mouth closed and breathing only
through the nose has a calming effect.
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So also does closing your eyes, for by closing your eyes you remove visual distractions and eliminate
over seventy-five percent of the usual brain wave activity.
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At the beginning of your meditation gently turn the eyes slightly downward without strain, then close
them, relax and forget about them. If they should turn further downward or even upward at times, that
is perfectly all right, just as long as it is spontaneous and without strain.
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Sound
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Sound is the basis of all that “is,” and the way to the realization of the All That Is, including our true Self
and the Supreme Self, God. “By sound one becomes liberated [Anavrittih shabdai]” (Brahma Sutras
4.4.22). Sound is Consciousness itself. Sound–mental sound–joined to the breath is the beginning,
middle, and end of our meditation practice. Consequently, listening to and experiencing the effects of
our inner intonations of Aom is the heart of our meditation practice.

Inwardly listening to the mental intonations of Aom is the major key to success in meditation. It is
essential that we become centered in the etheric levels of our being, from which sound arises, and this
is done by inwardly intoning Aom and listening to those intonations. During meditation, whatever
happens, whatever comes or goes, relax and keep listening to your inner intonations of Aom. It is the
sound of Aom that accomplishes everything. And by listening to it you become totally receptive and
responsive to it so it can work Its transforming purpose to the maximum degree.

If things do not feel or seem to be going right, it may mean that you are not fully listening to the sound
of Aom, but your attention is somewhat divided. At such times I have had everything feel and go right
immediately when I relaxed and easefully centered my awareness totally on the sound of Aom.

Shabda and Nada
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Shabda and nada are both usually translated in yoga texts as “sound” and in many philosophical texts
are used interchangeably, but in yogic usage they have a very important distinction. Shabda is sound of
any kind made by any means proceeding from any medium–for example, the sound made when a drum
is struck or when an object falls to the floor. Shabda encompasses the entire range of natural sounds,
including the inherent sound-vibration of physical objects and processes. Nada, however, is very
specialized. It is sound emanated by Divine Impulse, sound that comes directly from Universal
Consciousness with no intermediate stages or secondary causes. In a very real sense Nada is the Voice of
God. According to the yogis, Aom is Nada in this precise, technical sense. It is, therefore, the Voice of the
Self.
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Putting the awareness on mere shabda–which includes the sounds of the chakras and other inner
sounds, even though they emanate from very subtle levels–leads only to their relative source and not to
Reality. Only that which comes directly from the Source will lead to the Source, and it must be a dual
source, both the Absolute and the relative, Brahman and the jivatman. And that is Aom.
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Prana and Mahaprana
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In the lesser levels of the individual and the cosmos, prana moves as the force of life, but in the higher
levels Mahaprana moves as the unalloyed Divine Life, one aspect of which is Aom. Because of this,
repetition of Aom both lifts the yogi up to and invokes the Mahaprana, enabling the yogi to truly live the
Divine Life.

As just explained, there are two kinds of sound: ahata (shabda) and anahata (nada). Ahata occurs “in
nature,” but anahata is Divine Sound (Divya Shabda) and is spiritual, conveying spiritual opening and
insight. Such is Aom. Aom japa opens the yogi to the inflow of Mahaprana and increases the inflow the
longer it is practiced.

Aom

The entire realm of manifestation is really nothing more than an infinite variety of sound, variations of a
single Sound that is the origin and ending of all other sounds. That Sound is Aom, the basic resonant
frequency of the entire field of existence: “Verily, the Syllable Aom is all this, yea, the Syllable Aom is all
this” (Chandogya Upanishad 2.23.3). “Aom: this Syllable is all this” (Mandukya Upanishad 1).

It is the keynote of the consciousness that is our true Self: “The Self [atman] is of the nature of the
Syllable Aom.… Thus the Syllable Aom is the very Self. He who knows It thus enters the Self [Supreme
Spirit] with his self [individual spirit]” (Mandukya Upanishad 8, 12). “Meditate on Aom as the Self”
(Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6).
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And since we and God are one, it is the keynote of Divine Consciousness as well. “Aom is Brahman, the
Primeval Being” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1). “That [Aom] is the quintessence of the essences, the
Supreme, the highest” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.3). “Aom is the Supreme Brahman” (Svetasvatara
Upanishad 1:7). “Aom is Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1).
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Aom, then, is the entire focus of our meditation. “One should meditate on this Syllable [Aom]”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.1). “Meditate on Aom as the Self. May you be successful in crossing over to
the farther shore of darkness” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6). And since It has no intellectual meaning, Its
repetition helps us in getting beyond the chattering mind.
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Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji has this to say regarding Aom, the Pranava:

“The first and most effective means which Patanjali prescribed for overcoming the distracted condition
of the mind is the japa and meditation of the Pranava. He calls the Pranava the vachaka of Ishwara.
What is a vachaka? A vachaka is a name which has a mystic relationship with the vachya–the entity
designated–and has inherent in it the power of revealing the consciousness and releasing the power of
the individual for whom it stands. Such a vachaka is Aom. It is considered to be the most mystical, sacred
and powerful mantra by the Hindus because it is the vachaka of Ishwara, the Greatest Power and the
Supreme Consciousness.

“It may seem preposterous to the ordinary man not familiar with the inner side of life that a mere
syllable can carry hidden within it the potential power which is attributed to it by all yogis, and
references to which are found scattered through the sacred scriptures of the Hindus. But facts are facts
and they are not at all affected by the ignorance and prejudices of people who disbelieve in them. Who

could have believed fifty years ago that a mere neutron moving among a number of uranium atoms
could produce an explosion powerful enough to blow up a whole city? Anyone who understands the
theory of mantra yoga and the relation of vibration with consciousness should be able to see that there
is nothing inherently impossible in the idea of a mystic syllable possessing such a power. Besides, we
should remember that the facts of the inner life with which Yoga deals are based upon experience no
less than the facts of Science.”
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In his commentary on the Yoga Sutras Shankara puts it very simply: “Through Aom the Lord is met face
to face.” And even further: “When the yogi has understood the identity of Aom and Brahman he attracts
the grace of the supreme Lord through Its repetition and meditation.” And finally: “Meditation is setting
the heart on the Lord Who is designated by Aom and brought into the mind by It.”
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Now this is very important: When we want to swim in the ocean, we do not dive into a particular wave,
but into the ocean itself. A wave, being only a manifestation on the surface of the ocean, must be left
behind if we are to sound the depths of the ocean. If we stay with the wave, we will remain as separated
as the wave is from the ocean. If we “ride” the wave like a surfer we will find ourselves being thrown
onto the shore and out of the ocean. It is the same with meditation on names and forms–whether of
gods, avatars or liberated masters. We need to dive down where name and form cannot go. This is the
only way to get beyond unreality, darkness, and mortality. We must meditate on the Self–not on
external beings or forms. As Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji said: “After attaining wisdom one
sees that gods and deities are all maya” (Precepts For Perfection 672). Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji also Said: “Since the Self is the reality of all the gods, the meditation on the Self which is
oneself is the greatest of all meditations. All other meditations are included in this. It is for gaining this
that the other meditations are prescribed. So, if this is gained, the others are not necessary. Knowing
one’s Self is knowing God. Without knowing one’s Self that meditates, imagining that there is a deity
which is different and meditating on it, is compared by the great ones to the act of measuring with one’s
foot one’s own shadow, and to the search for a trivial conch after throwing away a priceless gem that is
already in one’s possession” (Collected Works, section 28). The upanishads, Gita, and Yoga Sutras know
nothing of meditating on “gods” or “ishta devatas”–only on Aom, for only Aom is our Self.

Since we must realize the individual Self (jivatman) and the Supreme Self (Paramatman)–we do japa of
Aom which includes both. In effective meditation it is essential that the mantra and the Self of the yogi
should be actually one–the mantra must proceed from the Self. The Shiva Sutras say: “If the mantra is
kept separate from the repeater of the mantra and its goal, one cannot attain the fruit of the mantra”
(Shiva Sutras 1:4). The divine Self is both the origin and the goal of Aom.

Aom is expanding outward in waves from the core of the cosmos. The same is happening with us. From
our atma Aom is being impulsed outward. By coming into alignment/synchronicity with the atmic
impulse through the intonations of Aom, we can return to our true state of being.

Intoning
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We mentally intone Aom in japa and meditation, “singing” it on a single note, because this unifies the
mind and enables our awareness to turn inward steadily and surely. Further, intoning the sound makes
it easier to be aware of and to hold on to. If the breath is short, then the intonation should be short.
Remember: if the breath is long, then the intonation should be long.
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Once more: Make sure the A, O and M last the same amount of time when intoned: Aaaaoooommmm.
Don’t torture yourself about this–approximately equal is good enough, and in time your intonations will
automatically occur in the right manner. Also, your intonations of Aom should begin when your
inhalations and exhalations begin and end when they end. Here, too, approximately is sufficient. In this
way your intonations should be virtually continuous, not with long breaks between them. That is:
AaaaoooommmmAaaaoooommmmAaaaoooommmm,
rather
than
Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm…Aaaaoooommmm. Here, too, approximately
continuous is sufficient.
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As we go deeper in meditation our perceptions of the inner sound of our mental intonations of Aom
become increasingly subtle. At first they may be more like ordinary sung speech, but they will progress
to become more and more soft until they become a kind of “whispering” and in time can be actually
silent–a kind of silent movement–very much like when we silently mouth words instead of speaking
them aloud.

When we intone in a most subtle, virtually whispered, or silent, way we still think of Aom as being
intoned, and mentally intend to intone, even if we do not inwardly hear or sense the difference. And our
intonations, however subtle, should never be weak or tenuous.

It is important to let your intonations of Aom change as they will. They may naturally and spontaneously
move back and forth from more objective to more subtle and back to more objective. As a rule the
gentle or whispered or silent form of intonation is more effective than ordinary mental intonation as
you will experience for yourself.

The voice in the silence–subtle sound

Meditation on Aom is the true way to enter into Silence. Meditation is such a simple practice because
the mind must be made simple to reflect the simple (i.e., unitary) God. The mind must be made blind,
deaf, and mute in the inner silence. This is a great secret: we cannot attain to silence by mere absence of
words or thoughts. Instead, we must find the Silence that lies at the heart of Aom. We must attain the
silence at Its core. This is a great Mystery. Only he who is adept in meditation is truly keeping silence.
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“And Elijah arose, and went unto Horeb the mount of God. And he came thither unto a cave, and lodged
there; and, behold, the word of the Lord came to him, and he said unto him,…Go forth, and stand upon
the mount before the Lord. And, behold, the Lord passed by, and a great and strong wind rent the
mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks before the Lord; but the Lord was not in the wind: and after
the wind an earthquake; but the Lord was not in the earthquake: And after the earthquake a fire; but
the Lord was not in the fire: and after the fire a still small voice” (I Kings 19:8-12).
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Wind, earthquake, and fire–but God was not in them. Then there was silence, yet in the silence there
was a voice. “A still small voice” means that silent (still) subtle (small) impulse which is the very root of
“word” and therefore Word itself. The New King James Version gives it as “a delicate whispering voice.”
The Greek Septuagint has “the voice of a gentle breeze,” evidently keeping in mind that the Holy Spirit is
the Breath of God and often manifests as wind. The Slavonic text renders it “the wafting of a silent
light.” This, too, is appropriate, for the Holy Spirit is also Light. Actually, it cannot be at all expressed in
human terms, for it is far beyond the senses and ordinary experience. But however it might be
described, it is the voice of God coming through the pure spirit that is our true essence.

“Still small voice” refers to the subtle sound of Aom experienced in deep meditation. It may even be
translated “a silent sound,” for in deepest meditation the intonations of Aom become whisper-like and
even silent while yet remaining in their integrity. That is, they do not stop, but remain in a form that is
perfectly silent and still–more like a soundless mouthing of the Syllable. The subtle intonations of Aom
may even become more like a silent act of will or ideation (conceptualization) of the repetition of Aom.

As a rule the gentle or whispered or silent form of intonation is more effective than ordinary mental
intonation. The Pranavic stream can become as light and subtle as the movement of air produced by the
wings of a butterfly. This is a mystery, but you will experience it for yourself.

Even in daily japa, we should keep our awareness deep in the subtle sound of Aom. The breath is
necessary to lead us into the depths of the sound, which is why we join our intoning of Aom to it.

Simplicity and subtlety of practice
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The simpler and more easeful the yoga practice, the more deeply effective it is. This is a universal
principle in the realm of inner development and experience. How is this? In the inner world of
meditation things are often just the opposite to the way they are in the outer world. Whereas in the
outer world a strong aggressive force is most effective in producing a change, in the inner world it is
subtle, almost minimal force or movement that is most effectual–even supremely powerful. Those
familiar with homeopathic medicine will understand the concept that the more subtle an element is, the
more potentially effective it is. In meditation and japa the lightest “touch” is usually the most efficient.
This being so, the simple subtle intonations of Aom are the strongest and most effective form of mantric
invocation.
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An incident that took place during one of the crusades illustrates this. At a meeting between the leaders
of the European forces and Saladin, commander of the Arab armies, one of the Europeans tried to
impress and intimidate Saladin by having one of his soldiers cleave a heavy wooden chair in half with a
single downstroke of his broadsword. In response, Saladin ordered someone to toss a silk scarf as light
and delicate as a spider’s web into the air. As it descended, he simply held his scimitar beneath it with
the sharp edge upward. When the scarf touched the edge, it sheared in half and fell on either side of the
blade without even a whisper as he held it completely still. Such is the power of the subtle and the
simple. This being so, the simple, subtle intonations of Aom are the strongest and most effective form of
mantric invocation.

It is important, then, to keep in mind that often when things seem “stuck” in meditation and not moving
as they should, or when the mind does not calm down, it is often because we are not relaxed sufficiently
and are not allowing our inner intonations of Aom to become as subtle as they should be. For the
subtler the intonations, the more effective and on target they are.

Even so, I do not mean to give you the impression that your inner intonations of Aom should become
feeble or weak in the sense of becoming tenuous–only barely within your mental grasp, and liable to slip
away and leave you blank. Not at all. The inner sound of the intonations may become subtler and
subtler, but they do not at all become weaker–only gentler and more profound.

Breath and sound

The breath is a dominant factor on all the planes of existence. It is necessary for the vitalization and
functioning of all vehicles of consciousness, physical or superphysical. It possesses the essential qualities
of both energy and consciousness and is thus able to serve as an instrument for their actions and
reactions on each other.
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Although we tend to think of attention as merely a state of the mind, the opposite of inattention, it is
really a great psychic force. Quantum physics has discovered that when a human being sets his attention
on anything, that object is immediately affected to some degree–so much so that a scientist can
unintentionally influence the result of an experiment, however controlled the external conditions may
be. Thoughts are indeed things, but attention is the fundamental power of thought. Buddha gave great
emphasis to the effect of sati–attention–in meditation.
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As we calmly fix our awareness on the breath and the sound of Aom, they become increasingly refined.
The breath becomes gentler and easeful, often slowing down until our breathing becomes as light as the
breeze of a butterfly’s wings, and so does the internal sound of Aom become soft and whisperlike, even
virtually silent. Since it is natural for them to become increasingly refined as you observe them, you
need not attempt to deliberately make this happen. Your attention and intonations of Aom will
automatically refine them. As we become more and more aware of the subtle forms or movements of
the inner breath and sound, it automatically happens that the breath movements on all levels become
slower. This is the highest form of pranayama–cultivation of the breath. All authentic yoga practice
involves the breath to some degree, because the breath truly is life (prana).

The purpose of being aware of the physical breath is to enable you to become aware of “the breath of
the breath,” the inner movement of consciousness that manifests as the physical breath. The more
attention we give to the breath, the subtler it becomes until it reveals itself as an act of the mind, not
the body, and finally as consisting of mind-stuff (chitta) itself and Aom as the consciousness behind the
breath. Both breath and sound, like an onion, have many layers. In the practice of Aom meditation we
experience these layers, beginning with the most objective, physical layer and progressing to
increasingly subtle layers, until, as with an onion at its core, there are no more layers, but only the pure
being of the Self.

The breath and sound become increasingly refined as we observe them, and as a result our awareness
also becomes refined. Our attention focused on the breath and Aom causes their potential to manifest
in the way sunlight causes the petals of a flower to open.

We ourselves are waves in the ocean of Consciousness and Sound. We are Aom. So in Aom Yoga
practice, especially when we experience the permutations of the subtle sounds of Aom, we are actually
experiencing ourselves. The more we meditate, the higher and higher and further and further we
penetrate into the Infinite Consciousness of which we are an eternal part. That is our point of origin, and
the subtle vibrations of Aom will take us back there.
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Breath and brain
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The yogis knew ages ago what Western science took a long time to realize. In the fourth century an
anatomist named Oribasius said that the brain literally moves in harmony with respiration. In 1690 a
researcher named Slevogt published a book in which he said the same. But the mystic Emmanuel
Swedenborg wrote about this as both a physical and a metaphysical phenomenon in his Oeconomia
Regni Animalis which contains a section titled De Motu Cerebri. That was in 1741, and in 1750 J. Daniel
Schlichting, a physician of Amsterdam, declared that at each expiration the whole brain becomes
elevated or expanded, while during inspiration it subsides and collapses. He showed that this motion is
due neither to the contraction of the dura mater, nor to a pulsation of the sinuses or of the arteries, but
is an intrinsic motion of the entire mass of the brain; that this motion continues during the whole
existence of life, and that it is rendered possible by an empty space between the cranium and the brain.
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In light of this we see why the yogis regarded the breath with amazement and awe, considering it to be
a key to higher states of consciousness. In modern times it has been demonstrated that every cell of the
body is affected by the breath, that the entire body expands and contracts in a virtually imperceptible
manner in time with inhalation and exhalation. The breath, then, is a major factor in the physical,
mental and spiritual alchemy of yoga.

Practical benefits of meditation

Here are four scientific reports about the practical benefits of meditation:

1) “Everyone around the water cooler knows that meditation reduces stress. But with the aid of
advanced brain-scanning technology, researchers are beginning to show that meditation directly affects
the function and structure of the brain, changing it in ways that appear to increase attention span,
sharpen focus and improve memory. One recent study found evidence that the daily practice of
meditation thickened the parts of the brain’s cerebral cortex responsible for decision making, attention
and memory. Sara Lazar, a research scientist at Massachusetts General Hospital, presented preliminary
results last November that showed that the gray matter of twenty men and women who meditated for
just forty minutes a day was thicker than that of people who did not.…What’s more, her research
suggests that meditation may slow the natural thinning of that section of the cortex that occurs with
age” (How to Get Smarter, One Breath At A Time, Lisa Takeuchi Cullen. Time, January 16, 2006, p. 93).
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2) “In a study published in the journal NeuroImage, researchers report that certain regions in the brains
of long-term meditators were larger than in a similar control group.
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“Specifically, meditators showed significantly larger volumes of the hippocampus and areas within the
orbito-frontal cortex, the thalamus and the inferior temporal gyrus–all regions known for regulating
emotions.
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“‘We know that people who consistently meditate have a singular ability to cultivate positive emotions,
retain emotional stability and engage in mindful behavior,’ said Eileen Luders, lead author and a
postdoctoral research fellow at the UCLA Laboratory of Neuro Imaging. ‘The observed differences in
brain anatomy might give us a clue why meditators have these exceptional abilities.’
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“Research has confirmed the beneficial aspects of meditation. In addition to having better focus and
control over their emotions, many people who meditate regularly have reduced levels of stress and
bolstered immune systems. But less is known about the link between meditation and brain structure.

“The researchers found significantly larger cerebral measurements in meditators compared with
controls, including larger volumes of the right hippocampus and increased gray matter in the right
orbito-frontal cortex, the right thalamus and the left inferior temporal lobe. There were no regions
where controls had significantly larger volumes or more gray matter than meditators.

“Because these areas of the brain are closely linked to emotion, Luders said, ‘these might be the
neuronal underpinnings that give meditators the outstanding ability to regulate their emotions and

allow for well-adjusted responses to whatever life throws their way.’” (PhysOrg–May 13, 2009. Source:
University of California-Los Angeles)

3) “People who meditate grow bigger brains than those who don’t. Researchers at Harvard, Yale, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have found the first evidence that meditation can alter the
physical structure of our brains. Brain scans they conducted reveal that experienced meditators boasted
increased thickness in parts of the brain that deal with attention and processing sensory input.
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“In one area of gray matter, the thickening turns out to be more pronounced in older than in younger
people. That’s intriguing because those sections of the human cortex, or thinking cap, normally get
thinner as we age.
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“‘Our data suggest that meditation practice can promote cortical plasticity in adults in areas important
for cognitive and emotional processing and well-being,’ says Sara Lazar, leader of the study and a
psychologist at Harvard Medical School.
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“The researchers compared brain scans of 20 experienced meditators with those of 15 non-meditators.
Four of the former taught meditation or yoga…the rest worked in careers such as law, health care, and
journalism.…During scanning, the meditators meditated; the others just relaxed and thought about
whatever they wanted.
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“Some had been doing [meditation] for only a year, others for decades. Depth of the meditation was
measured by the slowing of breathing rates. Those most deeply involved in the meditation showed the
greatest changes in brain structure. ‘This strongly suggests,’ Lazar concludes, ‘that the differences in
brain structure were caused by the meditation, rather than that differences in brain thickness got them
into meditation in the first place.’

“Since this type of meditation counteracts the natural thinning of the thinking surface of the brain, could
it play a role in slowing–even reversing–aging? That could really be mind-boggling in the most positive
sense” (PhysOrg–January 31, 2006. Harvard University. William J. Cromie).

Another report on this study in the New Scientist, titled “Meditation Builds Up the Brain,” says that
“meditating actually increases the thickness of the cortex in areas involved in attention and sensory
processing, such as the prefrontal cortex and the right anterior insula.

“‘You are exercising it while you meditate, and it gets bigger,’ she [Sara Lazar] says.…It is further
evidence, says Lazar, that yogis ‘aren’t just sitting there doing nothing.’”
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4) “There was a study reported at the American Geriatric Association convention in 1979 involving fortyseven participants whose average age was 52.5 years. It found that people who had been meditating
more than seven years were approximately twelve years younger physiologically than those of the same
chronological age who were not meditating” (Gabriel Cousens, M.D., Conscious Eating, p. 281).
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Joining Aom to the breath
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“Speech and breath are joined together in the Syllable Aom” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6). The breath
and Aom arise from the very root of our being, the spirit. Joining Aom to the breath extends Its
transforming vibrations throughout the entire range of our being. It also unites the different aspects of
our being and begins more effectively and rapidly evolving us, returning us to the Source–but now
transformed.
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“The breath is continually sounding ‘Aom’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3). We join intonations of Aom to
the breath because on the subtle levels it is always producing the sound of Aom. The spirit-Self breathes
Aom. So by consciously joining Aom to our breathing we link up with our spirit-consciousness and enter
into it. Further, when the habit of intoning Aom with the breath is established, the simple act of
breathing will cue the mind to maintain the intonations.

Aom should be intoned once throughout each inhalation and once throughout each exhalation because
there are two poles or subtle currents within the causal realm that make the sound of Aom as they
move outward and manifest as inhalation and exhalation. In a sense there are two Aom’s–positive and
negative, yin and yang–which together produce the projection of the cosmos and the individual’s
manifestation therein. So the two Aom’s affect the two sides of the yogi’s being. Ultimately they are
one, and by his joining of Aom to his breath, each breath moves him onward toward the goal of Divine
Unity. “To reach It is said to be the greatest of all achievements. It is my highest state of being. Those
who reach It are not reborn” (Bhagavad Gita 8:21).

This is necessary because in all relative beings the prana-breath has become corrupted and confused,
binding the spirit rather than freeing it. The prana-breath has gotten out of phase, out of tune or off
key–out of alignment with Aom, the original Keynote of the universe. By intoning Aom in time with his
breath, the Aom yogi takes charge of his prana-breath, realigns and repolarizes it, restoring it to its
original form and function. In this way he sets himself squarely in the upward-moving stream of
evolution and accelerates his movement within it.
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Again: we breathe through the nose, not the mouth.
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We are speaking of “the breath and Aom,” but in reality they are the same thing. The breath is not just a
stop and go light, used merely to let us know when to intone Aom. The breath is a form, a
manifestation, of Aom. So are all things, but the breath is the closest to pure Aom since it takes its
existence directly from Aom without any intermediate phase. In Pranava Yoga we intone Aom in time
with the breath so the two will remerge and become one, restoring their eternal unity.
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It is important that the breath and Aom be perfectly integrated. That is why the intonation of Aom
should begin with the breath movement–whether inhalation or exhalation–and end with its cessation.
We need not exaggerate this and turn our meditation into a torment of anxiety, but reasonable care
should be taken.

Cultivating consciousness–true spiritual experience

The Shiva Sutras say: “If the mantra is kept separate from the repeater of the mantra and its goal, one
cannot attain the fruit of the mantra” (Shiva Sutras 1:4). Although the practical focus of our attention in
meditation is our intoning of Aom in time with the breath, we must also be aware of the effects the
practice produces. For the goal of meditation is perfect awareness of the spirit within Spirit, and our
meditation experiences are steps in the ladder taking us onward/upward to the supreme Goal. We
experience subtler and higher levels of awareness until we reach the Highest. We are not obsessed with
meditational phenomena, but we are keenly aware of them. We need not analyze them, only observe
them in a calm and relaxed manner, understanding that they come and go and are not to be held onto,

but perceived like the signs on a highway indicating our position and where we are going. Actually, we
are indifferent to them as phenomena, but intent on them as messages from the spirit and evidences of
the transforming power of Aom.

Our intention in meditating is to center our awareness permanently in the consciousness of who we
really are–in the spirit whose nature is itself pure consciousness. We center or merge our awareness in
the breath and Aom because they arise directly from the atman and will lead us into the consciousness
which is the Self.
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Long before reaching the level of human birth and after, sentient beings are immersed in a chain of
never-ending experiences, many of them absolutely illusory. Yoga philosophy goes further and says that
all experiences are delusions. Some, such as hallucinations, have no objective reality at all, and other
experiences may be based on some degree of actuality, but our misinterpretation of them turns them
into delusions as well. “Maya” is not outside us, but an interior condition.
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The yogi’s fervent aspiration is to experience the Real, the Truly Existent (Sat) which we call Brahman,
the Paramatman. So immediately he is confronted with the crucial question: What is true spiritual
experience? This must be answered lest he wander in this and future lifetimes through delusional
experiences he mistakes for realities. Since yoga deals with the mind–the major source of illusory
experience–the yogi is very susceptible to mistaking the unreal for the real, just as he was before
becoming a yogi. The masters of yoga have given us clear information as to the nature of real spiritual
experience.
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When Gorakhnath asked Matsyendranath: “What is the abode of knowledge [jnana]?” the Master
replied: Consciousness [chetana] is the abode of knowledge” (Gorakh Bodha 21, 22). Shankara defines
correct meditation as “meditation established in the perception of the nature of Spirit alone, pure
Consciousness itself.” Yoga Sutra 3:55 tells us: “Liberation is attained when the mind is the same as the
spirit in purity.” That is, when through meditation we are permanently filled with nothing but the
awareness of pure consciousness, liberation is attained. “That is the liberation of the spirit when the
spirit stands alone in its true nature as pure light. So it is.” This is the conclusion of Vyasa. Pure
consciousness alone prevails. True spiritual experience, then, is the experience of pure, unalloyed
consciousness that is the nature of spirit and Spirit, of the individual and the cosmic Self.

The root cause of our ignorance and its attendant miseries is forgetfulness of our true Self–and God, the
Self of our Self. Since the two are really one, it follows that our meditation must consist of that which is

both Self (atman) and Supreme Self (Paramatman). And that “one thing” is Aom. It is awareness of our
inner intonations of Aom that enables us to become centered in our true Self. Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji said: “The Ekakshara [Aom] shines for ever in the heart as the Self.” And: “Earnest seekers
who, incessantly and with a steady mind, repeat ‘Aom’ will attain success. By repetition of the pure
‘Aom’ the mind is withdrawn from sense objects and becomes one with the Self.”
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True spiritual experience is the non-dual experience of Spirit. The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad says:
“When there is duality, as it were, then one smells another, one sees another, one hears another, one
speaks to another, one thinks of another, one knows another. But when everything has become the Self,
then what should one smell and through what, what should one see and through what, what should one
hear and through what, what should one speak and through what, what should one think and through
what, what should one know and through what? Through what should One know That owing to which
all this is known–through what should one know the Knower?” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 2:4:14). The
Chandogya Upanishad tells us: “Where one sees nothing but the One, hears nothing but the One, knows
nothing but the One–there is the Infinite. Where one sees another, hears another, knows another–there
is the finite. The Infinite is immortal, the finite is mortal” (Chandogya Upanishad 24:1).
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The atman-Self is never anything but consciousness, yet it, like God, has extended itself outward as the
many levels of our present state of being. Unlike God, we have lost control over just about everything,
and by becoming absorbed in experience of our external being have caused it to take on a virtually
independent existence, dragging us along with it. Conversely, by keeping ourselves centered in pure
awareness, the witnessing consciousness that is our real Self, we will begin the process of turning all
those levels back into pure spirit. “Behold, the kingdom of God is within you” (Luke 17:21). “God is a
Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24). Only yogis say
such things, and only yogis realize their full meaning.

Yoga is the fundamental clearing of our consciousness. As Saint Paul directs: “Be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind” (Romans 12:2). It is the renewal of our original consciousness regarding which
Jesus prayed: “O Father, glorify thou me with thine own self with the glory which I had with thee before
the world was” (John 17:5). For before the world was we consciously knew that we were one with God,
part of Infinite Being.We need a return to that which we had “when the morning stars sang together,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy” (Job 38:7).

It is our practice of yoga that is the divine leaven that expands our consciousness into that perfect state
that is the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of Heaven. “Another parable spake he unto them; The

kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three measures of meal, till the
whole was leavened” (Matthew 13:33).

The solar path of liberation
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“The sun is verily Life…. That very one rises up who is Life, who is identified with all creatures, and who is
possessed of all forms. This very one, that has been referred to, is spoken of by the mantra: ‘The
realizers of Brahman knew the one that is possessed of all forms, full of rays, endowed with illumination,
the resort of all, the single light (of all), and the radiator of heat. It is the sun that rises–the sun that
possesses a thousand rays, exists in a hundred forms and is the life of all creatures’” (Prashna Upanishad
1:5, 7, 8).
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All plant, animal, and human life on this planet depends upon the sun. It is the subtle powers of sunlight
which stimulate growth and evolution. Sunlight particularly stimulates the activity of the higher centers
in the brain, especially that of the pineal gland. Even in the depths of the earth a sensitive man can tell
when the sun rises and sets above him. The sun truly awakens us in the deepest sense. As the
germinating seed struggles upward toward the sun and out into its life-giving rays, so all higher forms of
life reach out for the sun, which acts as a metaphysical magnet, drawing them upward and outward
toward ever-expanding consciousness. Sunlight is the radiant form of Aom, so the sun initiates the
entire solar system into Aom. Human beings are solar creatures, therefore to intone Aom is natural to
them.
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When the individual comes into manifestation on this earth he passes from the astral world into the
material plane by means of the sun, which is a mass of exploding astral energies, not mere flaming
gases. And when the individual has completed his course of evolution within this plane, upon the death
of his body he rises upward in his subtle body and passes through the sun into the higher worlds, there
to evolve even higher or to pass directly into the depths of the transcendent Brahman.

To ensure that this will take place, the Aom Yogi practices the japa and meditation of Aom, for the
Chandogya Upanishad tells us that Aom and the sun are identical in essence, “for the sun is continually
sounding ‘Aom.’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.1) That is, the energy of the sun is a manifestation of Aom.
Scientists have only recently discovered this phenomenon. On page 16 of the July 2004 issue of National
Geographic we find this: “Bubbles the size of Texas cover the sun’s face…. Called granules, the shortlived cells of plasma carry heat to the surface through convection, the same way water boils in a pot.

The rise and fall of granules creates sound waves, which cause the sun to throb like a drum every five
minutes.”

Aom yogis intone Aom in time with their breath because the solar energies and the breath are
intimately connected, for the upanishad further tells us that “the breath is continually sounding ‘Aom’”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3).
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The Taittiriya Upanishad says: “He who is the Self in man, and he who is the Self in the sun, are one.
Verily, he who knows this truth overcomes the world; he transcends the physical sheath, he transcends
the vital sheath, he transcends the mental sheath, he transcends the intellectual sheath, he transcends
the sheath of the ego. …He who is the Self in man, and he who is the Self in the sun, are one” (Taittiriya
Upanishad 2:8:1; 3.10.4).
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Our life depends on the light of the sun, so it is also a manifestation of the power of Aom. The japa and
meditation of Aom aligns us with the solar powers that are Aom and thereby greatly increase our life
force and the evolution of all the levels of our being.
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Pranava Yoga prepares us for the Great Departure. As the Chandogya Upanishad also says: “Even as a
great extending highway runs between two villages, this one and that yonder, even so the rays of the
sun go to both these worlds, this one and that yonder. They start from the yonder sun and enter into
the nadis. They start from the nadis and enter into the yonder sun. …When a man departs from this
body, then he goes upwards by these very rays or he goes up with the thought of Aom. As his mind is
failing, he goes to the sun. That, verily, is the gateway of the world, an entering in for the knowers, a
shutting out for the non-knowerss” (Chandogya Upanishad 8.6.2, 5).

The solar rays do not just flow into this world, they also draw upward through the sun and beyond. In
the human body the process of exhalation and inhalation is related to solar energy, and much of the
solar power on which we subsist is drawn into the body through our breathing. Which is why Giri Bala
(see Autobiography of a Yogi, Chapter Forty-Six) employed a special form of breathing to live without
eating. The solar rays do not just strike the surface of our body, but penetrate into the nadis, the
channels in the astral body that correspond to the physical nerves. Just as the electrical impulses flow
through the physical nerves, the subtle solar life force, or prana, flows through the subtle nadis and
keeps us alive and functioning. And as we have already seen, the breath, as it flows, is always sounding
Aom. The breath, then, is a vehicle for the solar energies that produce evolution, and we increase its
effect through the japa and meditation of Aom.

The continual intonation of Aom, both in and outside of meditation, conditions our subtle levels so that
at the time of death we will be oriented toward the solar powers and can ascend upon them–especially
if we continue our intonations of Aom even after the body has been dropped. Those intonations will
guarantee our ascent into the solar world. Those who have imbued themselves with the Pranavic
vibrations will enter through the solar gate, whereas those who have not done so will be shut out by it
and compelled to return to earthly rebirth.
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“At the time of departure from this world, remember Aom, the Lord, the Protectors” (Yajur Veda 40:15).
Whatever we think of most during life we will think of at the time of our death. This is affirmed by
Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita (8:5-10): “At the hour of death, when a man leaves his body, he must
depart with his consciousness absorbed in Me. Then he will be united with Me. Be certain of that.
Whatever a man remembers at the last, when he is leaving the body, will be realized by him in the
hereafter; because that will be what his mind has most constantly dwelt on, during this life. Therefore
you must remember Me at all times, and do your duty. If your mind and heart are set upon Me
constantly, you will come to Me. Never doubt this. Make a habit of practicing meditation, and do not let
your mind be distracted. In this way you will come finally to the Lord, Who is the light-giver, the highest
of the high.” And the Prashna Upanishad (5:5, 7): “If he meditates on the Supreme Being with the
Syllable Aom, he becomes one with the Light, the Sun. He is led to the world of Brahman. He sees the
Person that dwells in the body, Who is higher than the highest life. …That the wise one attains, even by
the mere sound Aom as support, That Which is tranquil, unaging, immortal, fearless, and supreme.”
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Those who continually invoke and meditate upon Aom during their lifetime will remember Aom at the
time of death, and by means of Aom will ascend to the sun and beyond into the real Beyond.

The earth also “intones” Aom

Ten years ago, seismologists discovered that the earth emits oscillations that sound like “the ringing of a
gigantic bell”–which is exactly how the yogis have said Aom manifests as the Anahata Shabda within the
body in the region of the heart. Researchers say that this vibration creates “waves” on the planet’s
surface in both up-down and forward-backward motions. In other words, our world is “breathing”–
inhaling and exhaling–and intoning Aom, just as do we. So what could be more natural than the practice
of Pranava Yoga?

Yoga Nidra–conscious “sleep”
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The purpose of meditation is the development of deep inner awareness. The Yoga Vashishta (5:78), a
classical treatise on yoga, speaks of the state “when the consciousness reaches the deep sleep state”
known in Sanskrit as sushupti. The sage Sandilya in his treatise on yoga, the Sandilya Upanishad, also
speaks of “the right realization of the true nature of the sound which is at the extreme end of the
pronunciation of the syllable Aom, when sushupti is rightly cognized [experienced] while conscious.”
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji also spoke frequently of this yogic state known as yoga nidra–
yoga sleep. Although it is described as “dreamless sleep,” it is much, much more, for there is a
deepening of consciousness in this state that does not occur in ordinary dreamless sleep.
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Regarding this Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji said: “Not to see anything in dhyana [meditation]
shows a state of concentration. When seeing is turned into non-seeing, then there is the real state of
samadhi. The state of complete samadhi is like the state of death but it is a state of life after having
conquered death. The state of sleep is also a kind of death and he really knows the secret of dhyana
yoga whose sleep is nothing but samadhi.”
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In deep meditation we enter into the “silent witness” state, experiencing the state of dreamless sleep
while fully conscious and aware. When approaching this state the beginner may actually fall asleep. This
is not to be worried about, for such is quite natural, and after a while will not occur. From birth we have
been habituated to falling asleep when the mind reached a certain inner point. Now through meditation
we will take another turn–into the state of deep inner awareness. Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji said that even if a yogi falls asleep while approaching–or in–yoga nidra, the process of
meditation still continues. Yoga Nidra is the state of conscious sushupti–dreamless sleep–and yet much
more, for then the awareness is gathered into the Chidakasha, the principle of pure consciousness in the
Sahasrara, the Thousand-Petalled Lotus of the physical, astral, and causal brain. Then there is a
deepening of consciousness that does not occur in any other state.

So when you have this “asleep while awake” state occur, know that you are on the right track–when it is
imageless and thoughtless except for your intonations of Aom (for those should never stop). “Astral
dreaming” during meditation is only that: dreaming illusion. Not that visions cannot occur during
meditation, but it is easy to mistake dreams for visions. Therefore it is wise to value only the conscious
sushupti experience in meditation, within which Aom continues to be the focus of our awareness. This is
the true samadhi.

The “workings” of Aom
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But there is another, seemingly contradictory, side to this. Yogash chitta-vritti-nirodhah. (Yoga Sutras
1:2) Patanjali here defines yoga as the stopping (nirodhah) of the modifications (vritti) of the mind
(chitta). Superficially considered, this seems to mean merely being blank, without thoughts. If this were
so, dreamless sleep would be yoga, and the more we slept the more enlightened we would become!
Still, most yogis tend to think that in meditation no thoughts or impressions should arise–that if they do,
the meditation is imperfect and reduced in value. But Aom is a transforming-transmuting force, and that
implies change. And change is a process. So sometimes you will simply sit in the happy and peaceful
silence of pure Yoga Nidra, intent on the sound of your subtle intonations of Aom, and at other times
things will definitely be going on. Both are equally beneficial, for Aom knows what It is doing, and both
may occur in the same meditation.
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Meditation, then, is not just sinking down into silence and stasis, though that does happen in some
meditation periods, but can be an extremely active state. As you meditate, on the subtle levels you may
see, hear, feel, and be aware of a great many things–thoughts, visual impressions, memories, inner
sensations, and suchlike. All of this is evoked by your practice, and nothing will be a distraction if you
simply observe it in a calm and objective manner, keeping your awareness on the breath and intoning
Aom in time with it.
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Your interest should be in your intonations of Aom, yet you should be aware of what is going on. The
key is to remain a calm observer and able to distinguish between the worthless antics of the lower mind
and that which is being produced directly by Aom for your betterment.

The process of meditation takes place within the spirit-Self. At the end of life, having prepared ourselves
by this practice, we shall ascend from the body into the realm of immortality. “Make a habit of
practicing meditation, and do not let your mind be distracted. In this way you will come finally to the
Lord, Who is the light-giver, the highest of the high” (Bhagavad Gita (8:8).
Spending hours in and out of meditation invoking Aom constantly produces the most profound changes
in the meditator’s psychic energy system on the physical, astral, and causal levels. The union of the
prana (breath) and the subtle vibrations of Aom produce dramatic repolarization of the consciousness
and life force. Sensitive yogis will experience this along with a myriad other transformations.

The three elements of Pranava Yoga meditation

There are three components of Pranava Yoga meditation:
1.being aware of the breath as it moves in and out;
2.mentally intoning Aom in time with the breathing;
3.listening to the inner, mental intonations of Aom and becoming absorbed in the subtle sound.
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If in meditation we feel unsure as to whether things are going right, we need only check to see if these
three things are being done and our attention is centered in them. If so, all is well. If not, it is a simple
matter to return to them and make everything right.
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Of the three, listening is the key to success in meditation. That is because if we center our attention in
listening to the mental sound of Aom as we intone It, we become totally receptive to the effects of Aom
and also cut off distractions–mostly by making us indifferent to them. Nearly every time that I just don’t
“feel right” in meditation or it seems that things are not “going as they should,” the moment I
remember to be focused on listening to–inwardly hearing–my inner intonations of Aom, everything
straightens out and moves onward.
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It is essential that we be centered in the etheric levels of our being, and this is done by intoning Aom
and listening to those intonations. This is the Golden Rule of Aom meditation. During meditation,
whatever happens, whatever comes or goes, relax and keep listening to your inner intonations of Aom.
It is the sound of Aom that accomplishes everything. And by listening to It you become totally receptive
and responsive to It so It can work Its transforming purpose to the maximum degree.

Success in Aom Yoga consists of going deeper and deeper into the subtle sound of the Aom mantra as
we sound it within. It is the thread leading us into the center of Reality.

Invariables

There are certain invariables–absolutes of practice–which we must be aware of and conform to in our
meditations. They are:

1.Aom never ceases. Never. We must not let passivity or heaviness of mind interrupt our intonations by
pulling us into negative silence. That would be a descent rather than an ascent.
2.In intoning, we must always give equal value to A, O and M. At least approximately so.
3.We always intone Aom in time with the breath unless for some reason that is not possible. Then we
intone Aom over and over like the tolling of a bell until we can resume joining it to the breath. At such
times our intonations of Aom, like the breath to which we are linking them, should be virtually
continuous, not with long breaks between them.
4.Our mental intonations of Aom are gentle, quiet and subtle.
5.We always meditate with closed mouth and eyes.
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6.Although at times our awareness may be drawn to particular areas of the body or brain–or even the
whole body or the energy fields extending beyond the body–we calmly remain aware of the Sahasrara,
letting things happen naturally..
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7.The focus, the center of attention, of our meditation is the sound of our mental intonations of Aom in
time with our breath. In an easeful and relaxed manner we become absorbed in that inner sound. This is
meditation; this is spiritual life. We center or merge our awareness in the breath and Aom because they
arise directly from the atman and will lead us into the consciousness which is the Self.
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Prayer
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It is traditional for some brief prayer to be made before and after meditation. Usually before meditation
a simple prayer is made asking divine blessing and guidance. Then at the end another brief prayer is
made giving thanks, offering the meditation to God, and asking divine blessing for the rest of the day.
There is no set form, just words from the heart. This is not essential for Pranava Yoga practice, but those
who are so inclined may find it beneficial.

Japa and meditation of Aom

Japa and meditation of Aom support each other. Continual japa of Aom during your daily routine will
increase the effectiveness of your practice of meditation, and daily meditation practice will deepen the
effect of your japa outside meditation. By the two wings of japa and meditation we ascend through Aom
to the Highest That is Aom.

Commenting on the Yoga Sutras, Vyasa tells the Aom yogi: “It has been said: ‘After Aom japa, let him set
himself in meditation, after meditation, let him set himself to japa. When Aom japa and meditation
come to perfection the Supreme Self [Paramatman] shines forth.’” And Shankara, commenting on
Vyasa’s commentary, says: “Meditation is setting the heart on the Lord Who is designated by Aom and
brought into the mind by It. Yogis who are engaged in both japa and meditation attain one-pointedness
of mind. After japa, which causes his mind to bow before the Lord, let him engage in meditation. When
his mind becomes unwavering from meditation on the Lord, let him do japa of Aom, for japa leads to
meditation. When japa and meditation of Aom come to perfection then the Supreme Lord
[Parameshwara], the Supreme Self [Paramatman] Who stands in the highest place, shines forth for the
yogi.”
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When doing japa as we are engaged in other activities there is a profound effect, but we are not able to
experience the effects of Aom nearly as much as we can while sitting in meditation. The meditation
experience is absolutely essential for spiritual progress, just as japa is essential to ensure that
meditation will be effective to the maximum degree.
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Throughout the day–japa
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Meditation is most effective, but its effects need to be sustained throughout the day by continuing to
intone Aom in an easy and relaxed manner in time with the breath without any strain, just as you do in
meditation. That is, Aom should be intoned constantly, throughout all activities, without break or
interruption. Naturally this is difficult, even impossible to do, in the beginning, nevertheless it is possible
in time. Immediately upon awakening in the morning the mental intonations of Aom should begin and
should be maintained even after going to bed until falling asleep. Not only does this deepen your
consciousness, it also enables you to obtain much more benefit from your sleep, and the intonation of
Aom can occur even in sleep.

While speaking and unable to be intoning Aom (at least in the beginning), keeping your awareness
centered in your brain/head will help to keep you “in tune.”

The two are one

Meditation and japa–sitting still and moving about–are to become the same thing: absorption in the
inner Aom. In one there can be total absorption, and in the other it is necessary for the attention to be

shared with the outer actions. But the interior process is the same. The difference is only in the degree
of experiencing. Therefore meditation is not “engaged in” or “begun” as though it is something different
from the totality of the sadhaka’s life. It is simply a seamless continuation. Until he sat, he shared his
awareness with externalities. Now he continues to do just the same as before he sat to meditate–
intoning Aom and listening to It sounding within–but now he is intent on that process alone. “In” and
“out” of meditation are merely the difference between partial and total attention. When meditation is
“over” things remain exactly the same interiorly, though once more the attention is divided between the
inner Aom and the outer world.
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Preparing for sleep
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It is most helpful to do the japa of Aom until you fall asleep, for this aids in the development of inner
awareness during the waking time and in meditation.
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When you lie down to sleep or rest, lie flat on your back with your arms at your side, palms downward,
and your legs out straight but relaxed, in the so-called Corpse Pose (Savasana). The feet need not be
held straight up. Relax completely, with closed eyes. Do the normal process of meditation until you fall
asleep. If you find that lying on your back is not conducive to sleep, then lie in any position in which you
can be comfortable and relaxed.
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If you awaken during the sleep period, keep on doing the same until you fall sleep again.

This practice is also helpful when you are ill, as it can aid the healing process.

In conclusion

“When you utter ‘Aom’ it travels not only all around the earth but throughout all space and eternity”–so
said Paramhansa Yogananda. Thoughts do not cease the moment they pass from the conscious mind.
They spread out around us, into our aura, the subtle field of biomagnetic and mental energies around
our physical body, and then on into the surrounding creation, ultimately extending to the farthest
reaches of the cosmos and then returning and striking back into our aura and mind. This is the process
of mental karma. By continually doing repetition and meditation of Aom, we set up a continuous current
of spiritual vibration that in time becomes a perpetual inflow of higher consciousness as it returns to us

after having extended throughout creation and benefited all things and all beings therein. In this way we
create the highest form of spiritual karma, uplifting and divinizing both ourselves and all that exists.

Furthermore, every thought is a wave or whorl that keeps vibrating in the very substance of our mind
(chitta) and even–depending on how strong they were and how often they were repeated–into future
lives. Aom, then, imbues us with Its divine light and power, counteracting the past habit of negative,
foolish, or idle thoughts.
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Therefore, throughout the day and night, whatever you are doing or whenever at rest, continually
intone Aom mentally in time with the breath and center your awareness in the mental sound. Since
there is no time when you do not breathe, this is really not hard.
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The Siddha’s Subtle Anatomy
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By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
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Chapter Four of OM Yoga
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Gorakhnath asked Matsyendranath: “How can a yogi have meditation that goes beyond the physical?”
The answer was most relevant to the subject of this chapter: “He should meditate within his body to rise
above the body” (Gorakh Bodha 99, 100). Later Matsyendranath told him: “To destroy deception or
duality one should reside within” (114).

The sole purpose of the cosmos is evolution, and this is especially true of the human body. Though
frequently mistaken for an obstacle or distraction by spiritual seekers, the body is a perfect evolution
machine, and its components should be known and worked with. At the same time it is essential for us
to know what is significant and what is not, otherwise we can become lost in the complexity of the
several energy systems that comprise the human organism.

The yogic sages have explained the subtle anatomy of a yogi’s bodies which he must refine and evolve to
assist in his ultimate liberation. In the twelfth chapter of biography of a Yogi, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa

Dr.Rupnathji wrote about his guru Swami Sri Mukteswar Giri: “Master numbered many doctors among
his disciples. ‘Those who have ferreted out the physical laws can easily investigate the science of the
soul,’ he told them. ‘A subtle spiritual mechanism is hidden just behind the bodily structure.’” The
internal alchemy of yoga is a process that occurs when the entire internal mechanism (antahkarana) is
perfectly synchronized. Then the transmutation is inevitable and the internal mechanism opens the way
into the Kingdom of Heaven–Limitless Consciousness.
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Just as God is embodied in the multilevel manifestation we call creation or the universe, manifesting
Himself as the physical, astral, and causal cosmos while yet transcending it, in the same way each
sentient being is embodied in a universe of its own, exteriorly finite but interiorly infinite. Neither God
(the Paramatman) nor the individual spirit (the jivatman) evolve, for they are eternally perfect and
unchangeable, but their “bodies” do evolve over ages beyond calculation. The evolution of the Divine
cosmos is consciously intentional, but the evolution of the individual cosmos is subliminal and therefore
unconscious until it reaches a point where the individual spirit can comprehend and take charge of it
consciously–in other words the point at which it becomes a yogi.
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One of the most valuable books for the aspiring yogi is Philosophy of Gorakhnath by Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, himself an accomplished yogi in the Nath Yogi tradition whose main center,
by the way, is in Assam, the birthplace of Siddha Kapila whose brother Sananda was really named
“Gorakhnath” at his birth. Speaking of the reunion of the subtle forces within the individual–including
his physical body– Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji observes: “The material body is as much a
playful self-revelation of the Supreme Spirit (with Shakti) as life and mind and has no really separate
non-spiritual existence. The body is perceived as a non-spiritual reality, so long as the mind is
concentrated upon its material spatio-temporal character. When the mind is concentrated upon the
Spirit within it, not only the mind, but the body also is spiritualized, i.e. its spiritual nature is unveiled.”
Consequently the yogi gives attention to the physical, astral, and causal bodies that are the vehicles of
his consciousness–the consciousness he intends to unite with its Source.

Responsiveness to yoga practice

We cannot lessen the effectiveness of Pranava Yoga, but we can certainly lessen or even prevent our
responsiveness to it and the effect it will have on us. The bodies, physical, astral, and causal, are the
vehicles through which the individual evolves during the span of life on earth, and must be taken into
serious account by the yogi who will discover that they can exert a powerful, controlling effect on the
mind. If wax and clay are cold they cannot be molded, nor will they take any impression. If molasses is
cold it will hardly pour. It is all a matter of responsiveness. Only when warm are these substances

malleable. In the same way, unless our inner and outer bodies are made responsive or reactive to the
japa and meditation of AOM we will miss many of the beneficial effects. Hence we should do everything
we can to increase our response levels, to ensure that our physical and psychic bodies are moving at the
highest possible rate of vibration and are functioning in harmony at the maximum level, and with
perfect polarity and interaction between them.

All of this being so, we are ready for three extremely valuable practices that can greatly enhance our
progress in Pranava Yoga.
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1) Sahasrara Awareness
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Just as the outer universe is a complex of many interrelated points such as suns and planets, in the same
way the material and subtle bodies of the yogi–which reflect and react on one another–are a network of
life energy points known as chakras. Chakras are points in the bodies into which the universal life force
(vishwaprana) flows. Without that constant inflow the bodies would become dormant and disintegrate–
would die. The chakras are both entrances and exits for the cosmic life power as well as reservoirs of
that power and points of intelligent direction of the power. According to the primal yoga tradition there
are numberless chakras, but only one, the Sahasrara or Thousand-petalled Lotus, need occupy the
Pranava yogi’s attention, because all the chakras beneath it in the body are only reflections of the subtle
chakras in the Sahasrara itself.
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The thousand-petalled lotus, the Sahasrara Chakra, is the place where individual consciousness and
Cosmic Consciousness meet and are one. Everything is there. The individual complex of each person
originates in the Sahasrara, and the Sahasrara itself is a map or miniature of the cosmos–physical, astral,
and causal. It is the dwelling place of Pure Consciousness (Spirit), both individual and cosmic. As already
said, the six chakras in the spine are subsidiary reflections of the Sahasrara. Consequently, liberation is
experienced in the Sahasrara. It is the Paradise from which we fell into material consciousness and to
which we must be restored through yoga. Within the Sahasrara Paradise, our own Garden of Eden, is the
Tree of Life (Genesis 2:9), whose fruit of Self-knowledge will make us immortal gods within God (see
Genesis 2:9, 3:22-24; Revelation 2:7, 22:2,14).

Through the Sahasrara the subtle energies of the higher planes flow into the brain and body, making it
the origin and seat of all supernatural experiences and abilities as well as the point of communication
with higher planes and higher consciousness.

The Chidakasha and the Sahasrara

Since we are essentially consciousness, authentic yoga deals directly with consciousness. And when we
speak of consciousness we do not mean “consciousness of spirit,” as though spirit were an object and
consciousness of spirit only a condition of awareness, but we mean spirit itself which is consciousness,
the eternal subject.
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In yoga treatises we frequently encounter the term “Chidakasha,” which means “the Space (Ether) of
Consciousness.” This is the level of existence and consciousness so pure and subtle, so interwoven with
Spirit, that it is indistinguishable from Spirit, which is why the yogis say that the spirit-Self dwells in the
Chidakasha and is the Chidakasha. The Bhagavad Gita says in the beginning of the fifteenth chapter that
the entire field of relative existence is like a tree whose roots are above and whose branches and leaves
are below in the material world. This is not only true of the macrocosm, but also of each one of us that
are microcosms–reflections of the macrocosm. Our “roots” are in our brain, the Sahasrara, and our
body, limbs, and senses are the trunk, branches, and leaves. The Chidakasha, the indwelling spirit of the
Sahasrara is literally the taproot into the Infinite, the gateway of higher consciousness–both ascending
and descending.
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In the introduction to his book, Omkar Gita, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, “the saint with two
bodies” written about in Autobiography of a Yogi, sums up the whole purpose of our involvement with
intoning AOM to experience the Chidakasha: “The omnipotent inordinate cause is Paramatma. That
Paramatma is within this body. The exact location of this Paramatma in the body and how the mind may
be made to merge with It, has been determined by the yogis. Sadhakas have seen through their practice,
that this Paramatma, despite the fact that it is omnipresent, exists in the Chidakasha in a conscious
form, and the Pranava is its expression.” The Chidakasha is the abode of our Self, the center-point of our
incarnation in relative existence.

In the esoteric writings of both Hinduism and Buddhism we find references to “the jewel in the lotus.”
The lotus is the Sahasrara and the awakened consciousness of the yogi is the jewel. It was said in ancient
India that the cobra has a jewel in its head which confers immortality, so the ignorant went around
killing cobras and looking in their heads for the jewel that would make them immortal. Of course, they
found no such thing, since the jewel in the head of the cobra is the Divine Light within the Sahasrara
which has been awakened by the practice of yoga and is represented by the extended hood of the
cobra.

The Sahasrara is the true Sukhavati, the abode of the Buddha of Infinite Light (Amitabha), a
personification of the Chidakasha. As Blavatsky wrote in The Secret Doctrine: “Each of us has within
himself the ‘Jewel in the Lotus,’ call it Padmapani, Krishna, Buddha, Christ, or whatever name we may
give to our Divine Self.”
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Awareness of the Sahasrara is spiritual consciousness itself. From the enlivened Sahasrara the sacred
light and power of Spirit will flow into every cell of every level of our being. The Bhagavad Gita describes
the yogi as “having placed his vital breath [prana] in the head, established in yoga concentration,
uttering AOM, the single-syllable Brahman” (8:12-13). By intoning AOM in time with the breath we
activate literally thousands of channels in the physical and subtle bodies, causing the life force to
spontaneously, effortlessly, flow upward into the thousand-petalled lotus of the brain (Sahasrara
Chakra) and then merge into the Chidakasha, into the Divine Light within the Sahasrara that is the
essence of AOM, the Life-Giving Word, the Pranava.
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AOM is the ruling mantra of all the aspects of our being, but it is specifically the mantra of the physical,
astral and causal Sahasrara. The repetition and meditation of AOM awakens, empowers, and perfects
the Sahasrara in all its aspects and thereby does the same for all the rest of our physical and subtle
makeup. This includes the elimination of those psychic snarls, whorls, blocks, and conditionings that are
our karma.
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Those who through Pranava Yoga continually attune and merge their consciousness in this way with the
Chidakasha will in time become totally identified with the individual spirit-Self and with the Supreme
Spirit. Since all things have arisen from/in the Chidakasha, this merging is the beginning of Cosmic
Consciousness.

Various texts inform us that both AOM and the breath arise directly from the Chidakasha. For this
reason in Pranava Yoga meditation we join intonations of AOM to the breath. Experiencing the
Chidakasha to greater and greater degrees within meditation is the highest experience for the yogi. The
more we meditate the higher and higher and further and further we penetrate into the Infinite
Consciousness of which we are an eternal part. The process of meditation takes place within the
Chidakasha within the Sahasrara, the seat of the spirit-Self that is the Chidakasha.

2) Pranava Nadi Shuddhi

All processes, mental and physical, are movements of the basic life force, the prana. When the prana
flows evenly and uninhibited, all goes well, but on occasion the prana becomes attenuated or even
blocked or flows in an uneven manner. At such times meditation does not “go right” and becomes
difficult and even frustrating. Being aware of this, the ancient yogis formulated a simple and effective
procedure they called Nadi Shuddhi–purification (shuddhi) of the subtle energy channels (nadis).
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Within the spinal column there are three subtle passages, or nerves, side by side. The one on the left is
called Ida, the one on the right is called Pingala, and the one in the middle is called the Sushumna and
corresponds to the spinal cord itself. The Ida extends from the base of the spine to the medulla on the
left side of the spine. The Pingala extends from the base of the spine to the medulla on the right side of
the spine. And between them the Sushumna extends upward from the base of the spine to the medulla.
There is a subsidiary nerve extending from the base of the left nostril to the top of the Ida in the
medulla. Another subsidiary nerve extends from the base of the right nostril to the top of the Pingala in
the medulla. Inside, above the palate at the dividing of the right and left nasal passages, a subsidiary
nerve connects to the top of the Sushumna in the medulla. By stimulation of these three subsidiary
nerves we can affect the three major nerves or nadis without any special visualizations or directing of
pranic energies.
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The practice of Pranava Nadi Shuddhi
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At the beginning of meditation, sitting in your normal meditation posture, breathe out fully (easily–with
no strain). Then:

DR

1.Close your right nostril with your right thumb.
2.Mentally intoning AOM once throughout the inhalation, inhale smoothly and completely, without
strain, through your left nostril.
3.Close your left nostril with your right forefinger.
4.Intoning AOM in the same manner, exhale smoothly and completely, without strain, through your
right nostril.
5.Intoning AOM, inhale through your right nostril in the same manner.
6.Close your right nostril with your right thumb.
7.Intoning AOM, exhale through your left nostril.

This is one cycle of Pranava Nadi Shuddhi. Do eleven more, making a total of twelve cycles. Then breathe
naturally, intoning AOM with the breath as outlined in Chapter Three.

You can keep count of the twelve cycles by moving your thumb along the lines of your fingers. Or you
can string one larger and twelve smaller beads together and count with them.
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In the twelve cycles of Pranava Nadi Shuddhi you are alternately stimulating the Ida and Pingala,
synchronizing and balancing them. Then when you breathe through both nostrils you will stimulate the
sushumna which will continue to be activated as you breathe naturally and intone AOM with each
inhalation and exhalation. This in turn will greatly enliven and awaken the Sahasrara.
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If you meditate more than an hour, do twelve more cycles after one hour has passed and again when
another hour has passed, and so on.
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At the end of your meditation period do twelve more cycles of Pranava Nadi Shuddhi and go about your
daily routine, continuing to be aware of the Sahasrara and intoning AOM in time with your breath.
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When you have become used to the practice, feel free to increase the number of cycles–according to
your intuition.

This practice is spoken about by Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita (4:29) when he says: “Some yogis offer as
sacrifice the outgoing breath into the incoming breath, and the incoming breath into the outgoing
breath, restraining the courses of the outgoing and the incoming breaths, absorbed in the restraint of
the breath.” It is through this practice that one becomes an “urdhvareta yogi”–one in whom the subtle
life energies ever flow upward into the higher centers of awareness in the sahasrara and become
transmuted into spiritual energies. It is also of great value in banishing negative states of mind, prana
and body–even outside meditation. In fact, it is good to do a few cycles whenever you feel the need for
uplift and focus.

The Subtle (Sukshma) Kriya

Because of the vast number of people who have read Autobiography of a Yogi, the term “Kriya Yoga”
has become known to just about every yogi. Recently a biography of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa
Dr.Rupnathji by Swami Priyananda, one of his closest disciples and whom he authorized to initiate into
Kriya Yoga, was published. Toward the end of the book he writes:
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“There are other methods for accomplishing the same ends as the Kriya Yoga of Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji. Therefore Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji wrote, of certain other
great masters, that they ‘taught Kriya Yoga, or a technique very much like it.’ Alternate breathing
through the left and right nostrils is one such similar technique.”
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The alternate nostril breathing method mentioned by Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji is known in
yoga texts as Nadi Shuddhi–Nadi Purification. Its purpose is to clear the nadis of all blockages and
imbalances so the currents of life-force (prana) can flow unimpeded through the Ida Nadi on the left of
the spine and the Pingala Nadi on the right. When this is done sufficiently the central nadi of the spine,
the Sushumna, is activated and the transforming life-force known as Kundalini rises upward into the
thousand-petalled lotus, the Sahasrara Chakra. Only in the awakened Sahasrara can liberation (moksha)
be experienced. For this reason even the great Shankara recommended Nadi Shuddhi in his
philosophical writings. Intoning AOM throughout Pranava Nadi Shuddhi as outlined above raises it to the
maximum level of effect and benefit.
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The filling and emptying of the lungs in this practice should be done only to a degree that is comfortable
for you. Do not strain to fill or empty the lungs to an unnatural degree, causing any discomfort. Ease of
practice is a cornerstone of correct yoga practice.

If sometimes your nasal passages are stopped or stuffy, clear them by use of a NeilMed Neti Pot or Sinus
Rinse bottle or similar devices. Some nasal inhalers also help clear the nasal passages.

3) Sahasrara Tuning

You cannot always do Pranava Nadi Shuddhi–for example if your nasal passages are stopped or stuffy
and a neti pot, sinus rinse bottle or inhaler does not clear them sufficiently, or outside meditation when

other people are around, or when you want a boost to your AOM repetition without doing Pranava Nadi
Shuddhi. At such times, you can do Sahasrara Tuning.

The placement of the letters in the aura of Jesus in De Laudibus Sanctae Crucis points us to this method
which produces great benefit.
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In the yoga tradition of India there is a practice known as “assigning the letters” of a mantra (word or
formula of spiritual power) to certain power points in the body that are linked with the subtler, spiritual
levels of the yogi. In this way the whole being of the yogi is activated and integrated for his spiritual
practice.
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We attune the Sahasrara to AOM by affecting three points: 1) the center of the right side of the head at
the level of the point between the eyebrows (the “third eye”); 2) the center directly opposite on the left
side of the head; and 3) the point at the top of the head in the center (the crown of the head). These
three points are “hidden in plain sight” in Christian art which depict Jesus with the three bars of the
cross in his aura. Here is the process.
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1) Sit upright with closed eyes and mouth, breathing naturally as already described.
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2) As you inhale, intone A (ah) at the first point, then O (oh) at the second point, and M (mmm) at the
third point, giving approximately equal time to each, spreading them throughout the duration of the
breath. Then, as you exhale, do the same, in the same order. It may take some practice to get the
intonations equal and distributed throughout the time of inhaling and exhaling, but it should quickly
become second nature to you, so you can do it without even having to think of it. This inhalationexhalation process is one cycle of the practice. It is subtle but effective, so even one cycle produces very
real effect.

When you are not able to do Pranava Nadi Shuddhi in meditation, do twelve cycles of Sahasrara Tuning
instead. Outside meditation one cycle is usually sufficient, but you can do more–even the full twelve–if
you wish. Let your experience and intuition guide you. If you don’t want to attract attention outside
meditation, you can do Sahasrara Tuning with your eyes open.

Some reflections on this practice

The intonations of A awaken and strengthen the right brain, O awakens and strengthens the left brain,
and M unifies the whole brain, the sahasrara or Thousand-petalled Lotus of the yogis, orienting it
upward.
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In the West we have only comparatively recently come to understand the relationship of the right and
left sides of the brain. The right brain is the seat of intuition and creativity, the left brain is the seat of
practicality and material actualization. Both are necessary, but in the spiritually-oriented person the
right brain is dominant and the left is its reflection–or should be. The creative impulse originates in the
right brain and moves into the left brain. The the will of the individual accomplishes it. When intoned,
the letter A stimulates the right brain and the letter O stimulates the left brain. The letter M, when
intoned, causes the subtle life force (prana) to move upward into the highest center of awareness, the
Brahmarandhra chakra at the crown of the head. Intonation of AOM stimulates and coordinates the
right brain, left brain, and Brahmarandhra.
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Ida, Pingala, Sushumna and Sahasrara Tuning
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Even the most basic texts on yoga give information about three major passages (nadis or nerves) in the
spine whose function determines greatly the character and success of yoga practice. They are known as
ida, pingala and sushumna. The ida controls the downward and outward flow of the life force, the
pingala controls the upward and inward flow of the life force, and the sushumna controls the flow of life
force upward into the sahasrara and its diffusion throughout it for awakening and strengthening of
higher consciousness. From this viewpoint, all phenomena within the total person that are of a positive
polarity are “pingala” and all phenomena of a negative polarity are “ida” in nature. When positive and
negative unite and are transmuted into a state transcending them, that is “sushumna.” So ida, pingala
and sushumna are three modes of function and therefore three modes of consciousness as well.

What is not explained is the fact that the subtle life energies or prana flow throughout the various
bodies through tens of thousands of channels (nadis), each of which functions in synchronization with
one of those three spinal passages. So ida, pingala and sushumna are modes of subtle energy behavior
and function. In Sahasrara Tuning the three centers of intonation and their respective sounds
correspond with these three: A stimulates the pingala function of the right brain, O the ida function of
the left brain and M the sushumna function centered at the Brahmarandhra (Gate of Brahman) in the
crown of the head which unites them both. Intoning these three sounds at the three points in the head
accomplishes everything, rendering work with the spinal nadis unnecessary.

This simple little practice is of immeasurable effect and spiritual value. Practice will prove it.

Breath and Sound in Meditation

By Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
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Chapter Five of OMKAR YOGA
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When we meditate we do not sit in silent blankness because that would not return us to our eternal
consciousness of Spirit. Instead we have to have the right inner environment for the return to take
place. This is provided by two things: Aom and the breath.
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Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, writing on The Yoga Siddhis, points out that according to the
philosophers of India the whole universe is composed of two materials: akasha and prana. “Just as
Akasha is the infinite, omnipresent material of this universe, so is this Prana the infinite, omnipresent
manifesting power of this universe.” Sound rises directly from akasha, and breath rises directly from
prana. Since they arise from the spirit-center, when their right joining is done they free and enable us to
return and merge our consciousness with that center. Joining the two, we go straight to the heart of
ourselves and the universe. That is, we go directly to the Heart of Brahman.

The breath and Aom are like two firesticks. Fire is inherent in both, but only when the two are brought
together in friction does the fire come forth. The “fire” we are wanting to bring forth is the spiritconsciousness that is our real Self.

In Indian mythology it is said that the realm of Vishnu is guarded by two doorkeepers who escort the
questing soul into the Divine Presence. This is a symbol of the breath and Aom which when united bring
the yogi into the world of higher consciousness. In Hindu, Buddhist, and Taoist temples it is common to
find three images on the altar: the deity in the middle and on either side the two companions of the
deity whose favor enables the devotee to communicate directly with the deity. In Christian iconography
there is the depiction known as the Deisis in which Jesus is in the middle and the Virgin Mary and John
the Baptist are on the sides.

In the realm of meditation, the doorkeepers/companions conduct the seeker into the throne room and
then stand at the door to guard against intruders. That is, the breath and Aom lead us into the realm of
the Chidakasha, the Space of Consciousness, and keep guard there against the intrusion of distracting
thoughts and states of mind, seeing that nothing disturbs our inner quest.

These two companion-friends deserve our careful study.
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The Role of Breath in Meditation
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Breath, the universal factor
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The Sanskrit word prana means both “breath” and “life.” Breath is the single universal factor of life–all
that lives, breathes. Therefore meditation practices involving the breath are found in many mystical
traditions. The process of breath is identical in all, consisting of inhalation and exhalation–expansion and
contraction. It is the most immaterial factor of our existence, the body-mind-spirit link. For this reason,
the breath is a natural and logical factor in meditation.
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Breath and Yoga

The reason why breath plays such an important part in the technique of classical Yoga lies in the close
relation existing between breath and mind. “Breath and mind arise from the same source”–the Self–
according to Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji in Day By Day With God. Therefore meditation
practices involving the breath are found in many mystical traditions. One of the most profound texts on
the philosophy behind yoga, the Shiva Sutras, says: “The connection of pure consciousness with breath
[prana] is natural” (Shiva Sutras 3:43). Breath is the meeting place of body, mind, and spirit.

The breath and the body are completely interconnected and interrelated, as is seen from the fact that
the breath is calm when the body is calm, and agitated or labored when the body is agitated or labored.
The heavy exhalation made when feeling exhausted and the enthusiastic inhalation made when feeling
energized or exhilarated establish the same fact.

The breath and the emotions are completely interconnected and interrelated, as is seen from the fact
that the breath is calm when the emotions are calm, and agitated and labored when the emotions are
agitated or out of control. Our drawing of a quick breath, when we are surprised, shocked, or fearful,
and the forceful exhalation done when angry or annoyed demonstrate this.
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The breath and the mind are completely interconnected and interrelated, as is seen from the fact that
the breath is calm when the mind is calm, and agitated, irregular, and labored when the mind is agitated
or disturbed in any way. Our holding of the breath when attempting intense concentration also shows
this.
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Breath, which exists on all planes of manifestation, is the connecting link between matter and energy on
the one hand and consciousness and mind on the other. It is necessary for the vitalization and
functioning of all vehicles of consciousness, physical or superphysical.
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We start with awareness of the ordinary physical breath, but that awareness, when cultivated correctly,
leads us into higher awareness which enables us to perceive the subtle movement behind the breath.
Ultimately, we come into contact with the Breather of the breath, our own spirit.
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In many spiritual traditions the same word is used for both breath and spirit, underscoring the esoteric
principle that in essence they are the same, though we naturally think of spirit as being the cause of
breath(ing). The word used for both breath and spirit is: In Judaism, Ruach. In Eastern Christianity (and
ancient Greek religion), Pneuma. In Western Christianity (and ancient Roman religion), Spiritus (which
comes from spiro, “I breathe”). In Hinduism and Buddhism, Atma (from the root word at which means
“to breathe”), and Prana.

Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

The books of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji are unparalleled in their value regarding the many
aspects of yoga. Here are three quotations from them regarding breath in the context of yoga.

“The ultimate reality is Saccidananda which, as the source of appearances, is called Shakti. The latter in
its Sat (Being) aspect is omnipresent-indestructible (eternal) Source and Basis both of the Cosmic Breath
or Prana as also of all vital phenomena displayed as the individual Prana in separate and concrete
bodies” (The Garland of Letters, p. 140).

“The individual breath is the Cosmic Breath from which it seems to be different by the forms which the
latter vitalizes” .
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“Breathing is a manifestation of the Cosmic Rhythm to which the whole universe moves and according
to which it appears and disappears” (Shakti and Shakta).
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Breath, then, is an essential ingredient of liberating yoga.
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The identity of the breath with the individual spirit, the atman (Self)
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The breath is the spirit in extension.
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“The Self is the breath of the breath” (Kena Upanishad 1:2).
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“The subtle Self within the living and breathing body is realized in that pure consciousness wherein is no
duality” (Mundaka Upanishad 3:1:9).

“The breaths are the Real, and their Reality is the Self” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 2.1.20).

“The Self is The Truth of Truth, and verily the Breath is Truth, and the Self is the Truth of the Breath”
(Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 2.3.6).

“He who breathes in with your breathing in is your Self. He who breathes out with your breathing out is
your Self” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 3.4.1).

Through the breath we can become established in the consciousness that is the Self.

The identity of the breath with the Supreme Spirit, Brahman

But breath is much more than an individual matter, it is also a bridge to the Infinite Consciousness, being
the living presence and action of God (Brahman).
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“O Prana, lord of creation, thou as breath dwellest in the body” (Prashna Upanishad 2.7).
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“When one breathes, one knows him as breath” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 1.4.7).
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“Self-luminous is that Being, and formless. He dwells within all and without all. He is unborn, pure,
greater than the greatest. From him is born the breath” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.1.2, 3). Since the breath
rises from God, it can be resolved back into God.
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“Breath is a part of Brahman” (Chandogya Upanishad 4.9.3). Breath is itself divine.
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“The being who is the breath within–him I meditate upon as Brahman” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
2.1.6).

“Breath is the Immortal One” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 1.6.3).

“The shining, immortal person who is breath is the Self, is Brahman” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 2.5.4).

“Which is the one God? The breath. He is Brahman” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 3.9.9).

“They who know the breath of the breath…have realized the ancient, primordial Brahman”
(Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4.4.18).

“The breath is the Supreme Brahman. The breath never deserts him who, knowing thus, meditates upon
it. Having become a god, he goes to the gods” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4.1.3).

Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji on the breath
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In Secrets of Yoga, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji says: “Pranayama is of two kinds: one of
controlling and regulating the breath and the other of simply watching the breath.”
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In the book Day By Day with God, we find the following related to the just-cited passage from Maha
Yoga: “[Seekers] are advised to watch their breathing, since such watching will naturally and as a matter
of course lead to cessation of thought and bring the mind under control.”
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When asked in the same conversation about actually controlling the breath, he commented: “Watching
the breath is also one form of pranayama. Retaining breath, etc., is more violent and may be harmful in
some cases…. But merely watching the breath is easy and involves no risk.”
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In Talks With Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji: “To watch the breath is one way of doing
pranayama. The mind abstracted from other activities is engaged in watching the breath. That controls
the breath; and in its turn the mind is controlled.” And further: “Breath and mind arise from the same
source. The source can be reached by regulating the breath…. Regulation of the breath is accomplished
by watching its movements.” And: “It is the Atman that activates the mind and the breaths” .

The Role of Sound in Meditation

Liberating sound

Why do we use sound in meditation? “By sound one becomes liberated [Anavrittih shabdai],” is the
concluding verse of the Brahma Sutras (4.4.22). How is this so?

Why do we use sound in meditation? Why not use one of the other senses or faculties, since touch,
sight, taste, and smell must also possess increasingly subtler forms until they reach the point of their
emerging? It is true that these four faculties do have subtle forms, but only sound reaches to the
ultimate point of emergence.
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The five senses correspond to the five elements of which all things consist. Those elements are ether
[akasha], air [vayu], fire [agni], water [apah], and earth [prithvi]. That is, their grossest forms are those
of sound [shabda], sight [drishti], touch [sparsha], taste [rasa], and smell [gandha] as perceived by the
bodily senses. Because of this we use these terms to refer to them. But the water element is not just the
liquid we call “water.” It is much more, having roots in the astral and causal planes. The same is true of
the other elements.
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When relative existence, individual or cosmic, begins, there is a chain of manifestation. First there is the
out-turning of the consciousness itself. This modification on the cosmic level is the emerging of the
Mahat Tattwa, the Great Element, that is the Personal or Saguna Brahman, spoken of in Christianity as
“the Only-begotten of the Father” or “Son” of God. In the individual this is the sense of asmita: I-amness. Then the Pradhana [Prakriti] modifies itself into the five elements, beginning with ether, and each
succeeding element contains within itself some of the preceding elements. That is, air is mixed with
some ether. Fire possesses some of the ether and air element. Water has some fire, air, and ether. Earth
has some water, fire, air, and ether. So only ether is unmixed, and only ether is “touching” the principle
of Consciousness–only ether is in direct contact with the spirit. Yet ether (akasha) pervades all the other
elements as their prime constituent–actually as their source and core element. Sound is the quality (or
faculty) of ether; touch is the quality of air; sight is the quality of fire; taste is the quality of water; and
smell is the quality of earth. Sound, then, is the only thing that reaches back to the principle of
consciousness. The other elements stop somewhere along the way. Sound, then, can affect all the
elements.

The five elements also correspond to the five levels or bodies known as koshas: the anandamaya,
jnanamaya, manomaya, pranamaya, and annamaya bodies. These are the intelligence, intellectual,
mental (sensory), biomagnetic, and physical bodies. The highest (most subtle) body is the etheric body
(anandamaya kosha) which is the seat of sound or speech.

There is more. The other four elements have only one faculty or power, but akasha has two faculties or
powers: Vak and Shabda–Speaking and Hearing. The faculties of the four other elements are all passive.
The faculty of smell cannot generate smells, the faculty of taste cannot generate tastes, etc., though the
memory or imagination of them is possible. Ether, on the other hand, has the capacity to both generate
and hear sound on the mental levels. The etheric faculty both speaks and hears what it speaks, is both
active and passive. This is unique among the elements. Akasha alone possesses the creative power, the
power of sound.
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Consciousness is the root of sound–is innate in sound. Sound, then, is the direct means to return our
awareness to the inmost level of our being and put us into touch with consciousness itself. At the same
time, sound rules all the levels of our being and has the ability to infuse all those levels with the highest
spiritual consciousness, to spiritualize every bit of us. Aom, then, is both energy and consciousness.
Listening to our inner intonations of Aom during japa and meditation right away centers our awareness
in the highest, etheric level of our being. It returns our awareness to its source and gathers up and
centers every other aspect of our being in spiritual consciousness.
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Through japa and meditation the Divine Sound, Aom, pervades all our bodies, corrects, directs, and
empowers them to perfectly and fully manifest all their potentials–which is the root purpose of our
relative existence. Through Pranava Yoga practice all the aspects of our being are brought into perfect
fruition and then enabled to merge back into their Source in the state of absolute liberation. Pranava
Yoga, then, embraces all the aspects of our existence–not only the highest part–and is supremely
practical. Aom, through Its japa and meditation, perfects our entire being.
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When we inwardly intone Aom and become absorbed in that sound, by centering our awareness in the
act of intoning Aom and listening to It, we become centered in the Chidakasha, the Consciousness that is
our Self.

Internal sound

We use sound in Pranava Yoga–but it is not just any form of sound. It is sound that is produced
(generated) in the mind–not sound that is passively heard either through the ears or through the
memory of auditory sound. This generation of sound is the process known as thinking. So yoga is
accomplished by the generation and observation of a thought in the mind. This is why Shankara,
commenting on Yoga Sutra 2:20, says that the activity of pure consciousness in the individual is
“observation of thoughts in the mind.…Purusha, looking on at thought in the mind alone, sees only that,
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and never fails to see thought which is his object.…To witness is natural to him, in the sense that his
essence is awareness of the mind’s ideas.” (“Mind is by definition the object of purusha.” Vyasa) Now
this is extremely profound. The only thing we ever do in our real nature as pure consciousness is to
observe thoughts in the intellect (buddhi). That is why when Sri Ramakrishna was asked: “What is the
Self?” he simply replied: “The witness of the mind.” Sense impressions are perceived a step away from
that in the lower mind (manas). Perceiving thought is the sole activity of the spirit-consciousness.
Perception of thought is also a perpetual–truly an inescapable–activity of the purusha. It is only
reasonable then to conclude that to discover the true Self or to cause the Self to become established in
its real nature we must employ the faculty of thought. Yet it is thought that is tangling us up all the time
in false identities. So it is not just thought in general that we need, but a special kind of thought–one
that turns the awareness back upon itself and eventually merges itself into the pure consciousness that
is spirit. That unique thought is Aom. “Its japa and meditation is the way.” Our eternal nature ensures
our success.
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The “genealogy” of sound
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The cosmos and the individual are manifested by the same process: ever-expanding sound-vibration,
Spanda. First there comes the most subtle expansion-movement or vibration on the causal level where
rather than an objective sound it is a bhava, the slightest differentiation of primal consciousness. This is
known as dhvani. Dhvani then expands and mutates into nada, which is sound, but in such a subtle form
that it is more an idea of sound rather than actual sound. Nada develops into nirodhika, a kind of
focussing of the energy so it becomes potential sound. This expands and becomes ardha-indu
(ardhendu), the “half-moon” which is the crescent shape seen on the Aom symbol and on the head of
Shiva. This is both thought and sound, but sound that can only be heard as the faintest of inner mental
sounds. Ardhendu then expands and becomes bindu, the vibratory source-point. This bindu is fully
sound, but on the interior level only. It cannot be spoken aloud. It cannot be spoken at all, but only
perceived and entered into as the first step back to the source consciousness that is Spirit. Yet, from
bindu comes all the permutations that are the various sounds which are combined to form words–
including mantras.

According to the yoga scriptures there are three basic forms of sound or speech:
1.pashyanti, that which can only be intuited or felt rather than heard–even within;
2.madhyama, that which can be heard in the mind as thought; and
3.vaikhari, that which is physically spoken and heard outwardly by the ear through the vibration of the
air.

But beyond even these is the transcendental sound, para-vak or “supreme speech” which is soundless
sound, consciousness itself. Aom encompasses all three.
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“When men sent out Vak’s [Speech’s] first and earliest utterances, all that was excellent and spotless,
treasured within them, was disclosed.…the trace of Vak they followed, and found her harboring within”
(Rig Veda 10.71.1, 2). This hymn of the Rig Veda speaks of Vak, the creative Sound from which all things
came. This Sound both manifested all things and revealed them–that is, produced the consciousness
capable of perceiving them. The sages, the hymn tells us, traced Vak (Aom) back to the source and
discovered It was within themselves as both Power and Consciousness.
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Meditation is the process of tracing discovered by the sages, the procedure by which the yogi enters
into the inner levels of Aom, tracing it to its very source which is consciousness. As he does so, he
experiences within the depths of his awareness the subtle states of consciousness, or bhava, inherent in
Aom. For this reason the word frequently translated “meditation” in texts relating to yoga is bhavanam–
the experiencing of the inner states of consciousness called “bhavas.” Meditation leads us right into the
heart of Aom as we trace the “thread” of Its sound back through Its many permutations to Its original
bhava or impulse of consciousness that expanded outward to manifest as Its outermost form of the
spoken Aom.
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Inner psychic sounds
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It may be that sometimes you will hear various inner sounds such as a gong, bell, harp, flute, bee,
waterfall, vina, bagpipes, and suchlike. These are often mistaken for genuinely spiritual phenomena
when in reality they are only the astral sounds of the bodily functions. For example, the bee sound is the
astral sound of cellular division, the flute sound is the astral sound of the lymphatic circulation, the bell
sound is the astral sound of the cardio-pulmonary functions, and so forth. They are–in the astral sense–
purely physical and have no yogic value whatsoever.

The so-called “Cosmic Aom” or “Cosmic Motor” sound heard by some yogis who plug their ears and
listen for it is only the astral sound of the cosmic fire element from which the body and the material
plane emerge and into which they are dissolved. That this is so is shown by the following upanishadic
statement: “This fire which is within a man and digests food that is eaten is Vaisvanara. Its sound is that
which one hears by stopping the ears” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.9.1). It is psychic not spiritual.

Buddha described how during his intense practice of various yogas he became adept at hearing this
astral sound, assuming that it was a spiritual experience, until after examining its effects he realized it
was just a psychic distraction that led nowhere, and abandoned it.

In short, all such astral sounds should be ignored. Stay with your intonations of Aom.

Out of the labyrinth
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Theseus, an ancient epic hero, was condemned to die in a labyrinth. He survived because he had a
thread which was anchored at the entrance of the maze. By following the thread he escaped. Sound is
the thread, the following of which in meditation will lead us out of the deadly labyrinth of samsara.
Specifically, Aom is the sound-thread that leads us out since It is the first Sound that arises in Eternity.
Thus It leads back to the Origin of all things: Divine Consciousness.
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Or we could put is this way: The subtle thread of Aom is extending from the Center of Reality outward
into/as all things. Through Pranava Yoga meditation we ascend back to the center with every breath.
This ascent also evolves us. So we sit, ascend, and evolve.
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This being so, it is crucial for us to continually remember throughout our meditation that the sound of
Aom should be the object of our attention. Throughout meditation keep hold of the thread of the
Pranava and you will be led to freedom from all bonds.

“[Anahata] is a spontaneous sound constantly going on by Itself. It is the sound of the Pranava, Aom. It
originates in the Supreme Brahman…. A yogi alone knows that this sound originates from the Supreme
Brahman.” (Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa, The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, p. 416.)

Retracing consciousness

As we enter into relative consciousness through the expansion of sound, just so can we enter back into
transcendent consciousness through the intentional contraction of sound that occurs in meditation.

Tracing Aom back to Its source, the Aom yogi discovers It within himself as both Power and
Consciousness, experiencing the subtle states of consciousness inherent in Aom.
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This procedure is spoken of in the Katha Upanishad: “The Self, though hidden in all beings, does not
shine forth but can be seen by those subtle seers, through their sharp and subtle intelligence. The wise
man should restrain speech into the mind; the latter he should restrain into the understanding self. The
understanding self he should restrain into the great self. That he should restrain into the tranquil self”
(Katha Upanishad 1.3.12,13). By “mind” is meant the manas, the sensory mind; by “understanding self”
is meant the buddhi, the intellect; by “the great self” is meant the will; and by “tranquil self” is meant
the subtlest level, the Chidakasha, the witness-link between our pure consciousness and our
perceptions.
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In Viveka Chudamani (verse 369) Shankara expresses it this way: “Restrain speech in the manas, and
restrain manas in the buddhi; this again restrain in the witness of the buddhi [the chidakasha], and
merging that also in the Infinite Absolute Self, attain to Supreme Peace.”
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The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad tells us: “The faculty of speech is the place of merging” (Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad 2.4.11). In the subtle sound of Aom the consciousness of the yogi is resolved into its pure,
divine state.
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Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji on japa and meditation

In The Secret Science of Yoga Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji says this regarding japa and
meditation:

“Japa begins in a mechanical repetition but it should pass by stages into a form of meditation and
unfoldment of the deeper layers of consciousness.

“The efficacy of japa is based upon the fact that every jivatma is a microcosm thus having within himself
the potentialities of developing all states of consciousness and all powers which are present in the active
form in the macrocosm. All the forces which can help this Divine spark within each human heart to
become a roaring fire are to be applied. And the unfoldment of consciousness takes place as a result of
the combined action of all these forces.…A mantra is a sound combination and thus represents a

physical vibration which is perceptible to the physical ear. But this physical vibration is its outermost
expression, and hidden behind the physical vibration and connected with it are subtler vibrations much
in the same way as the dense physical body of man is his outermost expression and is connected with
his subtler vehicles. These different aspects of Vak or ‘speech’ are called Vaikhari, Madhyama, Pashyanti
and Para. Vaikhari is the audible sound which can lead through the intermediate stages to the subtlest
form of Para Vak. It is really through the agency of these subtler forms of ‘sound’ that the unfoldment of
consciousness takes place and the hidden potentialities become active powers. This release of powers
takes a definite course according to the specific nature of the mantra just as a seed grows into a tree,
but into a particular kind of tree according to the nature of the seed.”
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And Aom being the seed of the Totality of Consciousness, of Brahman Itself, the Aom Yogi grows into
Perfect Divinity by means of Its japa and meditation.
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Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji on Aom
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“The Ekakshara [“One Syllable”–Aom] shines for ever in the heart as the Selfs” (The Collected Works Of
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, 5th edition, p. 500).
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“Pratyahara [interiorization of the mind] is regulating the mind by preventing it from flowing towards
the external names and forms. The mind, which had been till then distracted, now becomes controlled.
The aids in this respect are meditation on the Pranava and reflection on the Nada [the subtle sound of
Aom experienced in meditation]” (The Collected Works of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, sixth
edition, p. 57).

“The purport of prescribing meditation on the Pranava is this. The Pranava is Omkara…the advaitamantra which is the essence of all mantras…. In order to get at this true significance, one should
meditate on the Pranava. …The fruition of this process is samadhi which yields release [moksha], which
is the state of unsurpassable bliss” (The Collected Works of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, sixth
edition, p. 95, 57).

“The subtle body of the Creator is the mystic sound Pranava, which is sound and light. The universe
resolves into sound and light and then into transcendence–Param” (Section 595 of Talks with Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji).

“Aom is the eternal truth. That which remains over after the disappearance of objects is Aom. It does
not merge in anything. It is the State of which it is said: “Where one sees none other, hears none other,
knows none other, that is Perfection” (Yatra nanyat pasyati, nanyat srunoti, nanyat vijanati sa bhuma)
(Section 575 of Talks with Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji).

“Maunam [silence] is the state of Shakti [power] that emerges from within as Ekakshara [Aom]” (Maha
Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji Reminiscences, p. 195).
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“Yesterday a Hindu asked Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, ‘Is Omkara a name of Ishwara?’ Maha
Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji said, ‘Omkara is Ishwara, Ishwara is Omkara. That means Omkara Itself
is the swarupam (the real form of the Self)” (Letters from Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, The
Yoga, p. 50).
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“Omkara itself is Brahman. That Brahman is the nameless and formless pure SAT [Reality]. It is That that
is called Omkara. …Omkara which is beyond the speech or the mind and which can only be experienced,
cannot be described by word of mouth” (Letters from Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, The Yoga,
p. 557).
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“Aom is everything” (Day by Day with God, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, p. 514).
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“Earnest seekers who, incessantly and with a steady mind, repeat ‘Aom’ will attain success. By repetition
of the pure ‘Aom’ the mind is withdrawn from sense objects and becomes one with the Self” (Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji Gita 3:10,11, ).

“Japa reaching to the source of sound is the best course for those who are not firm in consciousness
which is the source of the ‘I’” (The Collected Works of Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, 7th
edition, p. 155). And only Aom leads us to the source of sound.

Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji recommended study of the Gita, a traditional text of Advaita. It
simply says: “The syllable ‘Aom’ is the self” .

The Unity of the Breath and Aom

Commenting on Yoga Sutra 1:34, Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji says: “The whole universe is a
combination of prana and akasha.” Practically speaking we, too, are formed of prana and akasha–of
breath and sound which are the manifestation of prana and akasha. Yoga is a combining of breath and
sound.
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Aom is the essential sound-energy form that manifests in living beings as the breath itself. Aom is the
sound-form of the subtle power of life which originates in the pure consciousness, the spirit, of each one
of us and extends outward to manifest as the inhaling and exhaling breaths. “The breath is continually
sounding ‘Aom’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3) Hence, through the intoning of Aom in meditation we
can become attuned to the essential Breath of Life and aware of its subtle movements within. Joined to
our breath, the mantric formula Aom will lead us to the awareness of Breath and Life in their pure state.
For Aom is both the breath and the Source of the breath. When joined to Aom, the breath becomes a
flowing stream of consciousness.
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In the beginning, there arose in the ocean of Divine Consciousness, a point (bindu) from which began
flowing the stream of creative energy that manifested as all things, and back into which all things return.
That Primal Point became dual upon the very moment of its arising. That duality manifested as
Prana/Breath and Sound–specifically, Aom. The same thing happened with us. We came into
manifestation on the twin streams of subtle breath and Aom.

Originally we were unmanifest, as transcendental as our Source. But just as the Source expanded into
relative manifestation, so did we. In our undifferentiated being, the state of perfect unity, there
manifested a single stress point (bindu or sphota). This did not upset or disrupt the original unity but it
did just what I said: it stressed it. Then, so imperceptibly and subtly as to hardly have even occurred,
that stress point became dual and began to move internally, producing a magnetic duality so subtle it
was really more an idea than an actual condition. Then the halves or poles of that duality began
alternating in dominance and a cycling or circling began. This cycling expanded ever outward,
manifesting in increasingly more objective manners until at last the full state of relativity was reached
complete with a set of complex bodies of infinitely varying levels of energy–everything we call “us.” The

same thing had already happened to our Source on a cosmic level so we found a virtually infinite
environment for our manifestation. This is the process known as samsara.
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The two original poles of the primal unity are prana (life force) which manifests in us most objectively as
breath, and shabda (sound) which manifests in us most objectively as the mantra Aom–and secondarily
that of hearing. These seemingly two creative streams of manifestation are in reality one, inseparable
from one another, and together are capable of leading us back to their–and our–source. One or the
other can do a great deal toward returning us to Unity, but the ultimate, full return can occur most
easily when they are joined in the practice of Pranava Yoga. Like the cosmos, we came into
manifestation on the twin streams of subtle breath and Aom. Together these two “wings” have carried
us upward into the heights of evolution.
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“Speech and breath are joined together in the Syllable Aom” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6). Aom is the
essence of the breath and the breath is the essence of Aom–particularly in their most subtle forms.
Speech and breath are manifested and reunited in Aom by mentally intoning It in time with the breath.
“This is the bridge to immortality” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6).
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To turn back from samsara and return to our original unity we must grasp hold of that primal impulse to
duality which manifested in the stress point from which all has occurred. Right now that original impulse
is manifesting most objectively in the process of our physical inhaling and exhaling and in our inner
power of speech as we intone Aom. The breath and Aom together comprise the evolutionary force
which causes us to enter samsara and manifest therein until–also through the breath and sound–we
evolve to the point where we are ready to discard the evolutionary school of samsara and return to our
original status with a now-perfected consciousness. By joining Aom and the breath in japa and
meditation we begin moving back to the state where they are one.

“One should meditate on the breath…for it is continually sounding ‘Aom.’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3)
In japa and meditation we join intonations of Aom to the breath because on the subtle levels the breath
is always producing the sound of Aom. We can even say that the soul breathes Aom. When our
intonations of Aom become subtle and whisper-like they are the actual “breath sounds,” the real sounds
of the etheric breath. So by consciously joining Aom to our breathing we can link up with our soulconsciousness and enter into it. That is the point of Unity where the breath and Aom are not two
extensions, but a single unit. Here, too, the breath is one, moving in a circular manner or expanding and

contracting rather than extending and moving in and out or back and forth. Joining our intonations of
Aom to the breath in a fully easeful manner attunes us to that level of breath and sound.

The evolving breath
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Life and evolution are synonymous. Just as Brahman has “wrapped” Itself in creative, evolutionary
energy–Prakriti–and is actively engaged in cosmic progression toward perfection, in the same way the
individual spirit (atman) is encased in its own energy-prakriti and is evolving it toward perfection. This is
life within Life. Both the cosmic and the individual life-force are known as prana–vital energy–which
manifests as breath. All that exists is formed of prana-breath, which acts as a mirror for the individual
and cosmic spirits, changing and modifying itself as they change and modify–as they evolve. The original
Impulse which begins, sustains, and completes all evolution is Aom. The dance of creation is the moving
of prana-breath to the directing sound-vibration of Aom.
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Relativity evolves through the alternating cycles of creation and dissolution–outward movement and
inward movement–and in the same way the simple act of breathing evolves all sentient beings–whose
fundamental common trait is that of breathing. This is because the breath is always sounding Aom in the
process the yogis call ajapa japa–involuntary/automatic repetition. (This is also true on the cosmic level.
The cosmos is breathing Aom.) Thus merely living and breathing is a process of ascent in consciousness if
the individual does nothing to counteract that process–which we all do, retarding our progress and
causing ourselves to become bound to the wheel of continual birth and death. So it is necessary to live
in the manner that allows this automatic development to go forward and manifest.
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In time, however, a profound point of evolution is reached in which the individual becomes capable of
consciously evolving himself and thereby speeding up the process of unfolding his consciousness. He
does this by consciously doing what he has heretofore done only unconsciously: linking the repetition of
Aom to his breath, merging It with the breath movements.

The original purpose of the original duality–breath and Aom–was to enable us to descend into the plane
of relativity and begin evolving therein until we could develop the capacity for infinite consciousness.
They not only moved us downward into material embodiment, they also began to impel us upward on
the evolutionary scale so we might finally develop or evolve to the point where we can finally share–
actually participate–in the infinity of God. If unhindered, they would accomplish this evolutionary
movement. But in our present state we are always thwarting their purpose, especially by keeping their
action bound and buried in the subconscious rather than resurrecting them into our conscious life,

applying them and cooperating with them and thereby accelerating our growth. When awareness of the
breath is consciously cultivated, and the sacred mantra Aom is joined to every breath, the two currents
become united and oriented toward their original purpose, which they then accomplish. In this way
every single breath and intonation of Aom become a step forward and upward on the path of spiritual
evolution.

Two swastikas
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Though spoiled for many of us who associate it with the evil of Nazism, the swastika is one of the most
ancient symbols of India and has a profound yogic significance. There are two swastikas. One has the
“arms” bent toward the right and the other toward the left. They represent two vortices of energy, one
moving clockwise and the other moving counterclockwise. They are usually confused by people. The socalled “righthand swastika” with arms bent toward the right is actually a symbol of leftward moving
energy, the movement of contraction and involution. The “lefthand swastika” with arms bent toward
the left, is really a depiction of rightward moving energy, the movement of expansion and evolution.
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Through our attention focussed on the process of intoning Aom in time with our inhalation and
exhalation, we can become immersed in the subtler levels of that alternating cycle, sinking into deeper
and deeper levels until we at last come to the originating point and then transcend that dual movement,
regaining our lost unity. By continual practice of that transcendence in meditation we will become
established in that unity and freed forever from all forms of bondage, having attained nirvana–
permanent unbinding. This is why both sound and breath must be the focus of our internal cultivation.
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The two swastikas do not just depict directions of movement, but are yogic symbols of the inhaling and
exhaling breaths joined to the intonation of Aom. As already indicated there are two Oms–or two sides
of the single Aom–one of positive polarity and one of negative polarity. Aom intoned while inhaling is of
negative polarity–yin, and Aom intoned while exhaling is of positive polarity–yang. By intoning Aom
once while inhaling and once while exhaling we produce a complete Aom–of both polarities.

The inner and the outer

There are two breaths, the outer breath and the subtle inner breath which produces it. And there is the
outer speech and the subtle inner speech from which it arises. By centering our awareness on the outer
breath and sound and merging them we make ourselves aware of the inner Breath and Sound of Life.

They occur at the same time and are of the same duration. By attuning ourselves to them we attune
ourselves to the spirit from which they take their origin. The more attention we give to the breath and
Aom, the subtler they become until they reveal themselves as acts of the mind, and finally as consisting
of mind-stuff (chitta) itself.

Not “things”
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When we examine their nature, we see that the breath and the sound of Aom are not “things,” but
processes which have the power to draw us into the “core point” from which they arise–the individual
spirit itself whose nature is consciousness. In this way the pure Self manifests and works its will,
changing all the levels of our being.
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Like an onion, breath and sound have many layers. In the practice of meditation we experience these
layers, beginning with the most objective layers and progressing to increasingly subtle layers, until, as
with an onion at its core, there are no more layers, but only pure being. The breath and our intonations
of Aom become increasingly refined as we observe them, and as a result our awareness also becomes
refined.
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The Self and the Supreme Self
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There are many scriptural statements that Aom is our own Self, or atman, such as: “The Self is of the
nature of the Syllable Aom. Thus the Syllable Aom is the very Self” (Mandukya Upanishad 1, 8).
“Meditate on Aom as the Self” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.3-6). But in the Kena Upanishad we also find:
“The Self is the breath of the breath” (Kena Upanishad 1:2). And in the Mundaka Upanishad (3:1:9): “The
subtle self within the living and breathing body is realized in that pure consciousness wherein is no
duality.”

Beyond the Self is the Supreme Self–Brahman–and the scriptures tell us that Aom is Brahman as well.
“Aom is Brahman, the Primeval Beings” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1). “Aom is the Supreme
Brahman” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7). “Aom is Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1). And they tell us
the same of the breath. The Chandogya Upanishad (4.9.3): “Breath is a part of Brahman.” The
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 2.1.6) has this to say: “The being who is the breath within–him I meditate
upon as Brahman.…That which breathes in is thy Self, which is within all.…That which breathes out is thy
Self, which is within all.…Breath is the abode of Brahman.”

Pranayama
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Within the yogic system the breath is considered an actual body within the material body. It is called the
pranamaya kosha–the body formed of breath or prana. And working with it is known as pranayama.
Pranayama can mean restraint of prana, and it can also mean control [yama] of the breath, but ayama
also means length, expansion, and extension. Thus pranayama can also mean the lengthening,
expansion, and extension of the breath as occurs spontaneously in Aom meditation. For Patanjali’s Yoga
Sutra 2:50 says that pranayama is “external, internal or suppressed modification [of breath], and it
becomes measured or regulated [paridrishto], prolonged [dirgha] and subtle or attenuated [sukshmah].”
Sutra 51 says: “That pranayama which goes beyond the sphere of internal and external is the fourth”–
that which directly relates to turiya or pure consciousness, beyond the three states of waking, dreaming,
and dreamless sleep. Also, internal and external can refer either to: 1) inhaling and exhaling, 2) the outer
breath accompanied by movement of the lungs, or 3) the internal movement of the subtle prana or
breath that has no outer manifestation. It is our steady attention to the breath that is the practice of
pranayama. For Shankara says: “Pranayama is caused by a mental activity deriving from a restraining
effort inherent in the Self.”
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Vyasa says that during meditation the breath becomes, “prolonged and light [fine].” In time a meditator
becomes aware that there is an internal breath that is the support and stimulus of the bodily breathing.
Behind that breath is an even subtler force, and so on back to utter stillness at the core of his being. It is
the experiencing of all such subtle forms of breath that is pranayama. Through meditation we effect the
inner pranayama and achieve the inner “breathlessness” that is a state of pure awareness.

There is more to this pranayama: “From that [pranayama] is dissolved the covering of light” (Yoga Sutras
2:52). The inner pranayama dissolves the veil which covers the light of the knowledge of the Self. Yet
this veil is itself light–the light of subtle matter or energy, the substance of which the most subtle bodies
are formed. They are the light that veils the ultimate Light. “The covering of light referred to in this sutra
is obviously not used in reference to the light of the soul, but to the light or luminosity associated with
the subtler vehicles associated with and interpenetrating the physical vehicle,” according to Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji in The Secret Science of Yoga.

Vyasa expands on this, saying: “It [pranayama] destroys the karma which covers up the light of
knowledge in the yogi. As it is declared: ‘When the ever-shining [Self] is covered over by the net of great
illusion, one is impelled to what is not to be done.’ By the power of pranayama, the light-veiling karma
binding him to the world becomes powerless, and moment by moment is destroyed. So it has been said

[in The Laws of Manu 6:70, 72]: ‘There is no tapas higher than pranayama; from it come purification
from taints and the light of knowledge [of the Self].’” Subtle pranayama, then, is the direct way to
dissolve karma and be free, for “it is karma by which the light is covered,” says Shankara. And both he
and Vyasa explain to us that karma not only binds us to material experience, it also impels us to create
even more karma–and more bondage–in a self-perpetuating circle. But by yoga the karma “becomes
powerless, and moment by moment is destroyed.” That is, the karmic seeds are “roasted” and rendered
incapable of creating future experience or births and are ultimately completely annihilated. The more
we do meditation, the more karma is dissolved.
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In a conversation regarding his instructions on breath observation given in the book Maha Yogi, Maha
Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji remarked: “Pranayama is of two kinds: one of controlling and
regulating the breath and the other of simply watching the breath.” The purpose of working with the
breath is simple: “From that comes the dissolving of the covering of light and the fitting of the mind for
meditation” (Yoga Sutras 52 and 53). When by this process the breath is refined, so also is the mind; and
eventually so is the nervous system and the entire body. Since the body is a vehicle of the mind this is a
very important effect.

Their divine work
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But the breath does not accomplish this on its own. It must be joined to intonations of Aom. “Speech
and breath are joined together in the Syllable Aom” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6). “Pranayama is
accomplished by effortlessly breathing and joining to it the repetition of the sacred Aom with the
experience of Its meaning, when the consciousness reaches the deep sleep state” (Yoga Vashishtha
5:78). In the light of this quotation from the Yoga Vashishtha, we see that by joining the repetition of
Aom to the breath the Aom Yogi causes pranayama to go on perpetually throughout the day as well as
in meditation.

It cannot be overemphasized that the breath and Aom are the only objects that transfer our awareness
into the subject: consciousness itself. All other objects draw our attention outward, into the experience
of them, and perpetuate the loss of Self-awareness which is our root problem. This is true of any objects
other than the breath and Aom that are brought into meditation. All other mantras, modes of breathing
other than totally natural breathing, visualizations, and deliberate rousings of energies and centers of
energies, not only are incapable of producing the awareness of pure consciousness, they make it
impossible. This should not be forgotten.

Natural (sahaja) practice
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If our spiritual practice (sadhana) is to bring us to our eternal, natural state of spirit-consciousness, it,
too, must be totally natural. Therefore the term sahaja is often found in yoga treatises. Sahaja means
that which is natural, innate, spontaneous, and inborn. Pranava Yoga alone fits this criterion, for the
prana/breath movement occurs in every evolving sentient being–even in every atom of the cosmos. And
that movement is inseparable from the vibration of the subtle sound of Aom. Though seemingly two,
the movement of the breath and the vibrating of Aom are the same thing, like fire and heat. Not only
that, this is the only characteristic common to all forms of existence, from the atom to the perfectly
liberated individual. Nothing, then, is more natural than the intoning of Aom in time with the breath. It
is the key, then, to our inmost, true Self and its revelation.
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Points For Successful Meditation
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Chapter Six of OMKAR YOGA
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Prerequisites for yoga
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Toward the end of his comments on the Yoga Sutras, Shankara makes a valuable remark: “There can be
no lamplight unless the oil, wick and a flame are brought together.” The idea is that the successful
practice of yoga is not a haphazard or capricious matter. All the elements must be brought together.
When united and complete, success is the result.

Since the classical Indian texts on Yoga are the basis of this chapter, the word “yoga” is used throughout.
But it should be realized that the word “meditation” is equally applicable, for in ancient India yoga and
meditation were synonymous.

“Yoga is for the purpose of knowledge of truth,” says Shankara. Knowledge (jnana) does not come about
from practice of yoga methods alone. Perfection in knowledge is in fact only for those who practice
virtue (dharma) as well as yoga.
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All things rest upon something else–that is, all things are supported by another. This is because a
foundation is needed for anything to exist. Being Himself the Ultimate Support of all things, God alone is
free from this necessity. Yoga, then, also requires support. As Trevor Leggett says in his introduction to
Shankara’s commentary on the Yoga Sutras: “This is yoga presented for the man of the world, who must
first clear, and then steady, his mind against the fury of illusory passions, and free his life from
entanglements.” Patanjali very carefully and fully outlines the elements of the support needed by the
aspirant, giving invaluable information on how to guarantee success in yoga.
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The first Yoga Sutra says: “Now the exposition of yoga,” implying that there must be something leading
up to yoga in the form of necessary developments of consciousness and personality. These prerequisites
are known as Yama and Niyama. Shankara says quite forcefully that “following yama and niyama is the
basic qualification to practice yoga.”
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Yama and Niyama are often called the Ten Commandments of Yoga, but they have nothing to do with
the ideas of sin and virtue or good and evil as dictated by some cosmic potentate. Rather they are
determined by a thoroughly practical, pragmatic basis: that which strengthens and facilitates our yoga
practice should be observed and that which weakens or hinders it should be avoided. It is not a matter
of being good or bad, but of being wise or foolish. Each one of these Five Don’ts (Yama) and Five Do’s
(Niyama) is a supporting, liberating foundation of Yoga.

Yama means self-restraint in the sense of self-mastery, or abstention, and consists of five elements.
Niyama means observances, of which there are also five. Here is the complete list of these ten Pillars as
given in Yoga Sutras 2:30,32:
1.Ahimsa: non-violence, non-injury, harmlessness
2.Satya: truthfulness, honesty
3.Asteya: non-stealing, honesty, non-misappropriativeness
4.Brahmacharya: sexual continence in thought, word and deed as well as control of all the senses
5.Aparigraha: non-possessiveness, non-greed, non-selfishness, non-acquisitiveness
6.Shaucha: purity, cleanliness

7.Santosha: contentment, peacefulness
8.Tapas: austerity, practical (i.e., result-producing) spiritual discipline
9.Swadhyaya: introspective self-study, spiritual study
10.Ishwarapranidhana: offering of one’s life to God
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All of these deal with the innate powers of the human being–or rather with the abstinence and
observance that will develop and release those powers to be used toward our spiritual perfection, to our
Self-realization and liberation. Shankara says quite forcefully that “following yama and niyama is the
basic qualification to practice yoga. The qualification is not simply that one wants to practice yoga. So
yama and niyama are methods of yoga” in themselves and are not mere adjuncts or aids that can be
optional.
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But at the same time, the practice of yoga helps the aspiring yogi to follow the necessary ways of yama
and niyama, so he should not be discouraged from taking up yoga right now. He should determinedly
embark on yama, niyama, and yoga simultaneously. Success will be his.
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Responsiveness to yoga practice
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You cannot lessen the effect of Pranava yoga, but you can certainly lessen or even prevent your
responsiveness to it and the effect it will have on you. That is why it is so important that you read
another book of necessary practical advice called How to be a Yogi: Practical Advice to Serious Yogis.
There the Yoga Life is explained without which the practice of Yoga will be of little significant effect. A
few things that follow are from that book, but only a very few.

The bodies, physical, astral, and causal, are the vehicles through which the individual evolves during the
span of life on earth, and must be taken into serious account by the yogi who will discover that they can
exert a powerful, controlling effect on the mind. If wax and clay are cold they cannot be molded, nor will
they take any impression. If molasses is cold it will hardly pour. It is all a matter of responsiveness. Only
when warm are these substances malleable. In the same way, unless our inner and outer bodies are
made responsive or reactive to the japa and meditation of Aom we will miss many of the beneficial
effects. Hence we should do everything we can to increase our response levels, to ensure that our
physical and psychic bodies are moving at the highest possible rate of vibration.

A fundamental key to this is diet. For just as the physical substance of the food becomes assimilated into
our physical body, the subtler energies become united to our inner levels, including our mind. The
observant meditator will discover that the diet of the physical body is also the diet of the mind, that
whatever is eaten physically will have an effect mentally. Here are some statements about the nature
and effect of food that are found in the basic texts of India, the upanishads.
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“From food has arisen strength [virya], austerity [tapasya], mantra, action, and the world itself” (Prashna
Upanishad 6.4). Ascetic discipline (tapasya) and prayer (mantra) are essential to religion, and here we
see that the food we eat is their basis. And obviously the kind of food we eat will determine the quality
of our discipline and prayer.
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“By food, indeed, do all the breaths [pranas, life forces] become great” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.5.4).
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“Man, verily consists of the essence of food” (Taittiriya Upanishad 2.1.1). So we are what we eat.
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“From food, verily, are produced all creatures–whatsoever dwell on earth. By food alone, furthermore,
do they live.…From food all creatures are born: by food, when born, they grow.…Verily, different from
this, which consists of the essence of food, but within it, is another self, which consists of the vital
breath [prana]. By this the former is filled. This too has the shape of a man. Like the human shape of the
former is the human shape of the latter” (Taittiriya Upanishad 2.2.1). The spiritual, astral body is drawn
exclusively from food, so diet is crucial in spiritual development.

“Food when eaten becomes threefold. What is coarsest in it becomes faeces, what is medium becomes
flesh and what is subtlest becomes mind. Water when drunk becomes threefold. What is coarsest in it
becomes urine, what is medium becomes blood and what is subtlest becomes prana.…The mind, my
dear, consists of food, [and] the prana of water…” (Chandogya Upanishad 6.5.1, 2, 4).

“That, my dear, which is the subtlest part of curds rises, when they are churned and becomes butter. In
the same manner, my dear, that which is the subtlest part of the food that is eaten rises and becomes
mind. The subtlest part of the water that is drunk rises and becomes prana. Thus, my dear, the mind
consists of food, [and] the prana consists of water” (Chandogya Upanishad 6.6.1-3,5; the same is
confirmed in 6.7.1-6).

“Now is described the discipline for inner purification by which self-knowledge is attained: When the
food is pure, the mind becomes pure. When the mind is pure the memory [smriti–memory of our
eternal spirit-Self] becomes firm. When the memory is firm all ties are loosened” (Chandogya Upanishad
7.26.2).

“On food rests everything—whatsoever breathes and whatsoever breathes not” (Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad 1.5.1).
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“In the body there are nerves [nadis] called hita, which are placed in the heart. Through these the
essence of our food passes as it moves on. Therefore the subtle body receives finer food than the gross
body” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4.2.3).
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Both meditation and diet refine the inner senses so we can produce and perceive the subtle changes
that occur during meditation.
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Meat is both heavy and toxic–especially from the chemicals spread throughout the tissues from the fear
and anger of the animal when it was slaughtered. So our minds will also be heavy and toxic from eating
meat as well as poisoned by the vibrations of anger and fear. And then there is the karma of killing
sentient beings. Moreover, the instinctual and behavioral patterns of the animals will become our
instinctual and behavioral impulses. Fruits, vegetables, and grains have no such obstructions.
Consequently, our mental energies will be light and malleable, responsive to our spiritual disciplines.
Few things are more self-defeating than the eating of meat. From the yogic standpoint, the adoption of
a vegetarian diet is a great spiritual boon. By “vegetarian” I mean abstention from meat, fish, and eggs
or anything that contains them to any degree, including animal fats.

Our general health also contributes to our proficiency in meditation, so a responsible yogi is very aware
of what is beneficial and detrimental to health and orders his life accordingly, especially in eliminating
completely all alcohol, nicotine, and mind-altering drugs whether legal or illegal. Caffeine, too, is wisely
avoided, and so is sugar.

All of the above-mentioned substances–meat, fish, eggs, animal derivatives, alcohol, nicotine, and mindaltering drugs–deaden and coarsen the mind and body–and consequently the consciousness. Thus they
prevent the necessary effects and experiences of subtle Breath Meditation, reducing it to an exercise in
relaxation and calmness rather than the means of liberation–for which it is solely intended.
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The sum of all this is that we must do more than meditate. We must live out our spiritual
aspirations by so ordering our lives that we will most quickly advance toward the Goal. This is
done by observing Yama and Niyama, often called the Ten Commandments of Yoga. They are:
1) Ahimsa: non-violence, non-injury, harmlessness; 2) Satya: truthfulness, honesty; 3) Asteya:
non-stealing, honesty, non-misappropriativeness; 4) Brahmacharya: sexual continence in
thought, word and deed as well as control of all the senses; 5) Aparigraha: non-possessiveness,
non-greed, non-selfishness, non-acquisitiveness; 6) Shaucha: purity, cleanliness; 7) Santosha:
contentment, peacefulness; 8) Tapas: austerity, practical (i.e., result-producing) spiritual
discipline; 9) Swadhyaya: introspective self-study, spiritual study; 10) Ishwarapranidhana:
offering of one’s life to God, especially in the highest sense of uniting our consciousness with
Infinite Consciousness through meditation.
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Recently one of our monks showed me two containers. In each one was as very small, green plant less
than an inch high, consisting of two leaves. “I planted these nine weeks ago,” he said. “Really? What is
wrong with them?” I asked. “I used the wrong kind of potting soil, so they won’t grow,” he told me. It is
exactly the same with the study of spiritual philosophy and the practice of meditation: if there is not the
right environment, inner and outer, nothing at all will come of it. Not only do we need a special place in
our home favorable to meditation, our entire environment should be examined to see that it, too, is not
mentally and spiritually heavy, toxic, disruptive and agitating. The same is true of our employment and
our associates–business, social, and familial.

The most important environment, of course, is the inner one of our own mind–that is, our thoughts. Our
dominant thought should be our intonations of Aom. Next to that should be continual thoughts of
spiritual matters drawn from our own study of spiritual writings, attendance at spiritual discourses, and
conversation with spiritually-minded associates. Our minds should naturally move in the highest
spiritual planes. This is neither impossible nor impractical, for everything proceeds from and is
controlled by the Supreme Consciousness.

Sitting like Buddha

When Gotama Buddha sat beneath the bodhi tree he vowed that until he was enlightened he would not
get up even if his flesh and bones were to be dissolved. This is why it is said that Buddha got
enlightenment because he knew how to sit. His “sitting” was in the consciousness of the Self, not just
the body. So if you “sit” in the same way during meditation, you will be safe from all distractions and
illusions as was Buddha.
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All the forces of the cosmos came to distract Buddha from his inner quest. Even cosmic illusion itself in
the form of Mara came to distract him. But he did not move, either in body or mind. Such steadfastness
conquered the forces of ignorance completely. Buddha conquered them by simply ignoring them–which
was the only sensible course, seeing that they were just illusions. You, too, can conquer distractions not
by combating them, not by killing them, not by “seeing through” them or any such thing–but by just
having nothing to do with them. The true Self does not touch any of these things, so the path to the true
spirit involves not touching them in your mind.
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By sitting and ignoring the unreal, Buddha found the Real. Therefore many centuries later Jesus simply
said: “In your patience possess your souls” (Luke 21:19). To relax and experience is the key for the
correct practice of meditation.
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Hatching the egg
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Each person will experience meditation in a different way, even if there are points of similarity with that
of others. Also, meditations can vary greatly for each of us. In some meditations a lot will be going on,
and then in other meditations it will seem as though we are just sitting and coasting along with nothing
“happening.” This is exactly as it should be. Some meditations will produce changes and others will be
times of quiet assimilation and stabilization.

When nothing seems to be going on at all, we may mistakenly think we are meditating incorrectly or it
just does not work. Actually, meditation produces profound and far-reaching changes in our extremely
complex makeup, whether we do or do not perceive those changes. Some meditations are times of
quiet assimilation of prior changes and balancing out to get ready for more change. If we are meditating
in the way outlined, we are doing everything correctly and everything is going on just as it should be–
every breath is further refining our inner faculties of awareness.

Very early in the scale of evolution sentient beings are born from eggs. This includes us human beings.
So it is not inappropriate to think of our evolution in such terms. All eggs hatch and develop through
heat–this is absolutely necessary, just as it is for the germination of seeds (the “eggs” of plants). Yoga is
called tapasya, the generation of heat, for that very reason. Our meditation, then is like the hatching of
an egg. Nothing may seem to be going on, but life is developing on the unseen levels.
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The hatching of a chicken egg is a prime example. Inside the egg there is nothing but two kinds of
“goo”–the white and the yolk. Both are liquids and have no other perceptible characteristics than color.
The hen does nothing more than sit on the egg and keep it warm, yet as the days pass the goo inside the
shell turns into internal organs, blood, bones, skin, feathers, brain, ears, and eyes–all that goes to make
up a chicken–just by being incubated, by doing “nothing.”. At last, a living, conscious being breaks its
way out of the shell. No wonder eggs have been used as symbols of resurrection from death into life.
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Another apt symbol is the cocoon. The dull-colored, earth-crawling, caterpillar encases itself in a shroud
of its own making and becomes totally dormant. Yet, as weeks pass a wondrous transformation takes
place internally until one day an utterly different creature emerges: a beautifully colored and graceful
butterfly that flies into the sky and thenceforth rarely if ever touches the earth.
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Training for living
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The same is true of the persevering yogi and the eventual revelation of his true nature. Through the japa
and meditation of Aom, simple as they are, the “heat” of the divine vibration causes our full spiritual
potential to develop and manifest in us. Tapasya evolves the yogi, turning the goo of his present state
into a life beyond present conceptions.

Meditation is not an end in itself, but rather the means to an end–to the daily living out of the illumined
consciousness produced by meditation. We go into meditation so we can come out of meditation more
conscious and better equipped to live our life. The change will not be instant, but after a reasonable
time we should see a definite effect in how we “see” and live. If the meditator does not find that his
state of mind during daily activities has been affected by his meditation, then his meditation is without
value. This is especially important for us in the West since meditation is continually being touted as a
“natural high” or a producer of profound and cataclysmic experiences. Such experiences may sound
good on paper or in a metaphysical bragfest, but in time they are seen to be empty of worth on any
level–ephemeral dreams without substance. Success in meditation is manifested outside meditation–by

the states of mind and depth of insight that become habitual. The proof of its viability is the meditator’s
continual state of mind and his apprehension of both reality and Reality.
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Many things lighten and purify the mind, but nothing clarifies the mind like the prolonged and profound
practice of meditation. The state of mental clarity produced by meditation should continue outside
meditation. Meditation should by its nature prepare us for living. At the same time, meditation should
establish us in interior life, making us increasingly aware both inwardly and outwardly. This is because
reality consists of two aspects: the unmoving consciousness of spirit and the moving, dynamic activity of
evolutionary energy. Reality embraces both, and to be without the awareness of one or the other is to
be incomplete.
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Meditation enables us to see deeply into things outside meditation. Through meditation we cultivate
the ability to be objective–separate from objects but keenly aware of them and thus able to intelligently
and effectively function in relation to them. Meditation, then, is the most effective school for living open
to us. And it manifests in the simplest of ways: a more compassionate outlook, a deeper selfunderstanding, an awareness of changelessness amidst change, a taste for spiritual conversation and
reading, and experience of inmost peace. One man who had been practicing meditation for a while
remarked to another meditator, “I can’t figure out what is happening to me. Last night for the first time
in my married life I helped my wife do the dishes.”
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In the practice of the japa and meditation of Aom we are putting ourselves into a totally–even
sublimely–different sphere of consciousness and experience from that in which so much phenomena
arise. Meditation is done for the development of consciousness–truly pure and simple–whereas it is our
active life that is meant for both seeing and experiencing. It is all a matter of consciousness–of
consciousness that pervades our entire life–not just a “wonderful feeling” in meditation. It is the
fundamental state of consciousness and mind outside of meditation that matters.

Avoiding the gears

In meditation stay away from the gears of the mind! It is the nature of the mind to dance around
producing thoughts, impressions, memories, etc. Therefore we do not at all care what potential
distractions may arise during meditation. We ignore them. And if we ignore them they are no longer
distractions. So stay with Aom–with God–and forget everything else. Then all will be yours.

Never come out of meditation to note or write down something. If the inspiration, insight, or idea is
really from your higher Self or from God it will come back to you outside of meditation.

Also, do not engage the mind-gears with long prayers, affirmations, and suchlike during meditation. And
do not let the mind entice you with “insight,” “inspiration,” or “knowledge” of any kind. According to
Shankara the practice of yoga “has right vision alone for its goal, and glories of knowledge and power
are not its purpose.”
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Experiences and thoughts in meditation: be indifferent
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While meditating, many things–some of them quite dramatic, impressive, and even enjoyable, as well as
inane, boring, and uncomfortable–occur as a side-effect. Have no desire to produce or reproduce or
avoid any state or experience of any kind, to any degree. Our only interest should be our intonations of
Aom in time with the breath. What arises…arises. During meditation much revealing and release take
place in both the conscious and subconscious minds–and sometimes even the physical body–and should
always be a passively observed process without getting involved in any way.
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Thoughts from the subconscious may float–or even flood–up, but you need only keep on intoning Aom
in time with the breath. The states of consciousness that meditation produces are the only things that
matter, for they alone bring us to the Goal.
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Much phenomena can take place during the process of correction and purification that is an integral
part of meditation. When the chakras are being cleansed and perfected, they may become energized,
awakened, or opened. In the same way subtle channels in the spine and body may open and subtle
energies begin flowing in them. This is all good when it happens spontaneously, effortlessly. But
whatever happens in meditation, our sole occupation should be with Aom and the breath.

Uniting with Aom

All that exists is a manifestation of Aom, for Aom is the essence of all things. Aom is perpetually
sounding from within the heart (core) of all things, including us. To unite our awareness with that everflowing Aom through japa and meditation is the true “centering.” Aom japa and meditation put us in
touch with that inmost stream or current so we can follow it back to its Divine Source.

Every year in India thousands make pilgrimages to the source of the Ganges and other sacred rivers.
Such pilgrimages are externalizations of the pilgrimage of the spirit that is accomplished by tracing the
inner river of Aom back to its Source through meditation. “By following the trail of Aom you attain
Brahman, of which the Word is the symbols” (Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa, The Gospel of Sri
Ramakrishna, p. 404).
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Many more pilgrims journey to Rudra Prayag (presently known as Allahabad) to bathe in the Triveni, the
confluence of three sacred rivers: Ganges, Jumna, and Saraswati. It is believed that to immerse yourself
in the waters of the Triveni is to be greatly purified. But this is only an outer action reflecting the inner
experience of bathing (immersing) ourselves in the inner intonings of Aom in time with the breath and
our experiencing of their effects. By this continual “bathing” the entire being of the yogi becomes
purified and refined.
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Evocation and invocation
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In japa and meditation we are not employing Aom as a prayer, an affirmation, or a remembrance, but as
effective evocation–a calling forth–of our inherent, eternal Self-consciousness, and as an invocation–a
calling into us–of the Consciousness that is the Supreme Self. Aom brings into our awareness the
consciousness of both the individual Self (jivatman) and the Supreme Self (Paramatman) in perfect
union. The japa and meditation of Aom makes us one with our true Self and one with God, merging our
being and consciousness with His perfect Being and Consciousness. Because this is so, we do not need to
keep in mind an intellectual meaning of Aom (there is not one, anyway) or cultivate an attitude or
emotion during our practice. Rather, we relax, listen, and make ourselves open and receptive to Its
dynamic working within us.

Entering the Silence

The expression “entering the silence” is usually misunderstood as sitting with a blank mind. One mystery
of Aom is its ability to produce silence through sound–sound that is essentially silence. We go deeper
and deeper into the sound, the increasingly subtle sound of Aom, until we reach the heart of the sound
which is silence. Through our invocation of Aom the state of silence is produced in our mind by enabling
us to center it in the principle of the silent witnessing consciousness. Through Aom the yogi leads his
awareness into the silence of the spirit which is beyond the clamor of the mind and the distractions and

movements of the body. For true silence is not mere absence of sound, but a profound condition of
awareness that prevails at all times–even during the “noise” of our daily life. Silence is also a state of
stillness of spirit in which all movement ceases and we know ourselves as pure consciousness alone.

Higher techniques?
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There are no “higher techniques” of Pranava Yoga, but through its regular and prolonged practice there
are higher experiences and effects that will open up for the persevering meditator. As time goes on the
efficiency of the practice and the resulting depth of inner experience will greatly increase, transforming
the practice into something undreamed-of by the beginning meditator–for the change really takes place
in the yogi’s consciousness. Practice, practice, practice is the key.
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We have earlier noted Shankara’s statement that the practice of yoga “has right vision alone for its goal,
and glories of [external] knowledge and power are not its purpose.” Spirit-consciousness alone is true
and real.
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The upanishadic seers indicate that the path of liberation is a very simple path–the japa and meditation
of Aom–and that the result is simple: realization of one’s own Self (atma) and ultimately of the Supreme
Self (Paramatma). First there is the establishment in the pure consciousness that is our essential being
as individuals, and then establishment in the Infinite Consciousness that is the Essential Being of all
beings: God.

The Katha Upanishad makes this very clear. First it speaks of what God (Brahman) really is, saying:
“Brahman [is] the all-pervading spirit, the unconditioned, knowing whom one attains to freedom and
achieves immortality. None beholds him with the eyes, for he is without visible form. Yet in the heart is
he revealed, through self-control and meditation. Those who know him become immortal” (Katha
Upanishad 2:3:8, 9). Brahman is pure spirit, beyond all phenomena, beyond all relative existence or
relative experience (objective consciousness). Brahman is not perceived by the senses, inner or outer
(“none beholds him with the eyes”), yet He is revealed in the core of the yogi’s being in meditation.
“Those who know him become immortal” because they experience their identity with the immortal
Brahman. Next the upanishad describes the nature of meditation in which Brahman is realized. “When
all the senses are stilled, when the mind is at rest, when the intellect wavers not–then, say the wise, is
reached the highest state. This calm of the senses and the mind has been defined as yoga. He who
attains it is freed from delusions” (Katha Upanishad 2:3:10, 11).

So here are the characteristics of meditation which the upanishad calls “the highest state”: 1) the senses
are stilled, 2) the mind is at rest, 3) the intellect wavers not. Then the idea is really driven home by the
upanishad: “This calm of the senses and the mind has been defined as yoga.” Shankara affirms that the
seeker of spiritual freedom is seeking nothing from meditation “other than the special serenity of
meditation practice.” This state is also called sthirattwa by the yogis. “He who attains it is freed from
delusion.” When Yogiraj Lahiri Mahasaya was asked: “On which deity do you meditate?” He simply
replied: “I meditate on sthirattwa”–the serenity produced by meditation in which he ever dwelt, and of
which he was the embodiment.
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Two views on the nature of meditation–and a third
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In India there is a long-standing disagreement on the nature and purpose of meditation. One school of
thought considers that definite–and conscious–evolutionary change is necessary for liberation;
consequently meditation must be an actively transforming process. The other view is that the only thing
needed for liberation is re-entry into our true, eternal nature. That nothing need be “done” at all except
to perceive the truth of ourselves. Obviously their meditation procedures are going to be completely
different.
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There is, however, a third perspective on the matter which combines both views. It is true that we are
ever-free, ever-perfect, but we have forgotten that fact and have wandered in aimless suffering for
countless incarnations. No one is so foolish as to suggest to a person suffering from amnesia that he
need not regain his memory since he has not ceased to be who he really is.

The “memory block” from which we suffer is the condition of the various levels on which we presently
function, especially the buddhi, the intelligence. It is also a matter of the dislocation of our
consciousness from its natural center. Obviously, then, something really does have to be “done” to
change this condition. A dirty window need not be changed in nature, but it needs to be cleansed of that
which is not its nature for us to see through it. It is the same with a dusty or smudgy mirror.

There is an example from nature that can help us understand this. Research has shown that the energy
field around a salamander egg, and all through the stages of a young salamander’s growth, is in the
shape of an adult salamander. This indicates that the etheric pattern of a full-grown salamander is
inherent even in the egg and throughout the salamander’s development. It is as though the egg has only

to hatch and grow around this energy matrix, to fill out or grow into the ever-present pattern. Even
when there is only the egg visible to the human eye, the adult salamander is there in a very real,
potential form. It is the same with us. We are always the atman, potential divinity, but that potential
must be realized. And meditation is the means of our realization.
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Shankara puts forth the question, “How can there be a means to obtain liberation? Liberation is not a
thing which can be obtained, for it is simply cessation of bondage.” He then answers himself: “For
ignorance [bondage] to cease, something has to be done, with effort, as in the breaking of a fetter.
Though liberation is not a ‘thing,’ inasmuch as it is cessation of ignorance in the presence of right
knowledge, it is figuratively spoken of as something to be obtained.” And he concludes: “The purpose of
Yoga is the knowledge of Reality.” Vyasa defines liberation in this way: “Liberation is absence of
bondage.” Shankara carries it a bit further, saying: “Nor is liberation something that has to be brought
about apart from the absence of bondage, and this is why it is always accepted that liberation is
eternal.”
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Omkar Yoga establishes our consciousness in the true Self and renders the chitta (mental energy, mind
substance) free from outer-caused modifications or vrittis (waves). “Yoga is the suppression of the
modifications of the chitta,” is the beginning statement of the Yoga Sutras as well as being Patanjali’s
definition of yoga. Aom meditation is the direct way to accomplish the suppression of modifications in
the chitta, and is the yoga expounded by Patanjali.
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All that exists is a manifestation of Aom which is the essence of all things and is perpetually sounding
from within the heart (core) of all things, including us. To unite our awareness into that ever-flowing
Aom through japa and meditation is the true “centering.” Aom japa and meditation put us in touch with
that inmost stream or current so we can follow it back to its Divine Source.

True signs of progress in meditation

In Journey to Self-Realization, a collection of talks by Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji, at the end
of the talk entitled “Signs of Progress in Meditation,” he gives the following list of seven indications of
progress in meditation practice:
•An increasing peacefulness during meditation
•A conscious inner experience of calmness in meditation metamorphosing into increasing bliss.

•A deepening of one’s understanding, and finding answers to one’s questions through the calm intuitive
state of inner perception.
•An increasing mental and physical efficiency in one’s daily life.
•Love for meditation and the desire to hold on to the peace and joy of the meditative state in
preference to attraction to anything in the world.
•An expanding consciousness of loving all with the unconditional love that one feels toward his own
dearest loved ones
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•Actual contact with God, and worshipping Him as ever new Bliss felt in meditation and in His
omnipresent manifestations within and beyond all creation.
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Visions
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Most “visions” seen in meditation occur because the meditator has fallen asleep and is dreaming. Yet
there are genuine visions, actual psychic experiences, that occur in meditation. I say “genuine,” but
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji gives the true facts about all visions when he says: “Visions do
occur. To know how you look you must look into a mirror, but do not take that reflection to be yourself.
What is perceived by our senses and the mind is never the truth. [He means this in the ultimate sense.
Even hallucinations are “real” mental phenomena.] All visions are mere mental creations, and if you
believe in them, your progress ceases. Enquire to whom the visions occur. Find out who is their witness.
Stay in pure awareness, free from all thoughts. Do not move out of that state” (The Power of the
Presence, vol. 3, p. 249).

Falling asleep in meditation

It is normal for meditators to sometimes fall asleep while meditating, since meditation is relaxing and
moves the consciousness inward. Both the body and the mind are used to entering into the state of
sleep at such times. After a while, though, you will naturally (and hopefully, usually!) move into the
conscious sleep state, so do not worry.

At the same time, be aware that falling asleep in meditation can be a signal from your body that you are
not getting enough sleep. People are different, and some do need more than eight hour’s sleep. You
should consider extending your sleep time or taking some kind of nap break during the day. Falling
asleep in meditation can also be a symptom of a nutritional lack, an indication of low vitality.

Please do not do such things as shock your body with cold water, drink coffee, and run around a bit–
hoping to force yourself to stay awake in meditation. This is not the way. Listen to your body and take
care of it. Yogis are not storm-troopers. We are engaged in peace, not war.

Physical distractions
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We have talked about mental distractions, but what about physical ones? Simple: scratch when you itch,
yawn when tired, shift or stretch when you have a muscle cramp, and if you feel uncomfortable, shift
your position. We are meditating, not torturing or coercing the body. Such distractions are normal and
not to be concerned about. If we give them undue attention by being annoyed or disgusted with them,
or trying to force our attention away from them, we will only be concentrating on them, and will
compound their distracting power. In time most of these little annoyances stop occurring. Until then,
just be calm and scratch and rub and move a little, while keeping your awareness where it belongs.
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What about noises? Accept them. Do not wish they would stop, and do not try to “not hear” them. Just
accept the noise as part of your present situation. Neither like nor dislike it.
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Care only for your meditation, confident that a few itchings, cramping, noises, thoughts, or memories
will not ruin your meditation. “Greater is he [the spirit] that is in you, than he [the body] that is in the
worlds” (I John 4:4). It is your attention to them, either in rejection or acceptance, that will spoil your
meditation. You must guard against that, and relaxation and indifference to them is the way.

Daily meditation

“The self resides within the lotus of the heart. Knowing this, devoted to the self, the sage enters daily
that holy sanctuary” (Chandogya Upanishad 8:3:3).

Meditation should be done daily, and if possible it should be done twice daily–morning and evening, or
before and after work, whichever is more convenient.

When your period of meditation is over, do your utmost to maintain the flow of the japa of Aom in time
with your breathing in all your activities. For those who diligently and continually apply themselves,
attainment is inevitable.

When you find yourself with some time–even a few minutes–during the day, sit and meditate. Every
little bit certainly does help.
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Length of meditation
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How long at a time should you meditate? The more you meditate the more benefit you will receive, but
you should not push or strain yourself. Start with a modest time–fifteen or twenty minutes–and
gradually work up to an hour or an hour and a half, perhaps once a week meditating longer if that is
practical. But do not force or burn yourself out. It is a common trick of the mind to have you meditate
for a very long time and then skip some days or weeks and then overdo it again. It is better to do the
minimum time every day without fail. Remember the tortoise and the hare.
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Also, if you go about it the right way and live in the manner which makes you supremely responsive, one
hour’s meditation can equal hours of “ordinary” meditation.
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Keep it inside

Do not dissipate the calmness and centering gained through meditation by talking about it to others.
Experiences in meditation are not only subtle, they are fragile, as delicate as spun glass, and speaking
about them can shatter their beneficial effects. Bragging, eulogizing, and swapping notes about
meditation experiences is a very harmful activity. Avoid it.

Do not satisfy any curiosity about your personal yogic experiences or benefits except in the most general
terms. Naturally you can tell people that meditation helps you, but do so in only a general way unless
you really feel intuitively that you should be more specific. When people seem truly interested in
spiritual life and serious about it, give them a copy of this book, or of Introduction to Pranava Yoga, and
discuss the general and practical aspects freely.

“Concentration”

Although in this book you will find the word “concentration,” it is not used in the sense of forcing or
tensing the mind. Rather, we are wanting to become aware–that is attentive–to the fullest degree. And
this is accomplished in Pranava Yoga by relaxation in body, mind, and attitude. Our attention on Aom is
always gentle, though determined. It is not a spike we are driving into our mind. We are floating in Aom,
not crashing into it.
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In meditation not just the body, but the mind must be relaxed. This relaxation is what most readily
facilitates meditation. Think of the mind as a sponge, absolutely full of water. If you hold it in your hand,
fully relaxed, all will be well. But if you grip it or squeeze it tightly, water will spray out in all directions.
This is exactly how it is with the mind. If you “hold” it in a state of calm relaxation, very few distractions
in the form of memories and thoughts will arise. But if you try to force the mind and tense it, then a
multitude of distractions will arise.
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Learning to continually do japa of Aom
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By keeping up the inner repetition of Aom all the time, whatever you may be doing, you will be
perpetually cultivating supreme awareness itself. A good way to get yourself habituated to the constant
japa of Aom is to do japa while you are reading–simply looking at or scanning the page rather than
verbalizing in your mind. (This is the secret of “speed reading.”) Once you learn to do that, since reading
demands so much attention, you will pretty well be able to keep the japa going in other activities.
Eventually you will able to do japa of Aom even when speaking with others.

Inner negativity

Impulses to negativity or foolishness, whether mental or physical, exist in our minds in the form of
samskaras or vasanas. (Samskaras are impressions in the mind produced by previous actions or
experiences, and vasanas are bundles or aggregates of similar samskaras.) Worries and anxieties about
these samskaras and vasanas in the form of “sins,” “temptations,” and “wrong thinking” torment a lot of
seekers. Even more futile is obsession with “getting rid of the ego.” For the Aom yogi who regularly
practices meditation and arranges his inner and outer life so as to avoid their counteracting or
conflicting with his practice there is no need for such self-torture. Speaking of these negative and
troublesome things, Shankara confidently says: “they are dissolved along with the receptacle, the

chitta…. Because they have no effect, they are not given attention, for when a thing is falling of itself
there is no point in searching for something to make it fall.” I. K. Taimni says: “As the object of
meditation continues to fill the mind completely there can be no question of emptying the mind.”

Too upset to meditate?
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I knew a man who frequently refused medication, saying, “I’m too sick right now to take medicine. I’ll
take it when I feel better.” This amazed me, but we tend to do the same thing regarding meditation. It is
the only way to real peace, but when our lives are being swept with the storms of grief, disaster, fears,
anger, and suchlike, we say the same thing. “I am too upset to meditate. I’ll do it later.” But meditation
has the ability to soothe and eliminate all disturbed thoughts and inner states. So whenever any
distracted or negative conditions arise in our minds and lives, meditation is the key to peace and clear
thinking.
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Focus on prakriti
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Pranava Yoga affects our energy-bodies, not our inner consciousness–it reveals our consciousness rather
than changes it. The purpose of Pranava Yoga is liberation, and to this end it affects the prakriti (energy
complex) which is the adjunct of our purusha. Because of this, it is only natural and right that thoughts,
impressions, sensations and feelings of many kinds should arise as you meditate, since your meditation
is evoking them as part of the transformation process. All you need do is stay relaxed and keep on
intoning Aom in time with the breath.

The Aom yogi is already in the Self, is the Self, so in Pranava Yoga he is looking at/into his personal
prakriti in the same way God observes the evolving creation. Pranava Yoga purifies and evolves the
bodies, including the buddhi, and realigns our consciousness with its true state, accomplishing the aims
of both schools of meditational thought mentioned. “Aom is Brahman. Aom is all this. He who utters
Aom with the intention ‘I shall attain Brahman’ does verily attain Brahmans” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1).

Shoes

Since we are talking about material things (prakriti), this might be a good place to mention that it is best
to meditate without shoes, because shoes (whatever material they are made from) carry the vibration
of the dirt they contact each day.

A matter of magnetism
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Prana takes on many forms, including biomagnetism, the force which maintains our body and its
functions. The body itself is magnetic, and any disturbance in polarity or magnetic flow is detrimental to
health. Leather inhibits the natural flow of the life force (prana). Leather shoes block the upward flow of
prana from the earth into our bodies, and leather belts interfere with the flow of prana within the body.
On the more metaphysical side of things, the use of leather–or any slaughtered-animal-derived
substance–in any manner is a violation of the principle of ahimsa, as Yogananda points out in chapter
four of Autobiography of a Yogi. It is also an infraction of the principle of shaucha. (See “The
Foundations of Yoga” in How to be a Yogi.)
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It has long been my experience that sleeping with the head toward the north (the feet pointing south)
can cause a magnetic conflict or disturbance in the body, adversely affecting sleep–and even causing
nervousness and restlessness. This is also the experience of many yogis I have known.
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A great secret
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“Receive that Word from which the Universe springeth!…How many are there who know the meaning of
that Word?” asked Kabir.

Aom is a great secret–the secret of enlightenment. But how is it a secret, when it has been written and
talked about so much, and is repeated at the beginning and end of sacred recitations, and eulogized as
the highest and holiest of mantras? A story from India will tell us how.

Once a man was taught a mantra by a yogi. “You must keep this mantra absolutely secret, for it is known
to only a very few,” the yogi told him. But the next day in the morning as the man walked through the
town he noticed that a great many people were repeating that mantra aloud–especially as they did their
morning ablutions. Indignantly he went to the yogi, told what he had observed, and demanded to know
why he had claimed the mantra was a secret known only to a few. The yogi said nothing in explanation,

but brought a shining green object from his pocket and handed it to the man with the instruction that he
should show it to the people he met in the town and ask them how much they would buy it for–but he
was not to actually sell it to them. “When you do this, I will explain about the mantra,” he promised.
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The first person he met was a woman who sold vegetables; she offered some eggplants for it, wanting it
for her baby to play with. He showed it to some merchants in small shops who offered him small
amounts of money for it as a curiosity. A wealthy merchant said that it was an excellent imitation
emerald and offered him a goodly sum, for he wanted it to make jewelry for his wife. A banker
examined it, declared it to be a genuine emerald, and offered him a great deal of money for it. Amazed
by this, the man took it to a jeweler who told him that it was the largest and most perfect emerald he
had ever seen. “No one in this land, not even the king, has enough money to purchase this emerald,” he
concluded.
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Frightened at having such a valuable in his keeping, the man hurried back to the yogi and returned the
emerald. Smiling, the yogi put it back in his pocket. “Now will you tell me why you claimed the mantra
was secret, when everybody in town seems to know it?” demanded the man. “I have already done so by
your experience with the emerald,” the yogi replied. “How many of the people knew what it really
was?” “Only the banker and the jeweler,” the man admitted. “And the others–did not their offers for it
correspond to their opinion of it and their own financial worth?” “Yes.” “There you have it. The mantra I
taught you is in the memory and on the lips of many in a superficial way. They repeat it a few times and
then drop it. Only those who meditate upon it can know it in truth–as they at the same time increase in
spiritual status. My friend, that mantra is very little known, but I hope you will strive to realize its value
by your own Self-realization through its use.”
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The man understood. And so will those who come to know the secret of Aom through their own
practice. For it is Aom that draws us out from the Primal Depths, Aom that evolves us to the uttermost
possibilities, and Aom that liberates and returns us to the Source to share eternally in the fullness of the
Life Divine.

AOM in the Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita, and Yoga Sutras
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

Chapter Seven of Omkar Yoga

Sanatana Dharma–the Eternal Religion–is based on the direct experience of the sages of primeval India
as well as the corroborating experiences of yogis throughout thousands of years. Originally all spiritual
teachings were committed to memory, but in time they were written down to ensure their correct
transmission. Simple as it is, Sanatana Dharma in its purity is found in twelve basic texts: the Isha, Kena,
Katha, Prashna, Mundaka, Mandukya, Taittiriya, Aitareya, Chandogya, Brihadaranyaka, and Svetasvatara
Upanishads, and the Bhagavad Gita. This last text is a digest and exposition of the upanishadic
philosophy with emphasis on its practical application. Another book, the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali,
presents the practical inner way to experience and manifest the truths of the upanishads and the Gita.
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Although Aom is to be found in each upanishad, at least as part of the opening and closing mantras of
blessing, eight of them have sections dealing with Aom Itself.
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
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“Aom is Brahman, the Primeval Being. This is the Veda which the knowers of Brahman know; through it
one knows what is to be known” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1). Aom is Self-Revealing Divinity. It is
the supreme “scripture” through which we come to know “what is to be known,” namely Brahman.
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Chandogya Upanishad
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“One should meditate on this Syllable [Aom]” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.1). For, “That is the
quintessence of the essences, the Supreme, the highest” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.3).

“Speech [vak] and breath [prana] are joined together in the Syllable Aom. Verily, whenever the pair
come together, they fulfil each other’s desire. He who knowing this thus, meditates on the Syllable,
becomes, verily, a fulfiller of desires” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6, 7). This is why Aom is meditated
upon by joining Its repetition to the breath, and why it is called the Pranava, the Breath Word.

The upanishad continues with the exposition of Aom as the power of fulfillment, saying: “Verily, this
Syllable is of assent, for whenever one assents to anything he says simply ‘Aom.’ What is assent is
fulfillment. He, who knowing this thus, meditates on the Syllable, becomes, verily, a fulfiller of desires”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.8).

“Saying ‘Aom,’ one recites: saying ‘Aom,’ one orders: saying ‘Aom,’ one sings aloud, in honor of that
Syllable, with its greatness and its essence. He who knows this thus, and he who knows not, both
perform with It. Knowledge and ignorance, however, are different. What, indeed, one performs with
knowledge, faith, and meditation, that, indeed becomes more powerful. This, verily is the explanation of
this Syllable” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.9, 10).
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A little later the upanishad returns to the power of Aom to fulfil desires, saying: “He obtains wishes by
singing [intoning], who knowing this, meditates on the udgitha [Aom when it is part of Vedic recitation]
as the syllable. This, with regard to the self” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.2.14). That is, those who, desiring
to know the Self, meditate upon Aom will surely attain Self-knowledge.
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“This sound [Aom] is that syllable, the immortal, the fearless.…He who knows it thus, praises this
Syllable, takes refuge in that Syllable, in the immortal, fearless sound, and having entered it, he becomes
immortal” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.4.4, 5). Aom is the secret of immortality.
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The upanishadic sages had much to say about the sun as the source of life, teaching that all sentient
beings have come into the physical plane through the sun which is a gateway to the astral realms. The
souls that have evolved beyond the need for earthly experience pass back through the sun to higher
worlds. Even more, the sages identified it with Aom, saying: “Now, verily, what is the udgitha is the
Pranava. What is the Pranava is the udgitha. And so verily, the udgitha is the yonder sun and the
Pranava, for the sun is continually sounding ‘Aom’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.1).

“One should meditate on the breath in the mouth as the udgitha, for it is continually sounding ‘Aom’”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3). Since our soul is always breathing Aom, by intoning Aom in time with the
breath we put ourselves in tune with the very wellspring of our existence, linking up with our inmost
consciousness.

“Now, verily, what is the udgitha is the Pranava. What is the Pranava is the udgitha. [If one knows this],
verily, from the seat of the hotri priest, all wrong singing is corrected, yea is corrected” (Chandogya
Upanishad 1.5.5). Negative karma is a major concern of those who seek liberation, for it ties us to the
wheel of constant birth and death. Symbolically speaking, we “sing” our life’s directions as does the
hotri priest, and often make mistakes. But through Aom, “all wrong singing is corrected, yea is
corrected.”

“This is the udgitha [Aom], highest and best. This is endless. He who, knowing this, mediates on udgitha,
the highest and best, becomes the highest and best and obtains the highest and best worlds. When
Atidhanvan Shunaka taught this udgitha to Udara Sandilya, he also said: ‘As long as they shall know this
udgitha among your descendants, so long their life in this world will be the highest and best.’ And so will
their state in that other world be. One who thus knows and meditates–his life in this world becomes the
highest and best, and so his state in that other world, yea, in that other world.’” (Chandogya Upanishad
1.9.2-4) Aom glorifies both this life and the life beyond.
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“As all leaves are held together by the stalk, so is all speech held together by Aom. Verily, the Syllable
Aom is all this, yea, the Syllable Aom is all this” (Chandogya Upanishad 2.23.3). Aom is every aspect of
life itself. Speech, vak, is the essence of life. Therefore in grave illness and at the time of death the
power of speech usually fails. As milk becomes diluted in water, so the consciousness of the departing
soul becomes dispersed and wanders, confused. But this is not so for those who cling even in death to
the repetition of Aom.

Katha Upanishad
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Speaking of the final exit of the soul from the body, the upanishad says: “Even as a great extending
highway runs between two villages, this one and that yonder, even so the rays of the sun go to both
these worlds, this one and that yonder. They start from the yonder sun and enter into the nadis. They
start from the nadis and enter into the yonder sun.…When a man departs from this body, then he goes
upwards by these very rays or he goes up with the thought of Aom. As his mind is failing, he goes to the
sun. That, verily, is the gateway of the world, an entering in for the knowers, a shutting out for the nonknowers” (Chandogya Upanishad 8.6.2, 5).

In the Katha Upanishad we find profoundest teachings on the true Self and its destiny. The inquirer asks
to be taught the Transcendent Reality. The answer he receives is this: “I will tell you briefly of that Goal
which all the Vedas with one voice propound, which all the austerities speak of, and wishing for Which
people practice discipline: It is Aom” (Katha Upanishad 1.2.15). To be very colloquial: Aom is IT.

Though absolute Unity, God is seemingly dual: transcendent and immanent, with form and without
form, with qualities and without qualities, “higher” and “lower” Brahman. So the upanishad says: “Aom,
indeed, is the Lower Brahman; this is, indeed, the Higher Brahman. Anyone who, meditating on Aom,

wishes either of the Two [aspects], by him that is attained” (Katha Upanishad 1.2.16). Aom is both
transcendent and immanent. In whichever plane we wish to abide, Aom is the basis, the illuminator, the
key to comprehension and mastery. Furthermore, we can meditate on God with Form (Saguna
Brahman) and God without Form (Nirguna Brahman), God with attributes and God beyond attributes,
with a single mantra: Aom.
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Logically, then, the upanishad concludes: “This [Aom] is the best means [of attainment and realization];
this means is the Higher and Lesser Brahman. Meditating on Aom, one becomes worthy of worship in
the world of Brahman” (Katha Upanishad 1.2.17). Aom is that which transforms us, elevating our
consciousness to the realm of the Divine and establishing it therein.
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“Aom: this Syllable is all this. All that is past, the present and the future, all this is only the Syllable Aom.
And whatever else there is beyond the threefold time, that too is only the Syllable Aom” (Mandukya
Upanishad 1). From the original Sound, Aom, all things have come into manifestation as Its extensionembodiments. Everything that has ever existed, now exists, or shall exist, is the expansion of Aom. Aom
is all-embracing Eternity, containing and transcending past, present, and future. There is nothing but
Aom.
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That being true, the upanishad then says: “The Self [atman] is of the nature of the Syllable Aom.…Thus
the Syllable Aom is the very Self. He who knows It thus enters the Self [Supreme Spirit] with his self
[individual spirit]” (Mandukya Upanishad 8, 12). By means of Aom, the eternal wave merges into the
eternal Sea.

Mundaka Upanishad

The Mundaka Upanishad speaks further on meditation.

“Taking as the bow the great weapon of the Upanishads [Aom], one should place in It the arrow
sharpened by meditation. Drawing It with a mind engaged in the contemplation of That [Brahman], O
beloved, know that Imperishable Brahman as the target” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.3). The power of
Aom is emphasized by calling it a great weapon. Its intent and effect are serious and mighty–nothing less

than union with the Absolute. It is called “the great weapon of the Upanishads” to indicate that Aom,
and Aom alone, is the effective means recommended by the scriptures of Eternal Dharma for the
realization of God. The japa and meditation of Aom impel the consciousness of the yogi toward the
Goal: Brahman. Moreover, it is the meditation of Aom that “sharpens” the consciousness and renders it
capable of union with Brahman.
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“The Pranava is the bow: one’s self, indeed, is the arrow. Brahman is spoken of as the target of that. It is
to be hit without making a mistake. Thus one becomes united with it [Brahman] as the arrow becomes
one with the target” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.4). It is Aom that ensures we will unerringly (“without a
mistake”) reach the Goal.
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“He in Whom the sky, the earth, and the interspace are woven, as also the mind along with all the
pranas, know Him alone as the one Self. Dismiss other utterances. This [Aom] is the bridge to
immortality” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.5). The “He” in this verse is Aom Itself, which is Brahman. It is the
one Self. To drive the point home that Aom is the sole means of uniting with Brahman, the upanishad
says absolutely and flatfootedly: Dismiss other utterances–all other japa mantras. Why? Because only
Aom is the way to immortality.
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Therefore, “Meditate on Aom as the Self. May you be successful in crossing over to the farther shore of
darkness” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6).
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Prashna Upanishad

Living in the world of gadgetry, from mousetraps to space probes, one of the most frequent questions
we (reasonably) ask is, “Does it work?” According to the Prashna Upanishad, “Satyakama, son of Shibi,
asked [the Rishi Pippalada]: ‘Venerable Sir, what world does he who meditates on Aom until the end of
his life, win by That?’ To him, he said: ‘That which is the sound Aom, O Satyakama, is verily the higher
and the lower Brahman. Therefore, with this support alone does the wise man reach the one or the
other.’…If he meditates on the Supreme Being [Parampurusha] with the Syllable Aom, he becomes one
with the Light, the Sun. He is led to the world of Brahman. He sees the Person that dwells in the body,
Who is higher than the highest life.…That the wise one attains, even by the mere sound Aom as support,
That Which is tranquil, unaging, immortal, fearless, and supreme” (Prashna Upanishad 5:1, 2, 5, 7).

Aom does it all.

Svetasvatara Upanishad

“The udgitha [Aom] is the Supreme Brahman, and in It are the Triad [the individual soul, the cosmos, and
the Cosmic Soul]. It is the firm support, the imperishable. The knowers of Brahman by knowing what is
therein [in the all-containing Aom] become merged in Brahman, intent thereon [i.e., on Aom] and freed
from birth” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7). Aom unites us with God and frees us from rebirth.
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“As the form of fire when latent in its source is not seen and yet its seed is not destroyed, but may be
seized again and again in its source by means of the drill [a pointed stick whirled to produce fire for the
Vedic sacrifices], so it is in both cases. The Self has to be seized in the body by means of the Pranava. By
making one’s body the lower friction stick and the Pranava the upper friction stick, by practicing the
friction of meditation one may see the hidden God, as it were” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:13,14).
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This passage points out that the japa and meditation of Aom are not confined to our spiritual makeup,
but affects our whole being, including the body.
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Taittiriya Upanishad

Bhagavad Gita
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“Aom is Brahman. Aom is all this. He who utters Aom with the intention ‘I shall attain Brahman’ does
verily attain Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1). How glorious is Aom! It is the Power of
Enlightenment.

The supreme sage, Vyasa, in order to give us a complete picture of the upanishadic wisdom as well as
the way to apply it in our life so we may attain the same vision of the sages who authored them, wrote
the Bhagavad Gita based on the instructions given by Krishna to Arjuna on the eve of the Great Indian
(Mahabharata) War on the battlefield of Kurukshetra. Aom is a central element in Krishna’s exposition
of spiritual life and practice.

Speaking from his perspective as the Infinite Being, enumerating his major manifestation-embodiments,
Krishna says: “I am the Pranava” (Bhagavad Gita 7:8). “I am Aom [Aomkara]” (Bhagavad Gita 9:17).
“Among words I am the monosyllable [Aom]” (Bhagavad Gita 10:25). The meaning is that Aom is not a
symbol of God, It is God.
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What to “do” with Aom is then outlined by Krishna: “Established in yoga concentration, uttering Aom,
the single-syllable Brahman, meditating on Me, he who goes forth, renouncing the body, goes to the
supreme goal. He who thinks of Me constantly, whose mind does not ever go elsewhere, for him, the
yogi who is constantly devoted [nityayuktasya: constantly disciplined or yoked], I am easy to reach”
(Bhagavad Gita 8:12-14).
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Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
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The Yoga Darshan (Yoga Sutras) of Patanjali is the prime authority on yoga outside the Upanishads and
Bhagavad Gita. Here are its words on God and yoga:
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“Ishwara [God] is a particular Purusha [Spirit, Person] Who is untouched by the afflictions of life, actions,
and the results and impressions produced by these actions. In Him is the highest limit of omniscience.”
(“In Him becomes infinite that all-knowingness which in others is only a germ”– Maha Yogi
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji’s translation of the Yoga Sutras.)
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“Being unconditioned by time He is teacher even of the ancients. His designator [vachaka] is the Pranava
[Aom].” (“His manifesting word is Aom”– Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji.)

“Its japa and meditation is the way [or: should be done]. From it result [come] the disappearance of
obstacles and the turning inward of consciousness. Disease, languor, doubt, carelessness, laziness,
worldly-mindedness, delusion, non-achievement of a stage, instability, these cause the distraction of the
mind and they are the obstacles. [Mental] pain, despair, nervousness, and agitation are the symptoms of
a distracted condition of mind. For removing these obstacles [there should be] the constant practice of
the one principle [the japa and meditation of Aom]” (Yoga Sutras 1:24-32).

That completes the picture. We need only heed the instruction: “Having known what is said in the
ordinance of the scriptures, you should act here in this world” (Bhagavad Gita 16:24).

The Glories and Powers of AOM
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji

Chapter 8 OM Yoga
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The amount of material in the authoritative scriptures of India and the words of realized saints regarding
Aom, is truly surprising. Here I have arranged extracts from the scriptures as well as from Vyasa and
Shankara, the two greatest authorities on the scriptures, to give an overview of the whole subject of
Aom in its various aspects.
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Aom is God (Brahman).
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“Aom is Brahman, the Primeval Being” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1).
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“That [Aom] is the quintessence of the essences, the Supreme, the highest” (Chandogya Upanishad
1.1.3).
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“I will tell you briefly of that Goal which all the Vedas with one voice propound, which all the austerities
speak of, and wishing for Which people practice discipline: It is Aom” (Katha Upanishad 1. 2.15-17).

“Aom is the Supreme Brahman” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7).

“God is the Syllable Aom” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 4:17).

“Aom is Brahman” (Taittiriya Upanishad 1.8.1).

“Brahman is the Truth that is indicated as ‘Aom.’” (Yoga Vashishtha 6:1:30).

“The monosyllable Aom is the highest Brahman” (Manu Smriti 2:83,87).

Aom is both Saguna (With Form) and Nirguna (Without Form) Brahman
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It is commonly thought that Aom is to be used only for meditation on the Formless Transcendent
(Nirguna) Brahman, but the following show that, since Aom encompasses both the Saguna and Nirguna
aspects of Brahman, it can also be used for meditation on God With Form. Saguna and Nirguna are
sometimes spoken of as “lower” or “lesser” and “higher.”
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“Aom, indeed, is the Lower Brahman; this is, indeed, the Higher Brahman. Anyone who, meditating on
Aom, wishes either of the Two [aspects], by him that is attained. This [Aom] is the best means [of
attainment and realization]; this means is the Higher and Lesser Brahman” (Katha Upanishad 1. 2.15-17).
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“Aom is verily the higher and the lower Brahman. Therefore with this alone does the wise man reach the
one or the other ” (Prashna Upanishad 5.2).
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“Whether the unconditioned Brahman or the conditioned Brahman, the Syllable Aom becomes a means
of realizing It. For another scripture has it, ‘The Syllable Aom is the higher and lower Brahman.’”
(Shankara, Commentary on the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad).

“Aom is both the higher and the lesser Brahman” (Shankara, Commentary on the Mandukya Karika).

Aom is the True Name of God

“Aom is the Name of the Supreme Lord” (Shankara, Commentary on the Yoga Sutras).

Aom bestows the vision of God

“As the form of fire when latent in its source is not seen and yet its seed is not destroyed, but may be
seized again and again in its source by means of the drill [a pointed stick whirled to produce fire for the
Vedic sacrifices], so it is in both cases. The Self has to be seized in the body by means of the Syllable
Aom. By making one’s body the lower friction stick and the Syllable Aom the upper friction stick, by
practicing the friction of meditation one may see the hidden God, as it were” (Svetasvatara Upanishad
1:13,14).
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“That which is manifested by the Pranava is the Lord (Ishwara) Himself. …When the yogi has recognized
the power of Aom to express Its meaning, the Lord, he should undertake japa and meditation of It on
the Lord Who is signified by Aom. When the yogi thus engages in japa and meditation of Aom, his mind
becomes one-pointed. So it has been said: ‘After Aom japa, let him set himself in yoga [meditation],
after yoga, let him set himself to japa. When Aom japa and meditation come to perfection the Supreme
Self [Paramatman] shines forth.’” (Vyasa, Commentary on the Yoga Sutras).
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Aom unites us with God (Brahman).
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“Taking as the bow the great weapon of the Upanishads [Aom], one should place in It the arrow
sharpened by meditation. Drawing It with a mind engaged in the contemplation of That [Brahman], O
beloved, know that Imperishable Brahman as the target. The Syllable Aom is the bow: one’s self, indeed,
is the arrow. Brahman is spoken of as the target of that. It is to be hit without making a mistake. Thus
one becomes united with it [Brahman] as the arrow becomes one with the target. He in Whom the sky,
the earth, and the interspace are woven, as also the mind along with all the pranas, know Him alone as
the one Self. Dismiss other utterances. This [Aom] is the bridge to immortality. Meditate on Aom as the
Self. May you be successful in crossing over to the farther shore of darkness” (Mundaka Upanishad
2.2.3-6).

“Aom is the Supreme Brahman…. The knowers of Brahman by knowing what is therein [in the allcontaining Aom] become merged in Brahman” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7).

“He who utters Aom with the intention ‘I shall attain Brahman’ does verily attain Brahman” (Taittiriya
Upanishad 1.8.1).

“The holy word, Aom bestows the highest state” (Yoga Vashishtha 5:54).

“Just as the bow is the cause of the arrow’s hitting the target, so Aom is the bow that brings about the
soul’s entry into the Immutable. For the soul when purified by the repetition of Aom gets fixed in
Brahman with the help of Aom without any hindrance, just as an arrow shot from a bow gets transfixed
in the target” (Shankara, Commentary on the Mundaka Upanishad).
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“Yogis who are engaged in both japa and meditation attain one-pointedness of mind. After japa, which
causes his mind to bow before the Lord, let him engage in meditation. When his mind becomes
unwavering from meditation on the Lord, let him do japa of Aom, for japa leads to meditation. When
japa and meditation of Aom come to perfection then the Supreme Lord (Parameshwara), the Supreme
Self (Paramatman) Who stands in the highest place shines forth for the yogi” (Shankara, Commentary on
the Yoga Sutras).
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Aom is the Veda of Brahman-knowers
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“Aom is…the Veda which the knowers of Brahman know” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1).
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“The threefold Knowledge is based on the Omkara. It [Aom] is another Triple Veda; he who knows that
Aom is truly learned in the Veda” (Manu Smriti 11:266).

Aom is the mantra by which we worship God and the gods

“Among words I am the Ekakshara [Aom]; among sacrifices I am the sacrifice of japa” (Bhagavad Gita
10:25) The word yajna, usually translated “sacrifice,” has more the idea of offering. Japa of Aom is
certainly the highest offering possible, for it is God Who is being offered.

“How should one perform devotion to the Lord, and what is the means of that devotion? To explain the
form in which the devotee contemplates on Him, the sutra says: ‘His designator [vachaka] is the Pranava
[Aom].’ Of the Lord Who has been described, the designating Word is the Pranava. …The word Pranava
is explained in the following way etymologically: pra stands for prakarshena: ‘perfectly;’ nu (from nava)

means nuyate: ‘He is praised.’ Thus Pranava, the word Aom, praises (pranauti) the Lord. That is, the Lord
is devoutly worshipped (pranidhiyate) through It by His devotees. They bow down (pranam) to Him
through It. Through It they worship (pranidha) the Lord mentally; here the extra dha stands for the final
[syllable] va of Pranava. …From the termination ava is understood avati: ‘He favors.’ He brings out His
devotees from samsara, He leads those in samsara to nirvana, he brings to a devotee unsurpassed joy,
he grants him samadhi to lead him to the highest truth. But all these meanings are associated with the
most intense love of the Lord. …When the Lord is continuously worshipped in the mind by means of this
syllable, Aom, He gives His grace. …Through Aom the Lord is met face to face” (Shankara, Commentary
on the Yoga Sutras).
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“It is proper to employ Aom as a means for practicing worship of God. …When the yogi has understood
the identity of Aom and Brahman he attracts the grace of the supreme Lord through Its japa and
meditation. Meditation is setting the heart on the Lord Who is designated by Aom and brought into the
mind by It” (Shankara, Commentary on the Yoga Sutras).
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Aom, being God, should also be worshipped
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“Just as the image of Vishnu or any other god is regarded as identical with that god (for purposes of
worship), so is Aom to be treated as Brahman” (Shankara, Commentary on the Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad).
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“The syllable Aom is the inmost essence of all essences. It is supreme because of Its being the symbol of
the Supreme Self. It is competent to be worshipped as the Supreme Self. It is competent to take the
place of the Supreme Self since It is to be worshipped like the Supreme Self” (Shankara, Commentary on
the Chandogya Upanishad).

“The Vedic rites are meant for the worship of the very Aom because It is a symbol of the Supreme Self.
The worship of That [Aom] is surely the worship of the supreme Self” (Shankara, Commentary on the
Chandogya Upanishad).

Aom is the key to our spirit (atman).

“He obtains wishes by singing [intoning], who knowing this, meditates on the udgitha [Aom] as the
syllable. This, with regard to the self” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.2.14) Lest we misunderstand and think
that Aom is to be employed to fulfill just any desire or whim, in this verse the sage informs us that the
“wishes” gained through meditation on Aom are those relating to the Self, the immortal spirit; that
those who have lost the consciousness of the Self shall regain it through Aom meditation.

“The Self [atman] is of the nature of the Syllable Aom” (Mandukya Upanishad 1.8.12).
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Aom is our spirit (atman).
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“The Self [atman] is of the nature of the Syllable Aom. Thus the Syllable Aom is the very Self. He who
knows It thus enters the Self [Supreme Spirit] with his self [individual spirit]” (Mandukya Upanishad
1,8,12).
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“Meditate on Aom as the Self” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.3-6).
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Aom enables us to know both our Self and God, the Self of our Self
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“The Self [atman] is of the nature of the Syllable Aom. Thus the Syllable Aom is the very Self. He who
knows It thus enters the Self [Supreme Spirit] with his self [individual spirit]” (Mandukya Upanishad
1.8.12).

“I shall now enter into the self by the self indicated by the culmination of the Aom-sound–as a lamp
without fuel” (Yoga Vashishtha 5:87).

“The one that is awakened is the inner self, that is the supreme self whose name is Aom” (Yoga
Vashishtha 6:2:48).

“Aom is essentially the same as the Self. …And the Supreme Brahman, too, is but Aom. …Aom is the
same as the supreme as well as the inferior Brahman…by virtue of its being a means for the attainment
of Brahman” (Shankara, Commentary on the Mandukya Upanishad).

Aom is the source of creation and evolution

“The Cosmic Spirit utters Aom and by pure will creates the various objects” (Yoga Vashishtha 3:67).
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Aom is the essence of the evolutionary solar energies
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The life-producing energies of the sun are the energies of Aom. Aom is the sun of body, mind, and spirit,
the Life-Giver of all. All plant, animal, and human life on this planet depends upon the sun. It is the
subtle powers of sunlight which stimulate growth and evolution. The sun truly awakens us in the
deepest sense. As the germinating seed struggles upward toward the sun and out into its life-giving rays,
so all higher forms of life reach out for the sun, which acts as a metaphysical magnet, drawing them
upward and outward toward ever-expanding consciousness. Sunlight is the radiant form of Aom, so the
sun initiates the entire solar system into Aom. Human beings are solar creatures, therefore to intone
Aom is the most natural thing they can do.
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“Now, verily, what is the udgitha is the Aom. What is Aom is the udgitha. And so verily, the udgitha is the
yonder sun and the Aom, for the sun is continually sounding ‘Aom.’” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.1) The
most significant part of this verse is the statement that “the sun is continually sounding ‘Aom,’”
indicating that the evolutionary energy of the sun is a manifestation of Aom. Our life depends on the
light of the sun, thus our life is also a manifestation of the power of Aom. The japa and meditation of
Aom aligns us with the solar powers that are Aom and thereby greatly increase our life force and the
evolution of all the levels of our being.

“Even as a great extending highway runs between two villages, this one and that yonder, even so the
rays of the sun go to both these worlds, this one and that yonder. They start from the yonder sun and
enter into the nadis [astral “nerves”]. They start from the nadis and enter into the yonder sun. …When a
man departs from this body, then he goes upwards by these very rays or he goes up with the thought of
Aom. As his mind is failing, he goes to the sun. That, verily, is the gateway of the world, an entering in
for the knowers, a shutting out for the non-knowers” (Chandogya Upanishad 8.6.2,5).

Aom encompasses and comprises all being and existence

“Verily, the Syllable Aom is all this, yea, the Syllable Aom is all this” (Chandogya Upanishad 2.23.3).

“Aom: this Syllable is all this” (Mandukya Upanishad 1,8,12).
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Aom is past, present, future, and eternity
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“All that is past, the present and the future, all this is only the Syllable Aom. And whatever else there is
beyond the threefold time, that too is only the Syllable Aom” (Mandukya Upanishad 1,8,12).
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Aom is protection
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Aom produces peace and harmony
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“Remember Aom, the Lord, the Protector” (Yajur Veda 40:15).

“Only Its [Aom’s] knowers sit here in peace and concord” (Rig Veda I.164.39).

“My heart is established in the peace indicated by the resonance of Aom” (Yoga Vashishtha 5:87).

“He should repeat Aom till the mind gains perfect peace” (Yoga Vashishtha 6:1:128).

Aom liberates us at the time of death

“At the time of departure from this world, remember Aom” (Yajur Veda 40:15).

“Then Satyakama, son of Shibi, asked him [the Rishi Pippalada]: ‘Venerable Sir, what world does he who
meditates on Aom until the end of his life, win by That?’ To him, he said: ‘If he meditates on the
Supreme Being [Parampurusha] with the Syllable Aom, he becomes one with the Light, the Sun. He is led
to the world of Brahman. He sees the Person that dwells in the body, Who is higher than the highest life.
…That the wise one attains, even by the mere sound Aom as support, That Which is tranquil, unaging,
immortal, fearless, and supreme” (Prashna Upanishad 5:1,5,7).
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“Having confined the mind in the heart and…engaged in the practice of concentration, uttering the onesyllabled Aom–the Brahman–and remembering Me, he who departs, leaving the body, attains to the
Supreme Goal” (Bhagavad Gita 8:12-14).
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Aom delivers us from rebirth (samsara).
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“The soul, when it departs from the body, goes upward by meditating on the Self with the help of Aom
as he did while living” (Shankara, Commentary on the Chandogya Upanishad).
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“Aom is the Supreme Brahman…. The knowers of Brahman by knowing what is therein [in the allcontaining Aom] become merged in Brahman, intent thereon [i.e., on Aom] and freed from birth”
(Svetasvatara Upanishad 1:7).

“By means of the boat of Aom that is Brahman one crosses over [samsara, the ocean of birth and death].
The idea is that by controlling the senses through Aom the enlightened person should cross over the
currents of the river of transmigration with the help of that Aom” (Shankara, Commentary on the
Svetasvatara Upanishad).

Aom conquers fear

“One should concentrate one’s mind on Aom, for Aom is Brahman beyond fear. For a man, ever fixed in
Brahman, there can be no fear anywhere” (Gaudapada [the teacher of Shankara], Mandukya Karika 25).

“One should concentrate the mind on Aom, Which is essentially the supreme Reality, for Aom is
Brahman beyond fear, because for one who is ever fixed in It, there can be no fear anywhere, in
accordance with the Vedic text, ‘The enlightened man is not afraid of anything.’” (Shankara,
Commentary on the Mandukya Karika).

Aom contains–and confers–all states of consciousness
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“[The turiyatita state] is the Eternal, beyond the eternal and the transient; it is a pure mass of
consciousness. In it there is no question of diversity. It is all, it is supreme blessedness and peace, it is
beyond expression. It is purest Aom. It is transcendent. It is supreme” (Yoga Vashishtha 6:1:34).
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Aom confers all true and worthwhile knowledge
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“Through it [Aom] one knows what is to be known” (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.1.1).
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“By this [Aom] does the threefold knowledge proceed” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6-10. “The threefold
knowledge” may be interpreted as being knowledge of body, mind, and spirit, knowledge of the
physical, astral, and causal worlds, knowledge of the threefold Vedas, or knowledge of the Three
Eternals: God, Creation, and Souls. Whichever it might be, it is certain that Aom is the basis of such
knowledge. In other places we see that to know Aom is to know the Veda.).

“God is the Syllable Aom, out of Him proceeds the Supreme Knowledge” (Svetasvatara Upanishad 4:17).

“The threefold Knowledge is based on the Omkara. It [Aom] is another Triple Veda; he who knows that
Aom is truly learned in the Veda” (Manu Smriti 11:266).

Aom bestows immortality

“One should meditate on the udgitha as this syllable [Aom]….This sound is that syllable, the immortal,
the fearless. Having entered this, the gods became immortal, fearless. He who knows it thus, praises this
Syllable, takes refuge in that Syllable, in the immortal, fearless sound, and having entered it, he becomes
immortal, even as the gods became immortal” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.4.1-5).

“This [Aom] is the bridge to immortality” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.5).
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“Because Aom is the symbol of the Supreme Self it is the cause of immortality” (Shankara, Commentary
on the Chandogya Upanishad).
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Aom removes all obstacles
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“From it [Aom] comes the disappearance of obstacles” (Yoga Sutras of Patanjali).
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Aom is the supreme mantra
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“This [Aom] is the best means [of attainment and realization]; this means is the Higher and Lesser
Brahman. Meditating on Aom, one becomes worthy of worship in the world of Brahman” (Katha
Upanishad 1. 2.16, 17).

“Aom, being so important, should be used as a means to self-realization. If it is used as a means to
realization, the entire Vedas are practically used” (Shankara, Commentary on the Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad).

“One should meditate on the syllable Aom, which is the Udgitha. This syllable, Aom, as the Name of the
Supreme Reality, is nearest to Him; when It is used He surely becomes gracious just as a man becomes
so when his favorite name is used. …It is a symbol [indicator] of the Supreme Self (Paramatma). Thus it is
known in all the Upanishads that Aom, as a name and as a symbol, holds the highest position of being an
aid to the meditation of the Supreme Self. …The syllable Aom is the inmost essence of all essences. It is
supreme because of Its being the symbol of the Supreme Self. It is competent to be worshipped as the

Supreme Self. It is competent to take the place of the Supreme Self since It is to be worshipped like the
Supreme Self” (Shankara, Commentary on the Chandogya Upanishad).

“Aom being beyond measures is Turiya, It has infinite dimension and Its extent cannot be determined. It
is auspicious and holy because of the negation of all duality. He who knows Aom is a sage because of his
meditating on the Supreme Reality, and not any other man, though he may be learned in the scriptures”
(Shankara, Commentary on the Mandukya Karika).
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Aom should be the object/subject of our meditation
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“One should meditate on this Syllable [Aom]” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.1).
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Aom is the foremost object of meditation
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“Meditate on Aom as the Self. May you be successful in crossing over to the farther shore of darkness”
(Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6).
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“Dismiss other utterances. This [Aom] is the bridge to immortality” (Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.5).
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“The monosyllable Aom is the highest Brahman. …Undoubtedly a Brahmin reaches the highest goal by
japa of Aom alone, whether he performs other rites or neglects them” (Manu Smriti 2:83,87).

“Ishwara [God] is a particular Purusha [Spirit, Person] Who is untouched by the afflictions of life, actions,
and the results and impressions produced by these actions. In Him is the highest limit of omniscience.
Being unconditioned by time He is teacher even of the ancients. His designator [vachaka] is the Pranava
[Aom]. Its japa [constant repetition] and meditation is the way [or: should be done]. From it result
[come] the disappearance of obstacles and the turning inward of consciousness. Disease, languor,
doubt, carelessness, laziness, worldly-mindedness, delusion, non-achievement of a stage, instability,
these cause the distraction of the mind and they are the obstacles. [Mental] pain, despair, nervousness,
and agitation are the symptoms of a distracted condition of mind. For removing these obstacles [there

should be] the constant practice of the one principle [the japa and meditation of Aom]” (Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali 24-32).

“Having known Aom, one should not think of anything whatsoever [but Aom]” (Gaudapada, Mandukya
Karika 24).
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“Aom is surely the lower Brahman; and Aom is considered to be the higher Brahman. Aom is without
cause, and without inside and outside; and It is undecaying. Aom is indeed the beginning, middle, and
end–everything. Having known this way indeed one attains immediately. One should know Aom to be
God seated in the hearts of all. Meditating on the all-pervasive Aom, the intelligent man grieves no
more. The Aom, without measures and possessed of infinite dimension, is the auspicious entity where
all duality ceases. He by whom Aom is known, is the real sage, and not so is any other man”
(Gaudapada, Mandukya Karika 24,26-29).
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“When the syllable Aom is known, one should not think of anything whatsoever, serving any seen or
unseen purpose; for he has got all his desires fulfilled” (Shankara, Commentary on the Mandukya
Karika).
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“Aom is used to serve as a means to the meditation on Brahman. As other scriptures say, ‘This is the
best help (to the realization of Brahman) and the highest.’…‘One should concentrate on the Self,
uttering Aom.’ [Mahanarayan Upanishad 24:1] ‘One should meditate upon the Supreme Being only
through the Syllable Aom.’ [Prashna Upanishad 5:5] ‘Meditate upon the Self with the help of the Syllable
Aom.’ [Mundaka Upanishad 2.2.6] And so on. Although the words ‘Brahman,’ ‘Atman,’ etc. are names of
Brahman, yet on the authority of the scriptures we know that Aom is Its most intimate appellation.
Therefore it is the best means for the realization of Brahman” (Shankara, Commentary on the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad).

Aom should be intoned in time with the breath

“Speech and breath are joined together in the Syllable Aom” (Chandogya Upanishad 1.1.6) Both speech
and breath are manifested and reunited in Aom–both in speaking Aom aloud and in mentally intoning it
in time with the breath. Aom is the point of their origin and their return. By joining Aom and the breath
in japa and meditation we begin moving back to the state where they are one.

“One should meditate on the breath in the mouth as the udgitha, for it is continually sounding ‘Aom.’”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.5.3) In both japa and meditation we join intonations of Aom to the breath
because on the subtle levels the breath is always producing the sound of Aom. We can even say that the
soul breathes Aom. So by consciously joining Aom to our breathing we can link up with our soulconsciousness and enter into it. This is what is happening when during meditation our intonations of
Aom become more subtle and whisper-like, and from soul-consciousness we will pass into spiritconsciousness–all through Aom.
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Aom is (and accomplishes) the highest pranayama
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“Pranayama is accomplished by effortlessly breathing and joining to it the repetition of the sacred Aom
with the experience of Its meaning, when the consciousness reaches the deep sleep state” (Yoga
Vashishtha 5:78).
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Aom is the Sound that leads to Silence
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“I abandon all thoughts and notions; contemplating Aom, I shall remain in the self, in total inner silence”
(Yoga Vashishtha 5:81).
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The idea is not that after some time in meditation we simply sit, silent and blank, but rather that the
inner intonations of Aom become increasingly subtle until they pass beyond sound into an actual silent
form–not the mere cessation of repetition–that is the state (stithi) of Aom, from which all sounds arise:
the bhava of Aom.

Aom transforms us into divinity

“This is the udgitha [Aom], highest and best. This is endless. He who, knowing this, meditates on
udgitha, the highest and best, becomes the highest and best and obtains the highest and best worlds.
When Atidhanvan Shunaka taught this udgitha to Udara Sandilya, he also said: ‘As long as they shall
know this udgitha among your descendants, so long their life in this world will be the highest and best.’
And so will their state in that other world be. One who thus knows and meditates–his life in this world

becomes the highest and best, and so his state in that other world, yea, in that other world.’”
(Chandogya Upanishad 1.9.2-4.)

“Highest and best” is an upanishadic title for God.)

Afterword: It Is All Up To You
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
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Afterword of Omkar Yoga
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All the theory and eulogy in the world regarding a meditation practice mean virtually nothing. But
practice is everything. In meditation more than anything else, practice certainly does Make Perfect. And
the practice is so marvelously simple.
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Krishna told Arjuna: “One, perhaps, in thousands of men strives for perfection; and one perhaps, among
the blessed ones, striving thus, knows Me in reality” (Bhagavad Gita 7:3). To enable each one of us to
become “one in a million,” yoga was given by the sages to the human race. Its sacred methodology
ensures that not a moment of our endeavor is wasted or ineffectual. Those who pursue the path of yoga
unto the death of ignorance will be crowned with life. Those who cast aside the false life of the ego shall
enter into the true life of the spirit.

Many have heard of the philosophy and practice of meditation, many have enjoyed lectures and books
on the subject (some have even given the lectures and written the books), and yet have never taken up
the practice to any degree. They simply did not make the connection between the beautiful theory and
the actuality of their own lives. This is pretty much the trouble in all “spiritual” matters–people do not
make the connection or transition from the theoretical to the practical. Consequently, as a friend I urge
you in every sense of the expression to take this practice “to heart.”

It is essential in yoga, as in ordinary matters, to realize that all goes according to precise laws. Wishing,
wanting, hoping, praying, believing–or their opposites–have no effect at all. When speaking of
meditation, Patanjali says: “Its application is by stages” (Yoga Sutras 3:6). That is, meditation keeps
moving onward in its effect when regularly practiced, just like the taking of a journey. It all goes in an

exact sequence. Therefore we cannot expect that meditation will produce enlightenment in a random
way like a slot machine in its payoffs. Meditation produces steady growth if there is steady practice.
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The secret of success is regularity in meditation. “A diamond is a piece of coal that never gave up.” Maha
Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji formulated a more spiritual version: “A saint is a sinner who never gave
up.” If you meditate regularly, every day, great will be the result. Water, though the softest substance
known, can wear through the hardest stone by means of a steady dripping. In the old story of the
tortoise and the hare, the tortoise won the race because he kept at it steadily, whereas the hare ran in
spurts. He ran much faster then the tortoise, but the irregularity of his running made him lose the race.
Meditation keeps moving onward in its effect when regularly practiced, producing steady growth
through steady practice. The more we walk the farther we travel; the more we meditate the nearer and
quicker we draw to the goal.
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Yoga, the spiritual state, is produced by yoga the practice. Those who persevere in their yoga practice
find unfailing and abundant happiness, peace, and fulfillment. Certainly the goal is not reached without
much practice through the years, but every step of the way is blessed and brings rejoicing to the yogi’s
heart. Then at last no more steps are needed, and he enters the ocean of Satchidananda. “A tiny bubble
of laughter, I am become the Sea of Mirth Itself,” wrote Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji.
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So it really is all up to you. The sane and sober voice of the Upanishadic Rishis assures us that through
the simple japa and meditation of Aom all possible spiritual attainments will be realized.
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“He who knows Aom need know nothing further,” declares the Mandukya Upanishad.

“Through Aom the Lord is met face to face,” Shankara assures us in his Commentary on the Yoga Sutras.
And in his commentary on the Taittiriya Upanishad: “Wishing to attain the supreme Self one does japa
of Aom; and he does indeed attain Brahman through that Aom.”

The Mundaka Upanishad avers: “Aom is the bridge to immortality. May you be successful in crossing
over to the farther shore of darkness.”

The Mantra-Yoga-Samhita, verse 71, calls Aom “the best of all mantras,” adding that all other mantras
receive their power from It. And later in verse 73:

When people hear the Pranava they hear the Absolute itself.
When they utter the Pranava they go to the abode of the Absolute.
He who perceives the Pranava sees the state of the Absolute.
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He who always has the Pranava in his mind has the form of the Absolute.

